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Abstract  
This thesis focuses on applying adaptive system level cooperative coverage to wireless 
communication networks and proposes an Adaptive Coverage System (ACS) for 
flexible and resilient radio coverage to handle time-varying geographic traffic 
distribution, providing better than conventional radio resource allocation results. The 
ACS utilises antenna arrays called Semi-Smart Antennas to shape cell coverage to 
alleviate cell overloading and balance loads as equally as possible among cells.  
 
Previously work in this field used a Bubble Oscillation Algorithm (BOA) to solve the 
load balancing problem in the ACS. Modification is made to the core algorithm to 
enhance its performance for its applications in WCDMA networks, to handle the impact 
of complex radio propagation environment. 
 
The work presented in this thesis then extends into tackling the problem from an 
optimisation problem point of view. It firstly examines the dynamics of user assignment 
in a network level and based on these findings, the possibility and approaches towards 
finding optimal coverage shapes for a mobile network are then presented, including 
problem formulation, algorithm design, and simulation results.  
 
This thesis investigates a system wide cooperative coverage approach to explore the 
potentials of adaptive coverage systems, has achieved sub-optimal radio resource 
allocation results, and provides an insight into general network-level radio resource 
allocation problems and their solutions. 
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Chapter 1.  Introduction to this Thesis 
 
We are experiencing a time when personal communication is developing at an 
explosive rate. Wireless  base station towers are ubiquitous in most countries and are 
enabling seamless human-to-human and human-to-machine interactions, almost 
anywhere and  anytime. There is no lack of evidence: a single application device, the 
Apple iPhone, and the App Store supporting it, have reshaped the wireless industry. 
Other smart phones are seeing similar success.  
 
In tandem there has been  significant technological developments to support the 
increased requiremets for video, internet and data. The recent restructuring of wireless 
spectrum has increased the available frequency resource pool [1, 2], in preparation for 
the launch of Long Term Evolution (LTE) (and in the near future the 4G 
LTE-Advanced) networks in major industrialised countries. Comparatively speaking, 
the 4G technology aims to upgrade wireless data rate from its 3G predecessors by 
nearly a hundred times. 1Gbps is the ‘pass line’ for a technology to be qualified as 4G 
[3], for a low speed mobile user in a very favourable reception location, and for high 
speed conditions this demarcation line is set to 100Mbps. The technologies make 
feasible this rate by a combination of multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO), 
higher-order modulation schemes, advanced retransmission scheme, turbo coding, the 
wider frequency bands made available to it, and many others. 
  
Abstractly speaking, wireless data ‘lanes’ have been made a lot wider during the 
transition. Still, this upgrade alone might not handle the ever-increasing information 
flows well enough. The growth of traffic itself means this widening of data channels 
will only partially  meet the growing demands from mobile users, and to the interest 
of this thesis, the mobility of mobile users remains a challenge to fixed wireless 
infrastructures. To explain this, we can look at how wireless infrastructures are 
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commonly designed. Mobile network operators  plan the sites for their base stations 
according to measured and predicted traffic distributions: in a densely populated area 
more base stations are allocated and vice versa. Here we then come across a simple 
fact: if you want to improve profitability (or more implicitly cover more areas), you 
will try to serve the demands from each geographic area while not investing tan 
unnecessary amount on assets. 
 
The problem with this ‘minimum investment’ approach is that some users are 
inevitably dropped by when there  is a surge of traffic due to unpredictable changes 
to geographic user/demand distributions.   In order to improve service probability 
(the percentage of users served) to meet such problems operators only have the option 
of deploying additional base stations on selected sites or using sectorisation. This again 
requires careful network planning, and may not be so efficient in terms of money 
investment. Out of the above reason, conventional network planning and the 
conventional cellular structure are  not very flexible and this thesis explores ways of 
increasing this flexibility. 
 
The cooperative coverage concept examined in this thesis, could be one of the 
solutions to increase flexibility of wireless networks.. The cooperative coverage 
concept is about applying coordinated cellular coverage realised by dynamic use of 
adaptive antenna arrays to provide network coverage according to given geographic 
traffic distributions. In the event of high demand concentrations (e.g. a traffic hotspot), 
coordinated coverage allocates radio resources to the more populated cell from nearby 
cells by having the helpers directing their coverage to the hotspots, and hence 
increasing the service probability cooperatively (Fig. 1-1). For those helping base 
stations  more distant neighbours will do the same to further help the helpers and 
compensate for their coverage loss. The overall cellular network could be adaptive to 
varying traffic patterns, mitigating the need to invest for more capacity in every part 
of a network. 
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Radio coverage can be dynamically changed by updating antenna radiation power 
patterns in real time. Techniques for antenna radiation pattern realisation are sometimes 
called antenna synthesis [4], which is a process of designing an antenna array’s 
displacement scheme and excitation parameters. This is not the core matter of this 
thesis, but is an important tool enabling the cooperative coverage concept. 
 
Fig. 1-1 Conceptual illustration of cooperative coverage 
A big question is then how to find a coverage scheme that could better distribute 
available radio resources to satisfy the dynamic traffic demands. The coverage 
problem is formulated in a manner to support the design  and  testing of dedicated 
algorithms. 
 
This thesis is then organised in the following order: review of radio resource allocation 
techniques are provided in Chapter 2; In Chapter 3 previous works on cooperative 
coverage scheme is studied and compared with an antenna tilting scheme proposed by 
the author. The impact of various factors on cooperative coverage is also studied, 
including the performance of antennas;  Chapter 4 examines the limitation of an 
existing cooperative coverage algorithm and improves the algorithm by introducing a 
resource-cost based approach. Based on research work described in aforementioned 
Chapters, a formal formulation of the coverage problem is given in Chapter 5. Finally, 
the problem formulated in Chapter 5 is studied and solved in Chapter 6 with dedicated 
algorithm. Conclusions and future work are provided in Chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2.  Literature Review and 
Research Work to be Done 
2.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, existing studies on radio resource management are reviewed.  
 
It is reasonable to say that Radio Resource Management (RRM) [5-8] is about 
efficiently managing and converting radio resources into values that customers and 
radio network operators care about.. RRM techniques include not only channel 
utilisation and multiple access schemes, but also antenna placement and mobile phone 
receiver designs. Together, the integration of these many aspects characterises any 
specific wireless communication networks, defining their capacity, service capability, 
and efficiency. 
 
The authors in [6] have laid out their definitions for RRM techniques and strategies. In 
these studies, RRM is solely concerned about multiuser wireless systems. This view is 
based on the observation that a one-to-one radio system, has rather fixed throughput 
decided by relatively static frequency and transmission arrangements. There is no room 
or little interests for flexible management of any radio resources in such a simple 
point-to-point system. For multiple-access cellular or wireless networks, RRM should 
be utilised to increase the capacity by overcoming interference and improving 
efficiencies of multiuser resource-sharing schemes. It is argued [5, 6] that RRM could 
be interpreted as proper parameterisation of network resources to achieve a good 
performance, and RRM techniques are classified as either static RRM which focuses on 
network parameterisation before operations, or dynamic RRM which parameterises the 
network after building completion to adjust to dynamic situations.  
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The fine utilisation and discovery of positive factors and suppress of negative factors 
(such as multiuser interference) in wireless communications through RRM 
parameterisation, is therefore, quite interesting. The theoretical throughput of wireless 
links are defined by available bandwidth, modulation schemes, and coding methods, 
but the realistic performance ratio of a complete wireless network always depends on 
how the radio resources are allocated in for time-variant traffic demands. To better 
understand the relationships between radio resources and choices of RRM parameters, 
the following sections of this chapter examine different aspects of radio resource 
including their definition, generalisation, and methods for allocating them to mobile 
users. At the end of the chapter, a fairly new type of RRM technique is briefly 
analysed and based on the concept of this technique, the core problem to be addressed 
by this thesis is raised. 
 
2.2. Radio Resources in Wireless Communications  
Reviewing various RRM examples in this section, we study the previously established 
definitions of radio resources in wireless communications. The goal is to study the 
relationship between radio resources and returns harnessed from their fine management 
and allocations.  
 
2.2.1. Quantitative Measures of Radio Resources 
When setting up a mobile communication network, an operator decides how much 
hardware assets it wants to deploy. This is called static radio resources management 
[5], which involves: 
 
Frequency band planning is the phase where authorities decide frequency allocations 
for different wireless communication systems. Chunks of frequency bands are typically 
auctioned to bidders [9, 10]. The bandwidth allocated to a particular wireless 
technology should be sufficient to satisfy anticipated demands from potential 
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customers, and stimulate industrial confidence and competition [11]. Frequency bands 
are the basic quantitative units of radio resources. 
 
Network planning tailors wireless infrastructure to specific service areas. Radio 
resources are allocated according to traffic dimensioning results [12-17] applied on 
peak-hour traffic patterns. To meet high demands with limited bandwidth, identical 
frequencies are allocated to Base station (BS) clusters of variable densities, in order to 
withstand peak-hour surge in populated areas. The capacity of a wireless network is 
measured using either the number of users supported or reasonably achievable data 
rates [18-20], and frequently attained by simulations [21]. Traffic scheduling 
mechanisms have also been considered [22]. Conclusively, network planning is a 
process that decides  the geographic distribution of hardware and frequency 
resources across a network. 
 
Microscopically, there are lower level representation of radio resources that network 
planning manages on top of, which can be explained with  the concept of multiple 
access schemes of wireless technologies. The most famous multiple access techniques 
in wireless communications, are frequency division (FDMA), time division (TDMA), 
code division (CDMA) [23, 24] and spatial division (SDMA) multiple access schemes 
[25, 26]. These have been well studied and they basically partition available radio 
resources into smaller logical and physical blocks for sharing among individual users, 
allowing simultaneous access of wireless networks. 
 
In FDMA systems, available frequency bands can be viewed as radio resource blocks. 
Time slots are the resource units in TDMA systems. Spatial channels and orthogonal 
spreading codes are representations in SDMA and CDMA-based systems, respectively. 
Mixed multiple access schemes can be used in a single system. For example, individual 
users are allocated specific radio carriers and time slots in a shared frame so the 
division of radio resource is multidimensional across more than one metrics.  Other 
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types of multiple access schemes exist, such as Multi-Carrier CDMA (MC-CDMA) 
[27-29], Orthogonal-FDMA (OFDMA) [30-32], Single-Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA) 
[33-35], and SDMA based on multiuser MIMO (MU-MIMO) [36-38]. Available radio 
resource blocks in the forms of radio channels (Table. 2-1), have to be divided and 
shared among users.  
Table. 2-1 Examples of Radio resource units in different Wireless Networks 
Systems Access Schemes Resource unit Use Case Example 
GSM TDMA & FDMA Time slot on a specific 
carrier frequency 
Traffic carried on TDMA frames of 
4.62ms (eight       time slots) on a 
frequency band of 20kHz [39].  
WCDMA 
FDD 
CDMA Spreading code Downlink DPCH, with Spreading 
Factor (SF) Options 4,16,32,128 [40]. 
HSPDA 
FDD 
CDMA & Time 
multiplexing 
Transport frame 
corresponding to a 
spreading code 
HS-DPSCH transport channels with 
15 SF=16 codes. Frame length: 2ms or 
10ms. At most 5 codes simultaneously 
used by 1 to 3 users in a cell [41, 42]. 
LTE FDD OFDMA & TDMA A time slot on a 
subcarrier comprising a 
Resource Block (RB) 
Hundreds of RBs on PDSCH shared 
transport channels allocated to a 
number of users [43].  
In addition to different representation of resources corresponding to various multiple 
access and multiplexing schemes, another very important type of resource is 
transmission power. In mobile communications, the transmission power of a base 
station is restricted to a certain level. The power limits are chosen to generally match 
the service capacity of available number of radio channels. Health and safety concerns 
also play a part, although no well-established results have so far proved any negative 
impact of radio frequency (RF) energies on human bodies [44]. Energy saving system 
is also a popular trend [45, 46] meaning high transmission power is also becoming 
less desired, such effort is already being considered by standardising bodies [47]. 
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It is common to encounter many types of radio resources within one type of wireless 
system. In such case analysis should be done to evaluate the significance of various 
types of radio resource. Due to frequency reuse, in CDMA systems the capacity is 
largely limited by transmission power. This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 2-1 for a 
Wideband CDMA (WCDMA) system, where the theoretical capacity limits of CDMA 
systems have been reached for the transmission schemes and increasing transmission 
power can no longer support more users. It is also shown that the transmission power 
saturates sooner than the depletion of the code pool. Indeed, in most literature about 
CDMA capacity [48-50] power-based dimensioning is used. The number of available 
spreading codes can be also theoretically increased by deploying a secondary 
scrambling code. 
 
Fig. 2-1 Power and code usage in a WCDMA system. Node-B transmission power available to 
Dedicated Physical Channels (DPCH): 50%(40dBm) [51]; Path loss given by COST-231 
Walfisch-Ikegami [52] model at 100 and 1000 metres; 12.2kbps and 64kbps services using 
BPSK, coding rate 1/3, 
  
  
=5.1dB, orthogonality factor=0.5, no other-cell interference. 
 
It can be seen from the above figure that transmission power tends to be consumed at 
a faster rate than spreading code as the number of admitted users increases. Hence, it 
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is reasonable to regard the maximum transmission power of a base station its 
dominant  resource type in some cases. This analysis serves as an example on 
deciding the radio resource models of a wireless system and respective analysis is 
necessary for any wireless systems. 
  
 
2.2.2. Efficiency of Radio Resources  
Communication theories have the concept of bandwidth efficiencies measured in 
bit/Hz/second [53], i.e., theoretical data rate that can be achieved with a given 
bandwidth (in this case per Hertz). 
 
Fig. 2-2 Shannon capacity bandwidth efficiency and comparison to M-ary PSK signals, the 
diagram is a reference to Fig.9-11 of [53]. 
The channel frequency efficiency        (data rate/bandwidth) shown in Fig. 2-2 
is produced using Claude Shannon’s famous results on information capacity. 
Re-arranging Shannon’s formula as 
 
 
        
  
  
 
 
 , the maximum frequency 
efficiency achievable at different bit energy to noise ratio       is numerically 
calculated and plotted. The curve and areas underneath it represent how much 
information can be transmitted and received without error per unit frequency band 
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(hertz) per second, given a white Guassian noise (AWGN) channel.  
 
The statistical result of frequency efficiency by Shannon is also compared with that of  
M-ary Phase Shift Keying digital modulation schemes under the AWGN channel in Fig. 
2-2, acquired when assuming a      bit error probability (BER). Note Shannon’s 
result assures errorless transmission, with the assumption of infinite source code 
dimension and infinite channel code block length. The results of these M-ary 
modulation schemes have not been applied with any coding gains. We can clearly see 
from these results that higher power and       can be traded for enhanced frequency 
efficiency, or the frequency efficiency can be compromised to suit a more realisable 
     . 
 
The concept of bandwidth efficiency can be interpreted as one type of measurement 
for radio resource efficiency. It is simply indicative of what data rate can be achieved 
with per unit bandwidth. Other types of measurements of radio resource efficiency are  
also common in wireless communication systems. In the following a range of radio 
resource management techniques are reviewed and their relationship with radio 
resource efficiency is also studied.  
 
Link Adaptation centres on the concept of Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) 
[54]. In AMC the transmission power of a BS and mobile terminals are usually fixed, 
dynamic power control is not present and the received signal Signal to Interference and 
Noise Ratio (SINR) varies with respect to channel conditions, no matter what 
modulation and coding schemes are used. With a given symbol energy to noise density 
ratio      , the transmitter and receivers can adjust to for example a suitable 
modulation schemes that can achieve the highest possible data rate with a usually 
pre-determined BER target. It is common that few modulation schemes are available 
and different modulation schemes are combined with Forward Error Correction (FEC) 
codes at different coding rates to provide finer granularity with far more AMC 
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positions.  
 
Link adaptation is widely used in data wireless networks such as High-Speed Packet 
Access (HSPA) [42, 55], and LTE [56].  
 
The resource efficiency measured in terms of transmission power used by a 
transmitter in an AMC system can be written as the ratio between throughput at K 
possible AMC configuration positions and the transmission power that:  
  
 
 
                 
                          
The throughput   
  achieved is a function of modulation scheme, coding, and other 
dynamics such as retransmission mechanisms [57, 58].    
 
Similarly, the bandwidth efficiency     
    achieved with AMC can be also found 
through analysing the modulation, retransmissions and coding schemes used. This is 
not further examined here to avoid loss of focus. 
 
Power Control is a technique deployed for mitigating power inefficiencies. It is also 
frequently cited as an effective counter to the so called near-far problem [59] mostly 
met in CDMA systems, that is, transmitters at different distances transmit at same signal 
levels but received signal levels/SINRs at the BS receiver are different. The near-far 
problem is less an issue in frequency multiple access schemes. 
 
Two types of power control (PC) mechanisms are most common, known as Open-Loop 
and Closed-Loop Power Controls. The closed loop version uses continuous receiver 
feedback to adjust to channel conditions and make sure the power resource used is 
updated as quickly as possible [60]. The open-loop type [40] is more often used only at 
the start of a call connection in conjunctions with the closed-loop control, although in 
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some specific systems such as successive interference cancellations it could be more 
useful [61]. Varied hybrids or variants of these schemes also exist [62-65], extending 
the area of research by enhancing PC efficiency and reducing power control errors. It is 
notable from these studies that the transmission power required is not only decided by 
path loss and       level at a receiver’s end, but also the probability of power 
estimation and adjustment errors. Under extreme fast fading conditions, even the fast 
power control mechanisms (1500 times/second) [66] seen in WCDMA systems [67, 68] 
do not act fast enough to compensate and introduces noise rise. Arrival of outdated PC 
commands  due to fast variation of radio channels would cause an increased average 
transmission power [69, 70]. The possibility of incorrectly decoded power control 
commands could also create extra problem. 
 
It can be then concluded that the transmission power to be paid is decided by both path 
loss and power control mechanisms. The power resource efficiency ratio can be 
expressed using a modified notation: 
  
              
 
where          is the exact price that should be paid. This is the ideal PC assumption 
used in many studies focusing on areas other than PC. The extra term       
corresponds to what is observed as an average increase on top of necessary power 
levels. The rise of power is due to imperfect PC subject to the effects of delays, errors, 
variable channel conditions and mobile movement.  
 
Call Admission Control is the decision rule about whether a request for serving a 
mobile should be served. ‘Admission Control’ is also frequently used, with 
non-adherence to any specific service types (i.e. voice calls). The terms CAC and ‘call’ 
are used throughout this thesis to refer to general wireless connections, covering 
inclusively both voice call and packet data services, unless otherwise specified. 
 
CAC has an important role in wireless communication. If the radio resource pool is rich, 
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calls can be admitted freely and CAC is merely a procedure of updating resource tables 
after handing/claiming resources out/back. The impact of the admission control 
mechanism truly matters to network performance when resource usage approaches 
saturation/limit level. There are three non-overlapping interests in the design of CAC 
algorithms: 
 The CAC procedure should admit as many calls as possible, keeping service 
probability at a high level [71]. 
 Whether admitting a new call or not should not influence already admitted calls. 
The probability of service interruption due to new admissions should be kept as 
low as possible. The focus is whether a request would be served completely and 
successfully, otherwise it should be rejected. Examples of related studies include 
the estimation of outage rate of incoming calls through analysing distributed 
traffic loads [72, 73], prediction [74].  
 The CAC algorithms are to meet Quality of Service (QoS) requirements of varied 
classes of services [75, 76]. Voice calls and packet data services should be 
treated differently as their QoS requirement differ. It is experimentally suggested 
in [77] that for delay-sensitive services in packet systems, dynamic resource 
thresholds should be employed, with QoS parameters such as maximum delays 
constantly monitored to avoid overloading. An effective CAC algorithm should 
always be provided with up-to-date load information and QoS parameters as 
frequently as possible to make sound decisions 
 
Resource efficiency can be realised in the CAC context like this: A CAC procedure can 
be either greedy or more conservative on setting the cap level of the resource pool. A 
relatively conservative CAC routine reduces bandwidth efficiency because it is less 
willing to serve new calls, but if an increased level of QoS of admitted users is 
appreciated, then the utility/satisfaction of users can be taken into account when 
measuring the resource efficiency U/Resource. The efficiency factor might range from 
simple to more complicated expressions depending on the utility function.  
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Scheduling manages the sharing of radio resources by different users in data wireless 
networks. Packet data sessions do not take up a fixed portion of resources between 
transmission intervals and a scheduling process justifies its presence by governing the 
fair usages of radio resources by all mobile users. In an ideal scenario, if traffic from 
or to one user demands a significant portion of transmission blocks then a scheduler 
should only allocate resources to that user if minimum levels of QoS of other users 
can be guaranteed. Having satisfied that condition, a scheduler might allocate as much 
resource as possible to any users. Users with better channel conditions are particularly 
[78] favoured for higher channel efficiency and this is known as multiuser diversity 
[79]. Typically, time slots and frequency carriers or MIMO antennas are used to divide 
radio resources into small units (transmission blocks) for scheduled sharing by 
multiple users. Cyclic scheduling process takes place with equal intervals, such as in 
the concept of Transmission Time Interval (TTI) in HSPA [41, 80], and LTE [81].  
 
Design of schedulers in the wireless context centres on deciding the priority value of 
individual users. It is suggested in [82, 83] by Kelly that the concept of utility function 
can be used to formalise the expression of priority function for various schedulers.  
Various types of schedulers exist, including the round robin (RR) scheme that selects 
users with packets to transmit/receive by equal chance. It is most fair but the total utility 
is not maximised. The Maximum throughput (Max-C/I) scheduler prioritises a user 
with best channel conditions, and maximises throughput. The Max-C/I approach 
favours user with best channel conditions but causes starvation to other users. A 
proportional fair (PF) scheduler [84, 85] makes a trade-off between fairness and 
throughput. The PF scheduler favours high resource efficiency but is also weighted by 
the reciprocal of past observation of data rate of a user, therefore removing the 
possibility of starvation at the cost of some throughput reduction.  
 
In conclusion, a scheduler can lie between being extremely opportunistic and 
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completely fairness-oriented. PF is widely suggested to be a good trade-off between the 
two extremes, and there are other QoS-oriented schedulers such as delay-limited [86, 
87] and minimum data rate [83] schedulers.  
  
Scheduling reflects the importance and ubiquity of resource efficiency in wireless 
communications, and also exemplifies the dynamics and complexities in applying the 
concept of efficiency in wireless designs.   
 
2.3. Conventional Radio Resource Allocation 
In this section the existing methods of radio resource allocation in wireless 
communications are reviewed.  
 
2.3.1. Radio Resource Allocation Procedures 
  
In wireless networks, it can be generalised that there are two  functions  dealing 
with the allocation of radio resources. The assignment  function makes decision 
about the assignment of a mobile station  to its serving BSs. Resource efficiency is 
always an integral part of the designs of these routines, this is reflected by 
power-based BS selection criteria in cell selection and handover procedures [40, 88].   
 
After an assignment function admits user   to a serving BS, a resource block sized   
is then allocated (a similar process applicable to both directions of communication) to 
the user for use within a certain period. Consuming that resource block, a call made by 
the user returns a profit   , measurable in data rate or other metrics. This call hence has 
a resource efficiency of      . The resource    consumed by a user is time-variant 
because of many factors (e.g. channel conditions), so resource allocation functions 
have to be executed frequently to make sure the correct amount of resources are 
allocated to users. Basically, a series of profit targets                 have to be 
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met while the total cost    
   
    minimised.  
  
2.3.2. Generalisation of Radio Resource Allocation   
 
Having explained how radio resources are allocated to mobile users, we generalize in 
this section the allocation procedures. 
 
A. BS Assignment  
An imaginary assignment/selection function         outputs the BS selection result 
for N mobiles, given the cost and profit matrices                    
                corresponding to cost and profit vectors of calls in M different cells, 
with                     
  and                     
 
.  
 
The profit vector is assumed to contain equivalent element as the requirement of a call 
does not vary no matter which cell it is assigned to.  
 
Conventionally a cellular network assigns users in the following fashion. At time t the 
assignment function assigns the mobile   to BS               which requires 
least resource to serve the user. The decision is a based on the following rule that 
  
                              
                                
  (2.1)  
Here       stands for the total resource available to the cell   and    the current 
load of the cell. These parameters have to be carefully monitored by the BS or RNCs 
to be up to date. Studies for determining reliable             include modelling and 
measurement-based approaches [89, 90]. Similar resource thresholds [91] and 
strategies are also suggested for packet data services. 
 
The assignment functions determine each call’s affiliation with an individual BS. This 
can be expressed by the affiliation vector                      where   
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(2.2) 
 
If all elements in    are equal this means        .     
 
      . The contribution 
by  cells in the middle case could take different forms, such as          in the 
case of cooperative communication [92]. In the case of a soft handover [40] call the 
     has to be modelled after the combining mechanism used.  
 
For a dynamic mobile communication environments, any assignment decisions are 
only optimal over the time period    , which is no longer than the shortest coherence 
time  of channels. 
 
Avoiding making risky assignment decisions, confidence-based method can be 
deployed by measuring the probability of resource sufficiency under a new call..   
                     
    
 
      
     
   
 
Choices of permission probability (e.g. 95%) and      are required.   
  
For any time period   it would require roughly       executions of the assignment 
function        in equal intervals for best results.   
 
B. Cost and Profit Estimation 
Affiliation and assignment decisions are made using cost and profit inputs provided by 
estimation functions. The cost of serving a mobile station is affected by many factors, 
including mobile and BS locations, speed, receiver structure, antenna configuration, 
channel gains, etc. With ideal simplification, the impact of these factors can be written 
using common link budget functions taking the form: 
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which is the aggregated path gain in decibel.   
 
For profit estimation, it is reasonable to use achievable data rate of a mobile station to 
represent the profit, or using the data rate to help further derive a profit value 
dependant on multiple factors. 
 
2.3.3. The Greedy Rule  
It is most common to encounter allocation functions and algorithms designed with 
greedy principles in wireless communications: each mobile is assigned to the BS 
which could serve the mobile most cost-efficiently. This is ubiquitous in the designs of 
all handover and assignment algorithm and a few examples are studied and discussed 
in this section. 
 
2.3.3.1. Greedy Assignment in Single Cell Case 
Assuming that the cost of serving each user is not influenced by the combination of 
users assigned, it can be then formulated that the ideal resource allocation solution for a 
system with calls of fixed profit but variable cost is given by the following greedy 
algorithm: 
Procedure Greedy Assignment and Allocation, single cell case 
                     
                      
For each     
            ,                
End 
%Request requirement 
%Profit for serving a user,      
 
%Efficiency of each user 
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sortByDescendingOrder( ) 
    
For each     
If(         ) 
Assign( ) 
               
    Else break 
%Sort users by resource efficiencies 
%Load indicator 
 
 
 
 
End   
 
It is clear that the greedy algorithm is optimal for requests with equal profit in a single 
cell. The proof is simple and not given here. It can be also proved that for users that 
consume fixed and identical amount of resource, the greedy allocation is also optimal. 
For simplicity the proof is not provided here.  
 
The greedy allocation is not optimal for calls with different costs and profits. It is also 
not applicable to multi-cell situations. Examples can be easily given.  
 
2.3.3.2. Greedy Assignment for CDMA Systems in Multi-cell Case 
In the multi-cell case (N BSs and M mobiles) the assignment vector 
                               defines the BS to which the user   is 
assigned. Subsequently using path gains between BS and mobiles the uplink 
transmission power can be then written as: 
    
                
 
               
      
   (2.3) 
where    signifies transmission power of user i.       is the white noise present at the 
BS receiver of user i.        is the required minimum Carrier to Interference Ratio 
(CIR) for i satisfying data rate    and the effect of spreading gain is concatenated. If 
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interference does not exist (2.3) is simply written as    
            
      
. 
 
For N users M BSs there are      possible combinations including the case of 
non-assignment. Finding a combination that enables all users to be served under 
resource constraints is easily out of the reach of a greedy allocation. The problem was 
compared to known NP-hard problem in existing studies [93] and recently formulated 
in [94] as a combinatorial maximisation problem. 
 
It is clear from (2.3) that all elements in                 
  increases 
monotonically with the increase of each    and    due to interference, and are 
definable by N linear equations taking the form of (2.3). This introduces a big problem 
as the power vector   is variable to different assignment arrangements. No existing 
work has been found to have tackled this difficulty caused by interference while 
proposing an optimal solution for the multi-cell assignment problem.  
 
2.3.4. Radio Resource Allocation for Data Services 
 
Unlike circuit-switched (CS) voice call, to handle the on-off and variable rate traffic 
models [95] of packet data services, resource allocation in existing packet wireless 
networks are scheduling-based or contention-based (e.g. 802.11x series). Generally, 
prior to each TTI resource blocks are allocated to users with advantageous channel 
conditions. To understand how packet-based data services are processed in current 
wireless networks, the radio resource allocation procedures for data services are 
analysed below. 
 
2.3.4.1. Dimensioning of Resource Usage of Data Services 
Radio resource can be divided into time slots, spreading codes, or 12 subcarriers 
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(known as a Resource Block, LTE systems) for scheduling, depending on wireless 
technologies being studied. A resource unit is usually matched with a fixed 
transmission power. For example, in HSPA networks transmission power for 
transmission frames are not frequently adjusted [96]. For OFDMA systems like LTE, 
available powers are also equally distributed across multiple sub-carriers at different 
frequencies [43]. Therefore, radio resource allocation problem in data wireless 
networks can be frequently simplified into having only resource constraint.  
 
Because resource blocks are allocated to users depending on their varying channel 
conditions, the average throughput that can be achieved by a user is heavily affected 
by the resource scheduling policy used [78]. A scheduling policy could be rather 
opportunistic in favouring users with good channel conditions, and compared to a fair 
scheduling policy, opportunistic multi-user scheduling is reported to be able to bring 
10%-20% throughput increase [96] for HSDPA systems.  
 
The prediction and modelling of exact throughput of scheduled data calls [79] is 
difficult in practice due to variability of traffic profiles and measuring the real-time 
resource consumption of existing data sessions are more practical. If a reference user 
consumes    percentages of available resource units (subcarriers, RB, etc) and 
achieves an average data rate    during the measurement period, then the resource 
consumed by this user using the maximum transmission power becomes       
       and the resource efficiency        is known. The consumption of power by all 
users helps measure the sufficiency of the resource pool at the BS and subsequently 
facilitates the operation of CAC functions.  
 
Some data services such as file download and adaptive-rate streaming can flexibly 
increase their data rate to enhance utility when available resource units are ample. For 
accurate dimensioning purposes the minimum data rate required by each service class is 
identified as the Guaranteed Bit Rate (GBR) [96, 97] for this class in HSPA and LTE 
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networks. The GBR can be sent to an RNC via the Iub interface using Node-B 
Application Part (NBAP) protocols [98] or can be attained through QoS mapping [98] 
from core network parameters at the RNC. GBR serves as an important call 
admission/scheduling parameters and allows the computation of minimum required 
power resource of all data sessions in a cell [99]. 
 
2.3.4.2. Resource Allocation for Data Services 
In the short-term scale, every TTI is a snapshot of a multi-cell resource allocation 
problem. Ideally, each resource allocation problems can be instantly solved, if an 
efficient algorithm for multi-cell resource allocation problem is available. However, if 
every snapshot is only solved for throughput maximisation at the particular TTI, the 
problem of starvation could occur for users with poor channel conditions. 
 
Considering the allocation problem in the long-term scale, it is very hard to determine 
the cost of serving a user for a period of time because the exact amount of resource 
units that will be consumed by the user is very hard to predict, due to multiuser 
opportunistic scheduling. An inaccurate but effective method to solve this problem 
could be adding multiuser diversity gain to model and estimate the amount of resource 
saved [79] by opportunistic scheduling. By doing so, the inherent dynamics of 
scheduling could be transparent to an assignment and resource allocation problem 
where costs and profits of users are determined based on performance observation of 
sufficiently large number of past TTIs.   
 
One important difference between voice calls and data services is that data users have 
varied profit values. Henceforth, a greedy assignment and allocation method does not 
ensure finding an optimal solution even in the single cell case (Suppose the problem is 
to maximise total profits).  
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2.4. Advanced Radio Resource Allocation 
Conventional assignment and resource allocation functions are building blocks of 
greedy natures for local optimality (e.g. cell selection procedure is independently 
carried out for each call, not planned collectively). It is logical to think that an 
optimisation function that puts wider areas into simultaneous considerations gives 
better solutions.  
 
Based on previous review and elaboration of radio resource allocation methods, many 
recent proposals of advanced radio resource allocation schemes are reviewed in this 
section. Problem identification is then used to lead to the research focuses of this 
thesis. 
 
2.4.1. Existing Proposals on Non-conventional Radio Resource Allocation 
Two stages in the process of radio resource allocation have been identified: a) 
deciding who the allocator is for a mobile via the selection of BS; b) the selected BS 
to allocate suitable amount of resource to the mobile. Any allocation methods do not 
depart from this simple process model and in this section, a range of notable proposals 
with enhanced performance and complexities than conventional schemes are reviewed, 
useful of providing insights to the research work presented in this thesis.  
 
2.4.1.1. Power Control under Fixed Cell Selection for CDMA Systems 
Suppose the BS assignments for all users are given randomly, it is not known that 
whether all assigned users are actually serviceable with limited resource. To find out 
the feasibility of a given assignment a CDMA system, one can compute the power 
required by each user with a given assignment [100], in the form of a power vector. If 
the power vector is not feasible, then such assignment with given SINR targets is not 
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possible. Either reassignment should be applied or some users should be dropped. In 
this way, the power resource to be allocated to each user is decided. 
 
A centralised PC approach is ideal if all path loss and CIR target information are 
available in a timely manner at a control node. This is very hard to achieve. In practice 
repeated PC commands are issued to individual users for CIR adaptation and such 
mechanisms in CDMA systems are well studied in [68], which explains the dynamic 
range of power and worse-than optimal performance due to PC imperfections. 
Numerous studies also suggest improving conventional power adaptation by using 
consecutive power ratios [101] and better SINR estimation method [102].  
 
To attain the optimal PC solution through other more applicable means a power 
balancing method is firstly proposed in [103] by Aien for satellite communications and 
subsequently extended to the field of cellular systems in [104] by Nettleton. The CIR 
balancing mechanisms were then further studied in [105, 106] by Zander with 
considerations on convergence and distributed application. In general, the power 
balancing ideas intend to achieve optimal results of the centralised approach through 
treating the foregoing interference-limited wireless power problem as an iterative 
system, with promises that the iteratively updated powers converge to the ideal. 
Zander’s approach requires only the SINR and power information in the same cell, with 
some requirement on start power for guaranteed convergence. Later a general 
framework [107] for the uplink iterative power control problem is formulated by Yates 
which defines the conditions for feasible asynchronous iterative power controls and the 
existence of unique fixed point. It is then explained by Yates and Huang [108] that an 
iterative procedure can be used to decide transmission power, and this procedure 
satisfies convergence requirement for a given BS assignment scheme. The 
convergence framework is later extended by Leung, et al in [109] with more 
generalisations.  
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2.4.1.1. Throughput Optimisation under Fixed Cell Selection for Data Wireless 
Networks 
The complex power controls introduced by interference in CDMA systems are 
avoidable when designing resource allocation algorithm for data wireless networks, if 
the number of concurrent network users are minimised, this is explained by the 
following analysis: 
 
 Transmission power is most efficient when the interference it has to overcome is 
minimised. It is ideal if power resource is allocated to mobile devices operating on 
different frequencies. This is especially important for cellular systems with short 
frequency reuse distance. 
 
 Time-sharing by TTIs allows the dedicated usage of channel resources on users 
with best channel conditions (equivalent to resource efficiency). Link adaptation 
can be widely used in place of (but does not necessarily eliminate) frequent power 
controls in data services. This has been discussed in opportunistic transmission 
scheduling mechanisms [78] and multiuser multiplexing [110] throughput 
improvement. 
 
 Applying power control over multi-carrier systems could achieve what is called 
‘max rate throughput’ in the literature [111]. This is potentially useful for OFDMA 
systems like LTE but in [112] it has been found that primary gains in frequency 
selective channels are achieved by multiuser diversity and the gains from variable 
power allocation is comparatively small.  
  
From the above analysis, an abstract throughput objective function can be written as 
                        
 
   
 
   
  (2.4) 
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where                  is the maximum rate achievable by the user on the 
channel resource block (RB)   and      the binary indicator if the user is scheduled for 
the block or not. In HSPA systems resource blocks are quantified by available codes 
[113, 114]. Channel conditions are the same across each code on the shared wide 
carrier so data rate achievable on all RBs are equal. If users have enough data to send 
(2.4) is then reduced into selecting a user with the highest      (b is dropped). If more 
than one user is to be scheduled for the same TTI, this problem can be effectively solved 
by selecting users by power efficiencies. In practice, HSUPA uses Spreading Factor (SF) 
2 and 4 and HSDPA uses SF 16 for transport channels [115]. Each TTI could use a 2ms 
or 10ms frame structure. Parallel codes can be used for the same user but multiuser 
multiplexing within the same TTI is also allowed by the standard [113]. 
 
If more than one user is scheduled to transmit within one TTI then available codes are 
shared by multiple users. In HSDPA, one can assume fixed power on each SF16 code 
and use number of codes to measure allocated power per user. The resource efficiency 
can be then estimated for each user using reports of Channel Quality Indicator (CQI) 
[116], which indicates at what data rate the user is able to transmit/receive. One can 
then easily adopt a greedy approach and select users until all 15 SF16 codes [96] for 
transport channels are depleted. The same principle is also applicable to HSUPA and is 
optimal for the single cell case. 
 
In OFDMA systems like LTE the RB is defined as 12 adjacent subcarriers with an 
inter-subcarrier spacing of 15kHz. Each RB has a duration of 0.5ms and the minimum 
Scheduling Block (SB) consist of at least two consecutive RBs, which constitutes a 
minimum 1ms transmission frame [97]. Within each TTI a number of SBs can be 
scheduled and each SB is entirely allocated to just one user. The increased abundance of 
SBs in comparison to a single-user-occupied TTI in HSPA and frequency selectivity of 
multi-carriers have introduced the need to multiplex the SBs efficiently. It has been 
reported in the studies [117-119] that LTE SB scheduling should consider channel 
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conditions in each subcarriers by measuring supported modulation and coding scheme 
(MCS) in each SB for each user based on CQIs. It should be noted that subcarriers 
within the same SB should use the same MCS [97].  
 
A simple scheduling criterion is that SBs are allocated to users who have the highest 
data rate on the associated subcarriers. Suppose the data rate performance of user i on 
the SB b with MCS l can be estimated as        , the scheduling of Q SBs at a single 
LTE BS for N users can be then formulated as a linear programming problem [120]: 
                           
  
   
 
   
 
   
        
               
 
   
        
  
   
         
where      and      are binary assignment indicators and    is the highest-rate MCS 
supported by the user. Note that if         for each MCS l is known, a greedy approach 
that allocates each SB   to the user indexed by  
                                                              
might also give a good solution. It should be noted that the effective data rate of a user 
is affected by retransmission mechanism such as Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request 
(HARQ) [58]. 
 
2.4.1.2. Joint Data Rate and Power Allocation under Fixed Cell Selection 
In this section we examine data rate optimisation with joint power management in the 
multi-cell case, under fixed cell selection. The works cited represent the best results in 
this research area and could help us better understand wireless optimisation problems.  
 
Maximisation of throughput with available transmission power in data wireless 
network is proposed in [121] by Chawla and Qiu. They suggest that the throughput 
maximisation problem for all users using M-QAM modulations in an CDMA system 
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can be expressed as maximising the multiplicative SINR of all users. This is possible 
because the data rate of users using M-QAM modulation can be related to the SINR 
from an approximation. It is proved by the authors that an iterative system with power 
updating procedures converges to the maximum throughput. The method of Chawla 
and Qiu allows the users to have a minimum SINR target. 
 
A multi-objective optimisation based on work presented in  [121] is examined in [122] 
and a maximum throughput minimum power (MTMP) method is proposed. The MTMP 
routine constructs an objective function by using weighting factors   [123] on both 
objective terms (one term for maximum throughput and one for minimum power 
consumption). The optimisation function can be derived into representations of 
transmission powers, solvable by iterative approaches [108] previously discussed. An 
identical example problem given in [121] is solved by the multi-objective optimisation 
to produce a result with slightly lower SINR sum but requires 98% less total power. 
This marked difference suggests that slightly compromising an individual user’s SINR 
requirement might introduce tempting results at little cost.  
 
Other throughput maximisation proposals for cellular systems exist. In [119] authors 
suggest employing a so-called binary power controls on two interfering links are 
optimal in terms of throughput maximisation. The results suggest that only one radio 
transmitter should be transmitting at full power at a time whilst another at minimum, or 
both should be transmitting at full power. A similar study [56] in LTE networks based 
on the finding also arrives at the same conclusion. Although the binary power control is 
not proved to be optimal for multi-cell case in [119], it shows improvement of total 
throughput than cases without binary power control.  
 
2.4.1.3. Integrated Cell Selection and Power Controls under Interference 
Recalling from the power balancing schemes [105], the assignment of mobiles to BSs 
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are fixed throughout the iterative power updating process. It is anyhow possible that 
during the balancing iterations the power consumptions for a mobile under different BS 
assignment can be compared and the overall system power consumption can be 
decreased if a change of assignment is performed. Every re-assignment then results in a 
newly parameterised system (if the BS assignment is indeed different) and according to 
[106] such system is always solvable with the existence of a unique power solution (if 
power is unlimited). Any such system is also iterative and has a fixed point (of course if 
the number of users is too high then the mobile set has to be reduced) from Banach fixed 
point theorem [108] so distributed procedures are also possible.  
 
Power optimisation schemes with assignment reconsideration are suggested in far 
fewer literature especially when compared to the plethora of studies on pure power or 
data rate optimisation. A minimum power assignment (MPA) algorithm [108] is 
suggested by Yates and Huang based on their previous studies in frequency reuse 
systems [107].  It is essentially just a greedy approach, repeated at each power 
updating iteration. Independent and similar minimum power assignment studies are 
also given by Hanly in [124]. The convergence of such a system under 
minimum-power reassignment procedures is also studied by Huang, et al [125]. Later 
a better formulated algorithm based on the same ‘minimum power’ reassignment is 
proposed [126] which suggests admitting users one by one in a centralised fashion. 
Those assignment/cell selection methods are an extension to the optimal power 
allocation problems with fixed SINR target.  
 
The close relationship between minimum power assignments and conventional 
admission/handoff mechanisms are examined in [106, 127, 128]. There always exists 
an optimal assignment for all mobiles which has minimum power requirement, if 
transmission power is unlimited [108, 124].   
 
In [129] a two-cell case with separate uplink/downlink assignments is considered. The 
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authors of the paper find out that optimal assignment does not necessarily have the user 
connected to the same BS for uplink and downlink. An iterative algorithm is 
subsequently proposed in [130] to attain the optimal assignment of [129]. These studies 
are also limited by the assumption of unconstrained transmission power and the neglect 
of noise at receivers’ end. In [131] another iterative improvement approach is proposed 
and is shown to be optimal in the single-cell case. The method is not optimal in 
multi-cell case and although power constraint is included inter-cell interference is 
ignored. Furthermore, a dynamic pricing scheme is proposed in [132] and is based on 
the use of utility functions rather than plain power. A more interesting approach [133] 
combines cell assignment with rate optimisation through SINR maximisation, and 
gives linear programming (LP) formulation for optimal solutions in both minimum 
power and maximum SINR cases. Again the LP approach ignores the limits of 
resource at each cell and assumes that users can be always assigned. In the latest 
research, a non-LP based heuristic is suggested in [94] for OFDMA networks, which 
tackles the assignment problem as a multiple-choice multidimensional knapsack 
problem (MCMKP).  
 
2.5. Problem Identification and Research Proposal 
The research work presented in this thesis is about making radio resource allocation of 
a wireless network adaptable to variable geographic distribution of mobile users. In 
the above sections many proposals of advanced radio resource allocation techniques 
have been reviewed and we have paid attention to those studies about BS assignment 
optimisation. The reason for focusing on these studies is easy to understand. If an 
optimal and efficient BS assignment algorithm that can maximise the service 
probability of a wireless network (in other words, using least amount of radio resource 
to serve as many users as possible) exists, then this algorithm can be used to firstly 
assign and then reassign mobile users in a continual fashion to track any changes of 
geographic distribution of mobile users. Such an algorithm is simply executed 
repeatedly to solve one instance of the assignment problem after another as time 
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elapses. In this way, the network is adaptable to movement and change of traffic 
pattern of mobile users. 
 
The BS assignment problems have been shown to be connected to combinatorial 
optimisation problems. One optional research path could be finding new algorithms 
that can solve such problems faster and better. However, we are interested that instead 
of merely solving an instance of a problem derived from a snapshot of mobile user 
distribution, altering the instance (e.g., changing the cost of serving a user) might 
make it easier to solve, or newer version of the instance could be solved to give better 
solutions than with the unaltered version. In this section, we discuss how instances of 
assignment and radio resource allocation problems can be altered and solved. Some 
existing research works are also reviewed and classified as related to this technique. 
Based on the discussion, the research work to be done is proposed. 
 
2.5.1. Altering Instances of Assignment Problems 
Firstly we define the so called Assignment Problem a general term referring to those 
problems that require finding assignment vectors for given sets of   BSs   mobiles 
that can achieve a certain optimisation objective. The optimisation could be about 
maximising the number of mobile users served, or minimising the amount of radio 
resource used while serving as many mobile users as possible. 
 
There are          possible BS assignment configurations for   BSs   
mobiles, if no fractional assignment is allowed (no soft-handover). Depending on 
optimisation objective the feasible configuration set   could be related to many 
parameters of a problem instance, including path gains matrix  , SINR target vector  , 
radio resource constraint     , etc. A BS selection and resource allocation procedure 
     produces the solution (   ) for the given parameters           , which falls 
within the feasible solution set      where   is the matrix of BS 
assignment/affiliation indicators (see 2.3.2) and matrix   signifies the amount of 
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resource that should be allocated to the users by each different BS. Note the case of 
non-assignment is included here. Different      might reach different results. 
 
In order to find good results that simultaneously satisfy        and minimise 
resource consumption (or other optimisation objectives) one can, 1) find the best      
that finds the optimal (   ) given the configuration  ; 2) make   shrink so even a 
non-optimal      have higher chance of tracking down a good result; 3) alter 
           so that the solution set      is changed to encompass better solutions 
that      is able to find; 4) Any hybrid of the above. In previous sections various 
proposals of      are discussed, but the maximisation of assigned number of users or 
the minimisation of total resource usage remains an unresolved issue even in the latest 
publications that can be found, if the resource constraints and interference caused by 
frequency reuse are considered. Method 2) will be appealing if the space of the problem 
can be significantly reduced, and it could be rather effective. Method 3) introduces a lot 
more variables in addition to   by further enlarging the configuration set   as 
            where                       
      , where   is the index for 
the k-th possible parameter set. Subsequently the enlarged feasible solution set 
becomes                   . 
 
Changing the parameter set            involves reconfiguring a wireless network 
and there are several notable examples. Firstly, the channel resource constraint of 
individual BS could be reconfigured. In FDMA wireless systems each BS transceiver is 
allocated limited radio channels in order to avoid inter-cell interference. This defines a 
channel constraint vector         
      
         
   
  analogous to the general 
resource constraint     
   
. Each elements in      can be configured by allocating 
different amount of bandwidth to each BS from the bandwidth resource pool. By 
updating      a new solution region is then created and if      is optimal, a better 
solution might be produced. Many pragmatic channel allocation techniques are 
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proposed: Channel borrowing [134] is a non-static channel allocation scheme which 
allows available channels in a cell to be borrowed by neighbouring cells which have no 
more free channels. The borrowing condition is simply driven by each new call request 
and the richest BS is usually selected [134-136]. More advanced Dynamic channel 
allocation (DCA) schemes [137, 138] have been studied for tens of years. In DCA 
available frequencies from multiple BSs are put inside a single resource pool and can 
be allocated to any cell. An extra advantage of DCA is that the channel conditions of 
different frequencies could be compared for each connection, thus improving resource 
efficiency. Due to high complexity and need of network coordination, simple DCA has 
only for the first time be included as a feature in a cellular communication, as shown in 
standards for LTE [122] systems. New studies such as [137, 139] also takes into 
account of QoS and the dynamic nature of IP traffic.  A limitation to channel 
allocations is they are generally not effective in single-carrier systems such as 
DS-CDMA networks,  
 
In addition to resource constraints of each BS, the rest tuneable parameters include 
notably the path gain matrix     . Coverage of each cell can be modified through 
configuring BS antenna parameters with pattern synthesis [140-142], antenna tilting 
[143-145] and bring capacity gains by focusing on geographically clustered groups of 
users (hotspots) and reducing inter-cell interference. This is achieved whilst the joint 
assignment and resource allocater      is only a greedy algorithm and non-optimal. 
The antenna systems involved in these schemes are not complicated and is promising of 
a much easier implementation than achieving an optimal, but potentially unrealistic 
    . Since      is not changed, the normal network functions supporting the key 
network behaviours (admission, cell selection, resource cost estimation, resource 
allocation) are not required to change either. 
   
A related example (but of different nature) is cell breathing [146-148]. Unlike adaptive 
antenna-related schemes such as tilting, the use of transmission power adjustment in 
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cell breathing does not physically change the path gains    . Cell breathing adjusts 
the received beacon signal strength of each BS to a different level, and a cell selection 
function is fed with remapped       that leads to different output from the BS 
assignment procedure, whilst the transmission power for data transport channels 
remains unchanged. It can be then recognised that cell breathing is a variant of method 
2), which shrink the feasible configurations as        by changing the number of 
mobiles that a BS can see. Cell breathing has been studied for WCDMA, HSPA [147] 
and Wireless local area network [149, 150] systems. 
 
2.5.2. Research Directions 
As a novelty of this thesis, we study the possibility of introducing configurable 
parameters such as path gains to exploit the enlarged feasible solution space. As a first 
step, a viable method for reconfiguring network parameters has to be found. Adaptive 
radio coverage systems [141, 151] have been shown to be able to change the received 
signal strength at both MSs and BSs. This could effectively change the amount of 
radio resource required to serve each user and hence alter instances of assignment 
problems to be solved. This is an interesting technique and we will focus on utilising 
this technique to achieve better radio resource allocation solution in the rest of this 
thesis.  
 
The introduction of new variables introduces new dimensions to configuration space 
and increases the difficulty in reaching even a sub-optimal solution since the search 
space expands in exponential rate with the inclusion of every new variable. An 
exhaustive search would certainly be very inefficient and is ruled out of consideration. 
Finding an optimal      has been already shown to be very hard [94, 133] for 
assignment problems without extra variables such as adjustable path gains. Therefore, 
it is even more unrealistic at this stage to find an optimal method that can jointly find 
a radio coverage configuration and assign mobile users to achieve the optimal solution. 
It is thus much more pragmatic to find a method that executes the coverage 
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configuration determination and BS assignment procedures in two separate steps. In 
addition, it should be also pointed out that an optimal      could produce solutions 
requiring existing wireless networks to change its software or even hardware to 
accommodate other assignment routines. For example, a MS might be assigned to a 
BS that is most distant from it, instead of to a very close BS based on the greedy 
principle. This would certainly reduce the compatibility of this technique to existing 
wireless systems and should be avoided. 
 
Our work would then focus on finding a suitable method that can determine a radio 
coverage configuration in reasonable time, with the limitation of using only the 
conventional and greedy      for the following assignment procedures, to achieve 
reasonably good radio resource allocation results in terms of service probability 
maximisation.  
 
2.6. Conclusion 
The general topics of radio resource allocation have been discussed in this chapter, 
along with many examples and review of latest developments in this field. It is found 
that the problem of mobile assignment to BSs have not been perfectly solved yet as no 
optimal methods for networks with resource constraints have been suggested. 
Complicating factors such as interference also exist, making the problem even harder.  
 
It can be guessed from some imperfect (non-optimal and computationally expensive) 
results [94, 133] that even if an optimal solver exists, it is unlikely to scale (that the 
problem is suspected to be NP-hard). With proper approximation a sub-optimal solution 
might be allowed, but the need of centralised processing is also an engineering 
challenge. Many studies on cooperative and mesh networks compromise optimality for 
ease of algorithm implementation and application simplicity, such as the use of 
non-cooperative game theory [152, 153] for BS assignment. 
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We have realised that instead of finding an optimal method for the assignment 
problem, one can possibly modify instances of assignment problems to allow for 
better results to be found in comparison to original problem instances, even with 
non-optimal BS assignment procedures. It could be a very meaningful approach for 
the following reasons: 1) the optimal algorithm is very hard to find anyway and 
unlikely to be efficient [94]. 2) Altering instances of assignment problems introduces 
far greater solution spaces that can contain potentially much better assignment results. 
We have then decided to use adaptive radio coverage as a tool to change instances of 
assignment problems, and the following chapters explain and describe our findings.   
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Chapter 3. Antenna Tilting and Radio 
Coverage Shaping  
 
3.1. Introduction 
This chapter is used to evaluate whether two adaptive coverage techniques, namely 
antenna tilting and radio coverage shaping, can be useful of improving network 
adaptability and worthy of further studies. To do so an adaptive antenna tilting 
algorithm is proposed and compared with existing works on radio coverage shaping, 
using system level simulations. The impact of different antenna models and estimation 
errors of mobile users’ locations are also studied using more simulations.  
 
3.2. Coverage Adjustment with Antenna Downtilt 
Antenna down-tilt can be used to modify coverage area of a BS by vertically adjusting 
the look direction of antennas. A heavily loaded cell can have its coverage reduced by 
tilting down its antenna, leaving excessive traffic to neighbouring cell where the traffic 
load is less challenging.   
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3-1 Antenna down tilt, with tilt angle θ 
Tilting is a cost-efficient way to optimise network coverage and performance, and has 
received notable attentions [144, 154, 155] in WCDMA, HSPA, and LTE wireless 
network engineering. By changing the frontier of a sector through tilting up or down 
 

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the antenna’s radiation angle, network operators are entitled the capability to optimise 
power consumption, control system load, and restrict interference.  
 
The illustration in Fig. 3-1 explains how tilting works. In the example the vertical ‘look 
direction’ of the main beam of a BS antenna is tilted down to focus on a specific user. 
The antenna’s directional gain attains maxima on the look direction and the mobile has 
hence improved signal reception quality. Since less energy is radiated towards other 
cells inter-cell interference is also mitigated.    
 
Downtilt can be applied using either Mechanical Downtilt (MDT) or Electrical 
Downtilt (EDT) of antennas. EDT is generally more efficient in terms of coverage area 
control as the radiation pattern can be adjusted to fit coverage area requirement under 
different antenna tilt angles, whereas MDT causes more notable undesired changes to 
coverage area [155] and affects performance. An EDT antenna could be a 
re-configurable array. A configurable array is able to ‘look’ at any direction through 
beam steering [4]. During the beam steering process, measures can be taken to adjust 
main beam directivity, expand or contract beams to meet coverage requirements. This 
process involves the displacement of antenna elements, far- field analysis, element 
characteristics, etc. These aspects are not studied here.   
 
3.3. Adaptive Antenna Tilting 
Old-fashioned antenna downtilt is conducted through on-site engineering. Antennas’ 
tilt angle is selected during network planning, and goes through adjustment process 
during installation phase. Today, new generations of equipment give engineers the 
ability to control the coverage area of a cell through tilting remotely. The potential of 
cooperatively tilting BS antennas and control coverage has become thus a reality. 
Some studies have already suggested different tilt angles can be applied for daylight 
and evening traffic profiles [143], and more adaptive method has also been proposed 
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[144]. In this section existing research is extended and an adaptive downtilt method 
suitable for CDMA network is discussed.   
 
3.3.1. Existing Tilting Studies 
System like WCDMA is constrained by interference in both downlink and uplink 
capacity. Antenna downtilt can reduce interference and therefore increase capacity 
because the main-beam of the antenna is less likely to affect undesired mobiles in 
neighbouring cells. This idea requires finding appropriate titling angle for BSs that 
could mitigate interference to other cells, improving signals for desired mobiles, and 
simultaneously avoid holes in radio coverage. 
 
Some studies on tilting in WCDMA systems have been carried out and the effects of 
different tilt angle have been generalized [143, 145, 156]. Some empirical models 
have been given suggesting the optimal angle for a BS antenna to tilt, depending on 
site spacing, antenna height, and a reference traffic distribution profile. However, the 
temporal fluctuations in traffic and the changes in locations of traffic hotspots due to 
unexpected events still raises challenges since the titling arrangements are static.  
 
Adaptive tilting system could be a solution to dynamic traffic and mobility profiles. In 
[144], a scheme that allows BSs to find tilting angles iteratively is described, reporting 
enhanced network capacity. The method tilts down and up antennas of two adjacent 
sectors iteratively, and searches for the angle parameters producing the minimum 
difference of load between the sectors involved. Capacity enhancement is reported in a 
hotspot scenario, and improvement varies with the relative location of the hotspots.  
 
In [143], it is suggested an tilt angle search process could be an effective method to 
realise adaptive tilting when a mathematical solution is not available.  
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3.3.2. Adaptive Tilting Proposal for WCDMA Downlink 
Based on previous studies, a search method for adaptive tilting is proposed in this 
section. The method is similar to what has been described in [144], with difference 
being that the method focuses on improving downlink capacity instead of minimum 
load difference between sectors in the tilt angle search process. The reason for being 
interested in downlink is because that the capacity of a WCDMA network is more 
likely restricted by maximum transmission power of a BS, rather than uplink power 
[40]. The chosen method is therefore designed to look for maximum downlink capacity 
during the tilt angle adjustment process, with an expectation that the uplink capacity 
will be also improved.  
 
The search method is designed with a two-sector scenario: in a hexagonal cellular 
network, a sector tilts cooperatively with its opposite neighbouring sector (Fig. 3-2) and 
conducts a tilt angle search process, aiming to maximise service probability in the two 
sectors. Here only interference from the opposite sector is considered as interference 
from that sector is most prominent. This is a rudimentary model as in real world 
applications BS are not strictly deployed following a uniform hexagon placement, but 
modifications might be used to improve its usability.  
 
Fig. 3-2  Antenna downtilt model with paired sectors 
The two neighbouring sectors are firstly set at tilt angle zero. The transmission power 
of the two sectors marks the load of each sector and if the service probability is not 
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above a threshold (e.g. 95%), the sector with the bigger load starts to tilt down a step 
(0.1 degree). After each tilt, assignment is done to evaluate the approximate number of 
mobiles that can be served. The angle adjustment process goes to the opposite sector 
when the load of the neighbour becomes bigger, and the entire process stops when 
tilting down neither antenna will improve, or a service probability target has been met, 
or both sector has reached the maximum tilt angle. To help understand the mechanism a 
flowchart of the adjustment algorithm is given in Fig. 3-3. 
 
Fig. 3-3 Adaptive downtilt procedure 
 
3.3.3. System Level Simulation for Adaptive Downtilt 
System level simulations in WCDMA networks are done to examine the performance of 
the proposed tilting adjustment scheme. For comparison reasons experiments for 
systems under fixed antenna tilt angles is also carried out.  
3.3.3.1. Network Scenario and Simulation Configuration 
To emulate the unbalanced traffic distribution a hotspot scenario is designed: 100 BSs 
are individually located at the centre of bordering hexagons. All users are uniformly 
distributed in terms of geographic location at the start of simulations. Mobiles then 
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move throughout the simulation and in the end a proportion of mobiles will have 
formed a number of hotspots. The scenario is a test of adaptability of adaptive coverage 
technique to increasing levels of traffic load unbalance. 100 snapshots are taken and 
simulation is carried out for each to evaluate the performance of the network. It is 
imagined that each snapshot represents a position to the previous one after an interval of 
60 seconds. More detailed, the traffic model configuration is: 
 
· 16 Node-B within the network, each has 3 sectors.  
· There are totally 50,000 UE uniformly distributed in the network a proportion of UEs 
will end up in one of the traffic hotspots. 
· A number of hotspots are formed during simulation and each has a population 
depending on settings. 
· The relative location of each MS within a hotspot has the coordinates       to the 
centre of hotspot       following a normal distribution with a standard deviation of 
half the cell radius. 
· A negative exponential call model is used for all the MS and the average call duration 
is 120 seconds with a call arrival rate of 5/hour.  
 
To model the effect of path loss, a simple exponential model [157] 
              
    (3.1) 
is used, where   is the path loss exponent which is taken as 4 in the experiment and   
is the path loss factor which is the path loss from a base station to a mobile at a reference 
distance    . The path loss at 1.5km is 160dB, and the distance roughly defines the 
edge of a WCDMA cell in our simulation according to our chosen network parameters 
which will be provided below. 
 
When evaluating the performance of networks, mobiles are assigned by each BS 
implementing the single cell greedy assignment scheme (section 2.3.3.1), with the 
following additional step to help its implementation in the multiple-cell scenario: all 
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mobiles are put into the individual candidate set of their most efficient BSs according 
to the power cost calculated using (2.3) and similar forms for both uplink and 
downlink. The rest is then simply executing the ordered greedy assignment for each 
cell. If a BS has exhausted its resource then the rest users are considered by their next 
efficient BSs. Since the cost of users depends on already assigned users in CDMA 
systems, iterative updating of power costs is executed after each user assignment and 
followed by another greedy assignment step. The whole assignment process stops 
when no more users can be assigned and the power costs no longer needs to be 
updated, reaching the state of convergence.  
 
In addition, the WCDMA admission control mechanism is implemented according to 
[40]. Both the load factor (see [40]) of cells and transmission power are used to 
monitor resource consumption and details of the practical downlink and uplink 
admission control implementations are identical to those described in [158]. Perfect 
power controls are assumed and the SNR requirement for voice calls are attained from 
[40]. It generally represents a      bit error rate (BER) performance. Soft handover 
are only carried out in the uplink direction. The SINR of soft handover calls are the 
sum of SINR of signals received at all BS sites according to maximal-ratio-combining 
(MRC) [40, 159]. 
 
Important simulation configuration parameters for a WCDMA network are given in Table. 3-1  
Table. 3-1: Simulation parameters for the simulated WCDMA network [40, 51, 66] 
Site spacing                                                d   1.7 km 
Cell radius   r 1 km 
Antenna altitude hb   30 m 
BS antenna gain (main beam) g 16.8dBi 
Mobile altitude   hm 1.5 m 
WCDMA chip rate   W 3840 kbps 
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Bit rate R 7.95 kbps  
DL SNR (ITU Pedestrian A) Eb/N0 10.4 dB 
UL SNR (ITU Pedestrian A) Eb/N0 7.3 dB 
Processing gain G 256 (voice call) 
Voice Activity v 1 
Max sector transmission power PMAX-DL 43 dBm 
Max UE transmission power PMAX-UL 21 dBm 
Max downlink load     0.8 
Max uplink load     0.6 
Pilot threshold PMIN -80 dBm 
Soft-handover threshold PSHO -74 dBm 
Soft-handover SINR gain        2dB 
The radiation power patterns of antennas are shown in Fig. 3-4. 
   
(a) Azimuth power pattern            (b) Elevation power pattern 
Fig. 3-4 Antenna radiation power pattern (Normalised) 
The adaptive-tilting approach uses MDT antennas. 
 
The theoretical capacity of cells with voice calls are calculated using the method 
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described by [40] and is 120 users for a total of 3 sectors. Simultaneously the 
maximum transmission power of a BS should not be exceeded either. The Simulation 
results are compared with the performance of a conventional network, where antenna 
tilt angle is fixed at       
     
    
  degree. 
 
3.3.3.2. The System-level Simulator and Monte-Carlo Approach 
A system-level simulator is used to simulate the assignment and resource allocation 
procedures of a WCDMA network. The simulator is written with C++ and based on a 
previous simulator used by Du Lin in [158]. Major difference with Du Lin’s version is 
that correct antenna models are implemented whilst Lin’s version admits some tilt 
angle and antenna gain calculation results that are practically unreasonable and 
impossible. An event-driven simulation model is also featured so users register call 
events and they are assigned and served in a strict chronological order (re-assignment 
can occur though).  
 
The simulator uses a random number generator produced by a linear feedback shift 
register random number generator employing trinomials, uses state values stored in 
tables to act as shift registers. The state information length is configurable, and we use 
128 bytes. The generator is given random seed depending on calendar time and 
simulations on the same scenario model (but different user call behaviours) are 
repeatedly executed to produce enough series of data, to average out the impact of 
randomness to our results. 
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3.3.3.3. The Results and Analysis 
 
Fig. 3-5 Capacity and call blocking rate performance of two settings: 10 hotspots 2000 users 
each, and 5 hotspots 2000 users each. 
Fig. 3-5 compares the total capacity and call blocking rate between two networks: the 
conventional network with a fixed tilt angle and the network where adaptive electrical 
downtilt is applied. These results are averaged from 20 runs which consumed more 
than a hundred hours to compute on a PC. In each run the location of users/hotspots 
and their call behaviours are completely randomised which explains the jumpiness of 
results even after averaging. The results show the adaptive tilting approach has a better 
performance throughout 100 snapshots. The performance enhancement through 
downtilt seems to be higher when more traffic heterogeneity is employed. The 
improvement measures at about 8% when 40% users are in hotspots. Reported 
performance gain in terms of service probability reaches as high as 30% from some 
studies [144], but those results are attained under different network settings with only 
two cells being put into consideration and the hotspots also located at a close distance 
to one base station, hence tilting down antennas is arguably bound to significantly 
reduce interference and reduce transmission power for a large number of users. In our 
models the location of hotspots are completely random in a 100 cell scenario.   
 
Adaptive tilting is shown to be useful, although the algorithm used is not globally 
optimal and only computes angles for every two neighbouring sectors. The practical 
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improvement of call blocking rate strongly depends on factors such as hotspots location, 
traffic distribution, site configuration, antenna pattern, etc. Relations between some of 
these factors have been studied in details in [143].  
 
3.4. Cooperative Coverage Shaping with the Bubble Oscillation 
Algorithm and Antenna Radiation Pattern Synthesis 
In this section, existing works on cooperative coverage shaping cell is examined and 
compared to the adaptive tilting method described in the last section. The technique 
involves a type of antenna known as semi-smart antennas and was initially proposed in 
[151]. The semi-smart antennas utilise beam forming technology to realise coverage 
patterns conceptually illustrated in Fig. 3-6. If there is a traffic hotspot that 
outnumbered the maximum capacity of a cell, neighbours will change their physical 
coverage area to help. Every change of coverage starts a chain effect, with every cell  
compensating the coverage loss its neighbour has left. 
 
Fig. 3-6 Shaped coverage applied by semi-smart antennas cooperatively 
The problem the semi-smart antennas are designed to solve is about finding coverage 
patterns for each cell that could improve network capacity or service probability. Du 
Lin mentioned in [160] that this problem is actually multiple knapsack problem. This 
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will be proved to be incorrect in Chapter 6 and for now we will be focusing on 
analysing the algorithm proposed by Lin. 
 
3.5. Multi-antenna Arrays and Controllable Pattern 
Before discussing the cooperative coverage algorithm, a technical background on 
adaptive coverage controlled by multi-antenna arrays is provided.  
 
3.5.1. Smart and Semi-Smart Antennas 
A smart antenna in cellular communications [4] is a multi-to-one antenna system where 
the BS can adjust signal weights on multiple antennas, for either receiving or 
transmitting, so that the desired signal is maximised at the receiver’s end (which could 
either be the mobile or the BS) while undesired signals are minimised. Today 
beamforming has been reintroduced [161] in the context of the MIMO antenna systems, 
where the receiver also has multiple antennas and the weights on the transmitting 
antennas have to be optimised for each receiving antenna. The knowledge of channel 
conditions [162, 163] is commonly required for MIMO beamforming to exploit from 
SDMA. MIMO system is used for improving SINRs and is not directly relevant here. 
 
Multi-antenna arrays can be also used to form shaped radiation pattern that realises 
coverage controls shown in Fig. 5-2. The idea was called semi-smart antenna and 
firstly proposed in [151]. A semi-smart antenna is not really less ‘smart’. Similar to 
smart antenna, a semi-smart antenna also conducts beamforming, but with higher 
requirements on the complexity of achieved radiation patterns. In comparison to the 
pure SINR-oriented beamforming, the performance on increased capacity is achieved 
with a better parameterisation of the BS assignment problems (see section 2.5).  
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3.5.2. Linear Antenna Arrays for Coverage Shaping 
To shape power patterns of antennas, traditional array theory can be applied and 
various array displacements can be adopted. For simplicity a linear array with several 
radiation elements are used in our study. A linear antenna array with identical 
elements/antennas is illustrated in Fig. 3-7.  
 
Fig. 3-7 Linear antenna array 
There is a complex weight Wn on each transmission line connecting the array elements. 
A phase shift    is applied to signal on each tap by a phase shifter concatenated in Wn 
and also the amplitude of the signal controlled by a linear amplifier   . Suppose the 
linear array is placed in parallel onto the earth plane and make the 1
st
 element the 
reference point, the power pattern      of the array which defines gain of the array on 
azimuth   is given by the following expression 
          
    
   
 
           
 
   
 
 
  [4](3.2) 
where   is the interelement spacing which is set as half the wavelength     in the 
model. With the excitation parameter sets [        ] and [        ] given,      
is therefore a function of azimuth angle   and the power pattern of an array is the 
product of the power patterns of antenna element and the array 
                [4](3.3) 
where      is determined by the radiation character of the element. Many pattern 
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synthesis methods [4, 141] can be used to select proper excitation parameters for 
different optimization objectives such as directivity, beamwidth of the main lobe, 
smaller grating lobes, etc. A series of antenna pattern synthesis methods suggested for 
cell shaping is provided in [141, 142]. These  details are not covered here, but a beam 
shaping method will be explained in following chapters. For now, it will be assumed 
that any shape can be approximated. 
 
With the ability to change and differentiate the level of radio energy strength on radial 
directions continuous, a BS can extend its coverage to at furthest a distant mobile   by 
forcing the gain of BS     on the azimuth direction related to the mobile as 
                    
                         
       
 (3.4) 
where         is the measured received power by the mobile station at time t. 
               is the pilot channel minimum power level acceptable for the network to 
deliver service to mobiles.  
 
3.5.3. The Bubble Oscillation Algorithm 
The bubble oscillation algorithm proposed by Lin [164] is an efficient algorithm in 
terms of computing optimised coverage pattern/shapes quickly. The algorithm finds 
shapes by encouraging BSs to cover less efficient users in order to achieve better 
network-wide performance.  
 
3.5.3.1. The Quantisation Cell Model 
The BOA computes the cell boundaries defined by a curvilinear grid-based cell model. 
and is shown in Fig. 3-8. A cell is divided into many grids called Quantisation Cells 
(QC) by Lin and each       (  and   specifies angular and radial steps respectively) 
is a container for those mobiles whose directions of arrival of signals to the BS is within 
the angular range                   and the distance range                 . The 
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traffic demand of each QC is the aggregate demands of mobiles within it. The BOA is 
tasked to determine which QC should be covered according to their importance.      
 
Fig. 3-8 Cell model with Quantisation Cells (QC) 
An important reason for working on this model is to avoid producing unrealisable cell 
shapes for a physical semi-smart antenna and also decrease the amount of computation 
for the BOA by reducing the number of items from mobiles to ‘heavier’ QCs. The 
granularity used in our studies is then 5˚ wide for each QC and 20 steps on the radial 
direction from the centre of cells to their frontier (which corresponds to the minimum 
CIR level required for listening to control channels by mobiles).  
3.5.3.2. Description of the BOA 
In the following, the BOA and its application in a WCDMA cellular network is briefly 
described. There are some important properties of the algorithm [164]: 
 
1. In BOA each cell’s downlink capacity is used to define the size of individual 
resource pools. The capacity of a cell depends on the type of wireless network the 
BOA optimises for. Each cell could have 3 or 6 sectors.  
2. The demand of a QC is the total demands of mobiles within it. Demands are 
measured in the same unit as capacity of cells (Number of users supported).  
3. BS’s maximum transmitting power constraint is not applied in the BOA. 
4. A QC can be covered by any number of sectors (not necessarily to have its mobiles  
A
A
B
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served by all of them simultaneously though). 
5. Each base station has a maximum communication distance depending on minimum 
acceptable CIR levels defined as (refer to Table. 3-1 and for cell radius and other 
parameters):  
                                
 
To decide each QC’s priority, Lin has intoduced a notion called repulsion force, which 
is defined as the vector (magnitude and direction) 
                       [164](3.5) 
where      and     are the distance and angle from the i-th base station to the j-th QC, 
and       is the distance to the frontier of the i-th base station. The magnitude of the 
repulsion force is given by            and represents the QC’s initial priority. BSs 
then assign QCs according to their priority. The BOA is an iterative approach. After 
the initial assignment, uncovered QCs (if there is not enough resource) create an 
impact on all the QCs in a network, modifying their priority. This is done by 
introducing a second kind of vector named ‘attraction force’.  Uncovered QCs are 
imagined to be vacuums generating attraction forces which are applied on all rest QCs 
within the same cell, changing its priority incrementally by each iteration. The 
attraction force from the k-th un-served QC to the j-th QC in the i-th cell are given by 
the following vetors 
 If    ,    
            
  
 If    ,    
                
[164] (3.6) 
where     and    are the angles from the i-th base station BSi to QC k and j 
respectively and are used to calculate vector directions,    is the demand of the k-th 
QC and      because the attraction is from the k-th QC itself. After applying the 
attraction force from uncovered QCs in each cell, the assignment procedure is carried 
out again, and followed by another round of calculation of attraction forces and 
further assignment afterwards. The iterative procedure goes on until the performance 
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of network measured by total number of users served can no longer be improved.  
 
Procedural steps of the BOA are given below. 
 
1. In the first iteration, calculate the repulsion forces for each QC of each base station 
using (3.5). The magnitude of forces is regarded as the priority value of QCs.  
2. Sort the QCs of each BS by their priority value in descending order. 
3. For each BS, assign its QCs as long as the capacity allows. Unassigned QCs 
become ‘vacuums’.    
In the following iterations: 
1. For each cell, calculate the attraction forces generated by un-covered QCs for each 
QC using (3.6).  
2. Calculate the updated priority of each QC by using the summation of attraction 
vectors applied to it from each uncovered QC and the QC’s own repulsion vector. 
The value is given by the final magnitude of sum of all vectors: 
            
 
   
  [164](3.7) 
3. Sort    by descending order in each cell. 
4. For each BS, assign its QCs as long as the capacity allows. 
5.  Evaluate the capacity of the network. If it does improve from previous iteration 
then go back to step.1 and start a new iteration. Otherwise exit the procedure. 
 
The BOA stops [158, 164] until reaching a maximum iteration number (100 iterations) 
or when the number of un-served traffic remains constant for as long as 10 iterations. At 
the point of convergence or algorithm termination, the covered QCs of each cell can be 
used to map coverage patterns. The BOA is essentially a greedy algorithm that sort 
users by their efficiencies and each cell assigns as much users as it can independently. 
The assignment of each cell is done in parallel, followed by an update of assignment 
status of users for all cells. QCs in a cell are mapped to other QCs in neighbouring 
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cells [164]. If a QC is covered, its mappings in other cells are also counted as covered. 
 
3.5.4. Sector Size Adjustment and Radiation Pattern Synthesis 
The BOA is conducted at cell level. In the sector level the load of each cell is handled 
by a set of sectors that constitute the cell. Cell boundaries have to be converted into 
sector contours. In this work the same sector adjustment process described in [158] is 
used to balance the load between sectors and find the boundaries between intra-cell 
sectors. It is a simple procedure that starts from the sector with highest load moving 
its boundary towards an adjacent sector, until the load difference among sectors can 
no longer be improved. The variable size/width of sector is realised by adaptive 
antenna arrays. Note this concept has been realised in real world antenna products 
[165] in recent years. 
 
The shaped coverage pattern given by a BOA is realised by applying corresponding 
antenna gains on each angular directions. The radial distance [164] between a QC and 
a BS is converted into path loss according to (3.1) and the required antenna gain can be 
calculated by assuming the Common Pilot Channel (CPICH) reaches minimum 
required level for the furthest QC on each direction as 
        
           
            
  (3.8) 
The cellular models proposed in [158] have assumed that the impact of elevation 
power pattern does not affect the quality of coverage. This is improved here by 
introducing the 3-dimensional model with the elevation pattern taken into account by 
(3.8). The azimuth   and elevation   are calculated from the geometry relationship 
between a BS and its QCs. The middle point of the edge of a QC is used as the 
reference location of the QC. 
 
If the tilting angle of an antenna is not zero,   and   have to be converted into the 
azimuth and elevation in a coordinate system where the antenna array is located at the 
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origin and its main beam not tilted (parallel to the     plane). The conversion is 
required in order to include the effect of tilt. After conversion, the correct azimuth and 
elevation along with the gain          are known. The conversion is basic geometry 
and is not discussed here (see below). 
 
Fig. 3-9 The derivation of azimuth and elevation due to antenna tilting angle  . The new user 
coordinates            are given by     
         
    
 and    
           
    
. New azimuth 
and elevation computed accordingly.   is the relevant height of antenna and          . 
 
Replacing (3.3) for          and rearrange for the array factor we have 
         
           
            
         
 (3.9) 
where          is the radiation pattern of the antenna element and          the 
array factor (see (3.2)), in the system of zero tilting angle.          is known from 
the power pattern measurement of antennas. From the geometry of a linear array it is 
clear that the elevation of the arrival/departure of signals simply has no impact on the 
array factor [4], therefore               , and the two-dimensional array factor 
(3.2) applicable to this three-dimensional pattern synthesis problem. For a different 
type of array such as a circular array, the desired array factor is a function of both the 
azimuth and the elevation. 
 
Procedurally, desired gain          is computed for every azimuth step in the 
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QC-based cell model. Splines are then fitted to the coarse gain vectors and the 
interpolated radiation patterns are then transformed into desired array factors using 
(3.9). The array factors are then passed to the antenna synthesizer to calculate power 
patterns closest to the desired ones on 4-elements linear arrays, using the MMSE 
pattern synthesis method described in [142]. During simulation, the synthesis method 
is modelled with software and the performance given is at a theoretical level. 
 
3.5.5. Performance Evaluation through Simulation 
System level simulation is used to compare the performance of the BOA-aided 
cooperative coverage to a range of other networks: a conventional network where 
adaptive coverage is applied; a network where sector size adjustment is used; a network 
where only cell shaping is invoked (without sector size adjustment), and the adaptive 
tilting network described in section 3.3. Simulation configuration is the same with 
section 3.3.3.1 and the resultant performance is given in Fig. 3-10: 
 
Fig. 3-10 Call blocking rates comparison between five networks, with 40% users in 10 
hotspots, 2000 each. 
Performance results are based on the synthesised pattern of antenna arrays.  From 
observation of Fig. 3-10 only tilting and cooperative shaping based on BOA give 
obvious increase of performance in comparison to the conventional circular coverage, 
with the shaping approach performing notably better than adaptive tilting. The results 
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for the other two schemes suggest that adjusting the size of sectors only is not a 
powerful way: it does improve in some cases, and certainly does work in the single 
cell case. However, when put against a large numbers of tests with randomised traffic 
distributions the improvement is statistically insignificant, so does shaping without 
sector size adjustment because the BOA does not allocate traffic loads in the 
sector-level. 
 
Coverage snapshots are given here to help illustrate the cooperative coverage shaping 
technique. Different with conventional cellular networks each cell is shaped and varied 
in size in Fig. 3-11. The contours are where the CPICH level reached minimum 
threshold and can generally represent the coverage of a cell. All the traffic loads are 
redistributed in network level where an improved division of demands is achieved.  
 
Fig. 3-11 Real-time shaping in a WCDMA network with traffic hotspots 
 
3.6. Antenna Models and Coverage Quality 
In existing studies on coverage shaping only ideal antenna models were and realistic 
antenna models have not been verified in terms of delivering acceptable shaping 
results. This section is to used to find out answers two questions, namely, what kind 
of antennas would suit the task of shaping using the optimal synthesizer proposed in 
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[141] and what kind of impact would realistic antenna models have on system 
performance in terms of network capacity.  
 
3.6.1. Optimal Synthesizer and Linear Array 
According to [141], the desired antenna radiation power pattern      is calculated 
by a cooperative coverage algorithm and the optimal synthesizer minimises the 
following MSE to approximate the radiation pattern to a desired shape:  
           
 
   
                
 
   
   
 [141](3.10) 
Here the synthesized pattern        is computed for a linear array using (3.3). 
Samples of        and      are evaluated on every integer degree and the square 
power of their difference is averaged throughout an azimuth domain spanning  , 
which is enough to cover angles of interest for a directional sector antenna.   is a 
penalty function which discourages insufficient coverage, given by:   
  
                            
                            
  [141](3.11) 
The resulting MSE is a function of variables   and can be minimized using 
minimization technique. Only omnidirectional antenna were evaluated in [141, 158]. 
 
3.6.2. Antenna Element Models 
Substituting (3.2) into (3.10) for        it can be seen that the desired pattern is a 
polynomial with samples of element pattern      at each azimuth angle as part of 
polynomial parameters, the MSE can be then minimised using discrete element 
patterns defined in a simple datasheet. 
 
The antenna elements used for the linear array can be of diverse forms. The 
omnidirectional dipole is a classic form with a uniform gain distribution across the 
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       azimuth domain. A more directional sine wave gain function is another 
simple example: 
             
 
 
            
 
 
 
 
 
  (3.12) 
Real antennas and related models have more complicated forms. The azimuth 
radiation pattern of the 3GPP antenna model [166] is described by several parameters 
including maximum azimuth gain, half-power beam width (HPBW), and front-back 
ratio (FBR) as: 
                 
 
      
 
 
          [166](3.13) 
where    is the maximum gain of the antenna, and subscript h signifies the 
horizontal (azimuth) plane . 
 
In reality, the antennas widely deployed by mobile communication operators are 
frequently sector antenna arrays with a typical maximum gain of 10-20 dBi and the 
half-power beam width (HPBW) usually lies between 60 and 90 degrees. This is in 
accordance with the common practice of using three or six sector antennas to form a 
complete cell. For example, two base station antennas Type 741989 and Type 
80010426 [167] from major antenna equipment vendor Kathrein-Werke KG conform to 
this sector antenna requirement (Table. 3-2). 
Table. 3-2 Key performance parameters of two Kathrein BS antennas used in study 
Antenna model                                            Frequency Maximum gain FBR Max power per 
input  
Kathrein 741989 1920-2200MHz 16.7dBi 24dB 300W 
Kathrein 80010426 1920-2200 MHz 17.7 dBi 24dB 300W 
Let          
 ,        ,         , the 3GPP model approximates the 
pattern of both Kathrein antennas in the azimuth plane (Fig. 3-12). The ideal pattern 
has nearly equal gains of 18 dBi on every azimuth angle within 120-degree range and 
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gives least overlap between intra-cell sectors. This makes the ideal pattern a very 
good benchmark for antenna performance comparison. 
 
Fig. 3-12 Azimuth radiation pattern of Kathrein and 3GPP antennas 
Sector antenna patterns are optimally synthesized using the antennas and models 
discussed above as array elements. 4 elements are chosen as a trade-off between 
performance and cost and a half-wavelength inter-element spacing is used. Sector 
shapes are only controlled and synthesized on the azimuth plane. All theoretical 
antenna models are given the 3GPP pencil beam-like elevation patterns with vertical 
HPBW of 7 degrees [166]. For both Kathrein models, their data sheets are directly 
used to produce an elevation pattern [167]. 
 
3.6.3. Simulation configurations 
The system level WCDMA network simulator used in section 3.3.3.2 is updated with 
more realistic antenna models. The BOA is used to generate shapes for cells. For 
comparison reasons antenna tilt angles are fixed for all cells to be      and the same 
traffic scenario is tested on all antennas. 
 
The traffic scenario used to test the antennas are essentially the same with that used in 
section 3.3.3.2, with the size of network scaled down to 16 Node-Bs and 8000 users. 
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Each Node-B controls 3 sectors, and 6 hotspots comprising of 75% of mobiles are 
used. Using the same traffic and network setting, all 6 antenna elements are tested. It 
is assumed that identical power patterns are used for transmit and reception antennas. 
The maximum gain an antenna can realise is 18dBi, corresponding to the maximum 
range of networks. The pattern synthesis process thus only takes place within the 
possible search space and the shapes generated are physically feasible.  
 
The simulations with improved antenna models reduce computation load by focusing 
on 10 snapshots with larger intervals instead of 100. In other respects the snapshot 
model used for this simulation is identical to the snapshot model described in section 
3.3.3.1. Note the time interval between each snapshot is now 10 minutes. Because the 
simulated network is also smaller, therefore, 40 Monte-Carlo tests are executed to 
attain more reliable results than previous ones. The simulation results are compared 
with the performance of a conventional network deploying tri-sector base stations 
equipped with three fixed conventional antennas (Kathrein 741989), which gives each 
cell a circular coverage.  
 
Fig. 3-13 Network performance under different antennas 
Fig. 3-13 illustrates the performance in systems with different antennas. The blocking 
rates decline for all networks as the hotspots form. All six schemes using synthesized 
patterns perform better than circular coverage, and exhibit very similar performance. 
The desired pattern (which is imaginary and unrealistic) is also tested in the 
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simulation, and its result is notably better than all synthesized patterns. Overall, the 
choice of the element does not seem to have significant impact, although the closer 
the element pattern is to a gate-function/sine wave the better the result is. Intriguingly, 
the 3GPP model performs worse than the Kathrein antennas. Considering the results 
from the synthesized patterns are at most 3% worse than the imaginative shapes at 75% 
traffic heterogeneity, the use of real antenna models seems acceptable. 
 
More antenna models offered in the market are experimented with. Three such 
antennas from Powerwave Technology, Ltd, are compared to Kathrein’s products 
using the same simulation settings (Fig. 3-14). The Powerwave products (their 
specifications and datasheets are available at [168], publicly) show little difference 
with Kathrein’s, once again confirming the idea that the choice of antenna elements is 
not very influential to system performance.  
 
Fig. 3-14 Comparison between Kathrein and Powerwave antennas 
The performance of different antennas is more or less correlated with their synthesis 
quality, which can be measured by the minimum MSE (MMSE) according to (3.10). 
In Fig. 3-15, it is shown that the MMSE for all antennas are highest at the last 
snapshot. Indeed, the MMSE has a trend to increase with growing traffic 
heterogeneity. A simple guess is that the worse the performance in terms of blocking 
rate is, the higher the MMSE. This is generally correct when looking at Fig. 3-13, but 
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there is an exception to the ideal near-gate element which has poorest MMSE at the 
last snapshot. This is probably related to the ideal pattern rolling off to flat faster than 
all other patterns and having the highest FBR.  
 
Fig. 3-15 MSE of synthesized shapes (averaged from 960 samples) 
 
Fig. 3-16 Contrast between desired and synthesized pattern (element: dipole) 
The greater the number of elements is the better the performance. However, since the 
desired pattern only yields 3% more capacity (75% users in hotspots) large numbers 
of elements would not be necessary in practice. The pattern differences between the 
realistic antennas also have little influence to the performance of a network. Still, if 
viewing an example of synthesized pattern compared with desired ones in Fig. 3-16, 
one can see that the pattern difference is not totally ignorable. The limited impact of 
synthesis quality might be explained with the roles of cell assignment and resource 
allocation functions. The eventual performance of mobile networks has to do with 
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more factors than just coverage areas, and being covered does not necessarily translate 
into mobiles being assigned and served. 
 
3.7. Knowledge of Mobile Locations and Cooperative Coverage 
The construction of instances of the assignment problems requires knowing angle and 
path gains of mobiles to BSs in order to group them into clusters for assignment 
decisions (e.g., the concept of QC in the BOA). A few location and direction-finding 
technique is therefore studied in this section and their impact on coverage shaping is 
also analysed using simulations. 
3.7.1. Location and Direction-Finding Techniques 
Various methods for detecting the angle and locations of mobiles have been developed 
for wireless communications. Several categories will be studied below. 
3.7.1.1. Location Services 
UMTS networks support location service [169, 170] by providing mechanisms 
reporting geographical co-ordinates of mobiles to individual users, network operators, 
and service providers. LCS is divided into deferred and immediate LCS requests [169]. 
Immediate LCS request is preferred for cooperative coverage due to the lesser delay of 
the location report. 
 
Typical methods included in [169] are: 
1. Cell-ID positioning method. 
2. Difference Of Arrival method, including Uplink Time Difference Of Arrival 
(UTDOA), Observed-TDOA(OTDOA), Enhanced-Observed Time Difference 
(E-OTD). 
3. Network-assisted GPS and Gallileo system 
Method 1 does not provide any good location accuracy. As about the GPS method, 
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handheld mobiles are increasingly incorporating GPS modules into their design. The 
problem with GPS is that it is not a mandatory requirement to mobile handset, 
therefore the satellite positioning method is not examined here. 
 
UTDOA is a network-based multilateration method developed by TruePosition [171]. 
A mobile does not need to be upgraded to support UTDOA. In addition to UTDOA, 
there are also notably E-OTD [172, 173] multilateration. E-OTD uses mobiles to 
measure the time difference of arrivals of signals from BSs so dedicated chipset 
onboard a handset is needed. Both E-OTD and UTDOA require BSs to be 
synchronised, and both methods require adding to the networks extra equipments such 
as Location Measurements Unit (LMU). UTDOA is reported [171] to be more 
accurate because of its not relying on mobile handsets to measure time difference. 
Comparatively, UTDOA technique is reported to perform rather well in difficult 
terrain due to network-based measurement and a 50 metres’ accuracy is usually 
promised [171, 172], making it one of the best TDOA technique available.  
 
3.7.1.2. Direction Finding Techniques 
The arriving angle of signals can be found by measuring received signals using 
advanced antenna and signal processing techniques. This ability is usually achieved by 
equipping a base station with antenna arrays. Such methods are often categorised as 
direction of arrival [174] (DoA) estimation technqiues. 
 
Subspace methods, or eigenstructure DOA estimation methods [174, 175] receive many 
attentions due to its better precisions than temporal methods such as Maximum 
Likelihood method [174], though computationally more expensive. Many 
eigenstructure DoA finding methods have been proposed such as Multiple Signal 
Classification (MUSIC) and Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance 
Techniques (ESPRIT) [174, 176]. To make the direction finding scheme suitable to be 
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used in CDMA mobile communication where many users are supposed to be sending 
signals at the same time, a matched-filtering supported MUSIC method has been 
proposed in [175]. This approach connects every array element with a code correlator 
for each user signal and for a system with N users LN code correlators are required, 
where L is the number of element in an array.  
 
DoA estimation methods are usually proposed for beamforming applications. When 
used for coverage shaping its downside is significant complexity of antennas and 
added cost in development and manufacturing.  
 
3.7.2. Impact of TDOA Multilateration on System Performance 
A universally available, and easy to use technology, is perhaps the best choice for 
determining direction of signals from users. This makes the UTDOA our chosen 
assumption because of its standardised usage in modern mobile communication 
systems, especially after the E911 mandate [177] issued by Federal Communication 
Commission. The other methods, including GPS/A-GPS, E-OTD and DoA estimation 
are either too costly and less accurate to be useful, or are not widely available in 
deployed systems. 
 
The performance of UTDOA depends on clock precision, propagation environment, 
filter impulse response, reference sites geometry and numbers, and even wave form of 
signals [178]. A CDF of the accuracy of UTDOA with respect to the distance of 
mobiles to BSs in GSM network is featured in [178], but due to lack of original data 
the distribution model is unknown. Overall, there are just too few statistical results in 
the related literatures that can be harnessed. Pragmatically instead, the CDF given in 
[178] is fitted to an exponential distribution CDF using a minimum MSE criterion on 
the 15 data points, facilitated by the Nelder-Mead simplex method [179]. The 
exponential distribution is chosen because experiments with normal and lognormal 
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distributions show worse fitting results. 
 
Fig. 3-17 Exponential distribution CDF fitted to the UTDOA accuracy data, minimum MSE 
result attained at           for exponential distribution 
The fitting result shown in Fig. 3-17 is then used in the simulation of a WCDMA 
network. The estimated position has its distance to the actual following the 
distribution                         , and the angle uniformly distributed in 
      . Estimated Locations of mobiles are assumed to cost five seconds and then 
provided to the BOA. The mobiles are moving at pedestrian-class velocity of no more 
than 10km/h.  
 
In all antenna configurations, networks exhibit pretty similar performance (Fig. 3-18) 
disregarding the antenna types used. The impact of using inaccurate locations for 
cooperative coverage is identified as a minor increase of call blocking rate, at the level 
of no more than 1% for even the highest level of traffic heterogeneity (all users are in 
hotspots). In other traffic configurations this ratio is even much lower. The 4 hotspots 
cases show more loss of calls than 8 hotspots. The highest performance gain is 
observed from the 4 hotspots case with 100% heterogeneity, at a level of around 20%. 
This indicates that the effectiveness of coverage shaping grows with geographic 
imbalance of traffic. Note the call blocking rates of circular coverage at uniform user 
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distribution are not zero, this is because the Powerwave antenna’s radiation pattern is 
not perfectly circular. 
 
Fig. 3-18 Simulations with location accuracy taken into account. 
3.7.3.  Discussion 
The impact of location errors to coverage shaping has been shown to be having an 
limited impact on system capacity, in case of using an location-finding techniques 
having an accuracy level close to that of the U-TDOA method. This means the 
coverage shaping method can be rather practical for today’s cellular networks. 
 
3.8. Conclusion 
This chapter has discussed two cooperative coverage control approaches. A tilting 
approach is proposed and the cooperative shaping approach described in [142, 158] is 
implemented to study their difference. Capacity enhancements are found in both cases 
and can be used to adjust a network to accommodate time-varying non-uniformly 
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distributed traffic. Although the studies are done with WCDMA systems, the basic 
ideas of adaptive coverage systems are not any less applicable to other cellular 
systems. 
 
The tilting approach proposed is less capable of controlling cell coverage. In the 
meanwhile, the shaping approach allows complex shapes to be applied. Suppose there 
is an optimal coverage configuration for all cells, then the shaping method certainly 
can achieve better approximation: the cooperative shaping uses an angular granularity 
of 5 degrees and can control coverage in 72 directions, in comparison the tilting 
method only has one adjustable parameter. If six sectors are applied per cell then this 
corresponds to twelve times of degree of freedoms for the shaping method.   
 
The results shown in this chapter for both approaches are however, based on 
non-optimal algorithms and mechanisms. The tilting approach is a two-sector 
adjustment method used in a network level, whilst the shaping approach is based on 
the BOA, which has an individual (though intuitively sensible) structure of its own by 
introducing vector summation mechanisms that do not have a theoretical proof of 
being correct and optimal. Another problem for the BOA is that it assumes users 
consume fixed amount of resources and the cost of serving each user is not affected by 
assignment decisions. This is not true for wireless systems using frequency reuse. 
Therefore, these methods are not based on accurate formulations of the BS assignment 
problems and are fairly pragmatic. In the next chapters, we will examine whether 
assignment problems can be properly formulated and be solved to achieve better 
system performance. 
  
The impact of realistic antenna models and user location estimation errors have also 
been studied in this chapter. Coverage shaping has been shown to be robust to the use 
of antennas with imperfect radiation patterns and location errors.  
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Chapter 4. Radio Resource Cost-based 
Coverage Shaping 
 
4.1. Introduction 
The BOA studied in Chapter 3 uses distance between mobile and BS to compute the 
priority value of each QC. A distant user is less likely to be covered than other users 
standing closer to a BS. In deed serving a more distant user will require higher 
transmission power in the WCDMA system-based studies presented in Chapter 3, and 
the BOA works fine with distance parameters because of the exponential path loss 
model used.  
 
However, in a realistic world, distance does not solely determine the required cost 
(e.g., transmission power) to serve a user due to propagation effects caused by many 
factors (e.g., terrain, buildings, rain). Since the distance is not the sole factor 
determining the cost of serving a user, the existing BOA could be rather useless. This 
is improved in this chapter by examining a transmission power-based BOA. In the 
new algorithm, the resource requirement of serving each user is taken into account 
and used to find cell shapes for cooperative coverage. The idea is tested in a simulated 
environment where the path loss is a result of propagation effects caused by a city 
landscape.   
 
4.2. Algorithm Design  
The exponential path loss model (3.1) is likely the reason of the BOA being effective 
in simulations. Analytically, each QC is given the default priority             
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     inversely proportionate to its distance to the centre of BS. When the distance no 
longer dominates the path loss alone, this model would create problems when a QC is 
more distantly located requires fewer transmission powers than a closer QC. The 
attraction force calculation also has similar problems. It is then much more 
appropriate to classify mobiles according to similar transmission power requirements 
and group them into a power requirement-based QC rather than a distance-based one. 
 
4.2.1. Transmission Power-based QC and Perceived Distance 
For the cell  , suppose the power requirement               of the user   to 
realise a certain data rate is known, then the power set              can be divided 
into     subsets (suppose there are   angular steps in a QC-based cell model), 
each corresponding to one particular angular step confined within          . Note 
         where      is the maximum transmission power of mobiles (uplink 
transmission power) and defines the communication range between a BS and its 
mobiles (BS has higher transmission power than mobiles and hence mobile’s available 
power dominates range, not BS’s). For each subset the power parameters           
 
 
fall within the continuous ranges 
                                                                
with the following constraints: 
  
              
             
      
  (4.1) 
     is the power in order to achieve a threshold SINR for an ideal condition that 
mobile experiences zero path loss.      is a step-specific attenuation function that 
marks the power boundaries of QCs. The choice of a proper power step function has 
to do with the load of each QC. A proper choice would see that the amount of traffic 
demand in QCs comparable when assuming a uniform traffic distribution, so that item 
weights and profits are comparable too, allowing finer coverage solutions. 
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Hints to the choice of      can be discovered from Fig. 4-1 where the exponential 
path loss models used in our previous studies are compared with an instance of the 
COST-231 Walfisch-Ikegami model [52]. The COST-231 model is a path loss model 
with far more parameters than the Hata-Okumura and the original Ikegami models 
[157] and provides better mapping to many types of propagation environments. It can 
be seen from all models that the path loss functions with respect to the distance have 
decreasing first-order derivatives. Near cell edge the path loss grows far slower than at 
close distance. This dissuade the idea of using              by introducing an 
attenuation factor      , the result of which would see the continuous power 
ranges having equal path loss step due to 
        
          
               , making the 
size of QCs exponentially grow with the distance.  
 
Fig. 4-1 Path gain models, the COST-231 Walfisch-Ikegami model is parameterised for an 
urban environment on 2125MHz.   
A superior approach could be to adopt a statistical path loss model close to the 
propagation environment and demarcate the power ranges by ‘imagined distances’. 
This says, firstly choose a model for example the exponential model with a suitable 
exponent, and then compute the entire path loss range of interest as             
          (note all transmission power notations refer to uplink transmission power 
in section 4.2) , corresponding to the distance range          where      is the 
imagined maximum computed from the adopted path loss model. With the path loss 
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range and the corresponding ‘imaginative distance’ from the exponential model 
determined, use L equal distance steps to compute each power value and divide the 
power steps. Subsequently using the expression            , the discrete      
and the continuous power ranges                                    can be 
both defined. The entire concept is illustrated in Fig. 4-2.  
 
Fig. 4-2 Left: each ‘imaginative’ distance step d is used to derive non-uniform path loss range, 
which translates into power ranges. Here the distance steps are equal; Right: the path loss of 
each distance step, showing a decrease of path loss growth with respect to distance 
With the calculated power ranges, the QCs on each angular step           can be 
determined and users grouped into them according to their power requirement. The 
resultant QCs are likely to be comparable in terms of quantities of users contained, as 
long as the L distance steps are reasonably chosen. Here an equal distance step is 
assumed.  
 
 
Fig. 4-3 Multiple perceived location of mobiles according to a reference path loss model, when 
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shadowing and fading are present 
 
Note the ‘imaginative distances’ of a mobile to multiple BSs do not translate into a 
unique geographic location (Fig. 4-3). They represent, however, a ‘perceived distance’ 
from the wireless propagation perspective, suggesting how hard it is to serve a mobile 
station. 
 
4.2.2. QC Mapping and Weight Calculation  
In a model where QC represents geographic areas, the QC in a neighbouring BS could 
be closely mapped (Fig. 4-4), this is useful for the BOA to find out if mobiles are 
covered by neighbours. 
 
Fig. 4-4 Ideal mapping of neighbouring cells’ QC 
Problems arise as the exponential distance-path loss relationship never holds in practice. 
The power-based QCs should be used instead of geographic ones and the coverage of 
a QC in a cell would map to partial coverage of QCs in neighbouring cells. 
Specifically, if the QC       of the j-th cell is covered, the set of mobiles      
 
 
corresponding to the QC are also covered. The coverage indicators are thus updated 
that  
     
   . There exists a mapping            so the unique index of the 
mobile in the network level is found and maps to a number of QCs in cells other than j 
with another mapping 
              
 
          
henceforth,  
     
       . 
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The weight of each QCs    
 
 (see [164] (3.6)) are then computed as 
           
    
 
     
 
  
     
              
      
      
and used by the BOA to compute attraction forces. A QC       is only covered (not 
regarded as a vacuum) when   
     
 
     
     
 
 is satisfied. 
 
4.2.3. Description of the Cost-based BOA  
The improved power cost-based BOA is given by the following procedures:  
1. For each cell, compute the power cost (downlink power cost is used in our study, 
but the uplink could also be fine) for mobiles within its range as             , 
where     is the path gain,     is the interference and noise on the relevant 
bandwidth present at the mobile antenna connector and   the reference SINR 
target. The interference level is attained from measurement at receivers.  
2. For each cell, compute the power steps                        
           .        
   where    is the reference noise power.      is the 
maximum transmission power of the mobiles.    is computed from a chosen path 
gain model      (the selection of the path gain model depends on propagation 
environment and this is not discussed here) and its relationship with transmission 
power is defined by            
  , where    is the interference and noise level 
and    the perceived distance.  
3. On each angular step of a cell, assign relevant mobiles of the cell to each power 
step-based QC according to the mobiles’ power cost. A mobile is assigned to a 
power step           if            . 
4. For each QC, its angle is computed as     
       
 
. The perceived distance is 
computed as 
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5. The Power-Cost based BOA is then parameterised and ready to run, the rest 
procedures are identical to the distance-based BOA with the exception of two 
changes. Firstly, the perceived distance    is used to compute the angles between 
QCs and the perceived distance is used in place of   in (3.5) and (3.6) to 
compute the repulsion and attraction vectors. Secondly, the coverage indicator 
 
     
  for the user   is recorded and maps to the mobile’s coverage indicators at 
other cells, updating them simultaneously. Note if a user can be grouped into 
multiple QCs in different cells. If a mobile is covered by one cell, then the weight 
of other QCs containing this mobile in other related cells should be reduced 
respectively (see section 4.2.2). 
 
4.3. Simulations 
In this section the improved BOA is studied with simulations and modelling of 
propagation effects. This involves utilising some field analysis results attained using 
the network planning tool Asset3g (Aircom, plc). 
 
4.3.1. The Modelling of Propagation Effects 
The effect of shadowing is considered. The variation of signal compared with median 
level due to shadowing has generally [180, 181] a distribution near to log-normal. If an 
exponential path loss model is used then the shadowing could be added to the path loss 
as: 
           
 
   
where   is the shadowing in decibel that follows the distribution           . The 
variance    is reported to be around     dB [182] in a typical urban macro-cell 
environment. Measurement results from other sources [183] could be also used to 
adjust. 
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Shadowing is also well correlated between geographically close locations. In [157] 
      
       
    
  is used to define the correlation between two shadowing variables    
and    for two locations at the distance of    from each other. Practical methods on 
generating correlated shadowing for a moving mobile have been also suggested, such as 
an autocorrelation process [182]. There is also site-to-site correlation that the 
shadowing of signals from two BSs are correlated at the same location [157].  
 
The correlated shadowing can be modelled for pairs of links between two mobiles 
easily  [184, 185], but to design a statistical model that would command the 
attenuation of signals of thousands of mobiles to follow and retain the correlation 
characters measured from realistic environments whilst the mobiles are on the move, 
is not an easy task. After examining many modelling techniques, the attention has 
been steered towards field analysis technique. For the ease of mind, the Asset3g radio 
network planning tool (NPT) specialised in pre-deployment network performance 
evaluation for third generation mobile communication systems (developed by Aircom, 
Inc) is chosen to project a path loss map. The Asset3g NPT [186] utilises a pseudo 
ray-tracing technique to perform electrical field strength analysis on digital maps 
containing geographic data including building size and street orientations. The 
approach is not the same with a real ray tracing technique [187] in many aspects, 
including the assumption that the propagation is of canyon urban style due to wave 
guiding effect of dense buildings; the calculation of Fresnel zone is used instead of 
reflection calculation to give estimates on interference from buildings; diffractions due 
to building edges are calculated using a virtual source which is on the line joining the 
real source and located to the far end of the building edge of diffraction.  
 
4.3.2. System Level Simulation Models 
Signal strength analysis results attained from a digital map of Jersey are used for the 
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task of propagation prediction.  
 
Fig. 4-5 Overlook of Jersey in the planner view of Asset.3g 
The island is generally of urban characters with dense but not tall buildings and lots of 
woods are located along the southern coast of the isle. In our simulation scenario, 44 
Node-B are placed on the island with equal spacing to form a large scale WCDMA 
network measuring around 45 square miles. Only macro-cells are involved and the test 
is carried out without any kind of network planning, so as to test the adaptability of 
cooperative coverage. The inter-site distance is 1200 metres. 
 
The pseudo ray-tracing gives better precision on propagation prediction than empirical 
and statistical path loss models. This is very hard to achieve with a statistical model. 
 
Using omni-directional antennas placed at an altitude of 25 metres and the source 
power set at 33dBm, the received signal strength at each location of the island is 
calculated using the pseudo ray-tracing technique, for each node-B on both the uplink 
and downlink frequencies (downlink 1920MHz, uplink 2125MHz). The resolution of 
the prediction is constrained to 10 metres. Prediction results are then imported into 
raster models and classified into 44 signal strength profiles, which give the path loss to 
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any location from the centre of a cell as: 
                          
where          is the 3dB omni-directional antenna gain in azimuth direction  .  
 
The presence of multipath effect raises a question: whether significant signals 
eventually reaching the mobiles are radiated by the antenna on a small radian so that 
each copy of signal is affected by almost identical antenna gains. Measurement data 
seems to lighten this concerns as it is reported that prominent signal copies (within 
-20dB of the primary tap) received at the BS receivers are most likely distributed 
around the geographic direction between BSs and mobiles with a small angular spread 
[182, 188]. Signal components out of this range are significantly weaker than the 
strongest path by 20dB or more. Another problem is uplink-downlink path loss 
disagreement due to channel impulse response difference on different frequencies. 
Nevertheless, report has it that measured path loss differences between uplink and 
downlink frequencies distanced by 200MHz are small [189]. 
 
Fig. 4-6 Signal strength prediction indicated by different colours 
Six sectors per BSs are used in this study. Two 4-element linear array antennas operate 
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on downlink and uplink frequencies respectively in a sector. The system level 
simulations use the same hotspot traffic scenario as defined in section 3.3.3.1. Mobiles 
are always calling without stops. Network parameters are according to those listed in 
Table. 3-1, with the exception of the smaller inter-BS difference. In total, 4000 
mobiles and 44 node-Bs are present. For the BOA, the QC model used retains the    
angular width and 20 radial steps. 
 
4.3.3. Performance of the Power Cost-based BOA 
The major difference of the experiment is the application of the power cost-based BOA. 
Results and discussions are provided below. 
 
A. Simulation - uniform traffic case 
Monte-Carlo simulations are carried out for the snapshot with uniformly distributed 
mobiles for both circular coverage and cooperatively shaped coverage. In Fig. 4-7 the 
service status of mobiles under the conventional coverage scheme is shown. The cell 
contours are only indicative of antennas’ radiation patterns. 
 
Fig. 4-7 Service status in the 44-cell network with uniform traffic distribution. The cell 
Scenario View: Jersey
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contours indicate radiation patterns of antennas rather than coverage contour 
(red and bigger dots: blocked users, rest dots: served users) 
There are 4,000 mobiles using a 7.95kbps data rate (spreading factor   256) with 
full voice activity. The uplink capacity of each cell can be calculated according to the 
WCDMA capacity model given in [40] as 
                            
 
          
             
where   is other-cell to own-cell ratio which is around 0.5 [40]. Uplink load factor 
(see [40])     is    . SINR requirement is 7.3dB for voice traffic.   therefore 
equals more than 19 and a 6-sector cell has thus approximately the capacity of 114 
users. The theoretical capacity of the network is therefore            , without 
putting macro diversity gain (soft handover) into account. 
 
 
Fig. 4-8 The boundaries of 44 cells in terms of CPICH strength at -80dBm 
To get a glimpse of whether there are notable coverage holes, Fig. 4-8 is useful, where 
the contour of each cell indicates the last occurrence of the CPICH strength at a 
threshold level of -80dBm on each direction from the centre of cells, when sectors 
transmit CPICH at a level of 30dBm. The sharp spikes indicate that there are some 
Scenario View: Jersey
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likely holes within the contours due to shadowing, but the complementary coverage of 
neighbouring cells seems sufficient to leave few holes. This is verified by 
superimposing the signal strength readings of different cells. Less than 3% reference 
locations have no reliable CPICH receptions. 
 
It is assumed that the interference and noise levels at mobiles can be measured so the 
required power of each user is known, and the QC models can be then generated. In 
effect this makes the power cost-based BOA simultaneously considering both       
and path loss conditions, improving power estimation accuracies. In simulation the 
interference levels are numerically computed using (2.3) rather than using real 
measurements.  
 
The call blocking rates (CBR) from simulation are 27.5% for conventional circular 
coverage and 9% for cooperative coverage with uniform traffic distribution under 
uniform Node-B deployment. The cooperative coverage system is able to adapt and 
gives a service rate enhanced by nearly 20%.  
 
The coverage shaping technique can improve network capacity even when users are 
uniformly distributed. This fact suggests that the traffic distribution by their perceived 
distances is no longer uniform. Power cost-based BOA can obviously handle this 
problems and the shapes are calculated according to mobiles’ perceived distances. 
 
B. Simulation – unbalanced traffic case 
For the unbalanced traffic case, 10 hotspots are randomly generated and placed all 
over the island, each with a number of users depending on specific simulation settings. 
Mobile’s relative distance to the centre of hotspot follows a normal distribution 
               where    800 metres and uniform distribution for the radial 
angle that          . The rest users are uniformly distributed. 
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Monte-Carlo simulations are repeated for 40 times, with a snapshot granularity of 5. 
CBR comparisons of different coverage methods are then shown in Fig. 4-9. The 
improvement of the CBRs by the cost-based BOA increases with the levels of traffic 
unbalance, just as what was observed from the standard BOA. Throughout the 
scenarios, the cooperative coverage scheme shows adaptability in handling dynamic 
traffic distributions. 
 
Fig. 4-9 CBR results from simulation for shaped coverage and circular coverage 
 
4.4. Acquisition of Resource Requirement of Mobiles 
It is vital for an effective coverage scheme to frequently measure path gains of users 
and compute correct costs and profits from serving users. The updating process has to 
be fast enough to follow the dynamics of radio channels due to user movement.  
 
To measure the reception quality of users, UMTS systems use the following 
parameters: 
1. The Received Signal Code Power (RSCP) [88, 190] is the power of a received 
physical channel corresponding to a spreading code. The RSCP is usually used for 
the CPICH. The reference point of the RSCP is the antenna connector at a mobile. 
Path loss can be calculated from the received RSCP as 
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         . 
2. The Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) [88, 190] is the total received 
power on the transmission bandwidth relevant to the bandwidth of the RSCP. The 
RSSI includes noise and all signals present on the wide frequency band where the 
measurement take place. The RSCP/RSSI ratio gives the energy per chip to signal 
power density ratio      , which is indicative of SINR at the receiver’s end. 
 
In LTE systems the Reference Signal Receiving Power (RSRP) [43] is used in place of 
the RSCP. The RSRP is the average power of all resource blocks (RB) containing the 
reference signal. The RSSI is also present and measures the total received power on 
relevant subcarriers. The Reference Signal Receiving Quality (RSRQ) [43] is given by 
the RSRP/RSSI ratio scaled by the reciprocal of the proportion of RBs containing the 
reference signals. The RSRQ serves as the reference SINR. 
 
To compute the transmission power from the RSCP and RSSI in a WCDMA system, 
the following equation can be used: 
       
            
     
    
 (4.2) 
For LTE systems the required power is harder to compute correctly as the path gains 
of each subcarriers are frequency-dependant. Nevertheless, assume the subcarriers 
experience the same RSRQ and derive the most efficient modulation and coding 
arrangement for the achievable RSRQ as                        
   (AMC, 
section 2.2.2), which allow a reference RB   to convey data at the rate of     . When 
the mobile user requires the rate   , it roughly translates into        
  
   
  RBs, and 
the transmission power used becomes             , which is the sum of the 
power of the actual RBs allocated. 
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4.5. Conclusion 
The existing BOA has been improved in this chapter by proposing a mechanism to 
compute power cost of serving each user and grouping users into power cost-based 
QCs. Implementing the improved BOA, system-level simulation studies are 
performed using a realistic path loss data computed by dedicated network planning 
tools.  
 
Based on simulation results, we can see that the improved BOA can work well with 
more realistic propagation models and has become more practical than the original 
BOA proposed by Lin. Interesting results have also shown that the cooperative 
coverage concept is powerful even in case of uniform traffic distributions, different 
from previously observed results, which are achieved using simple propagation 
models. Note we have assumed that the estimated path loss contains no errors and 
path loss data acquired from network planning tool is directly fed to the improved 
BOA for coverage pattern calculation. 
 
The improved BOA still has a notable weakness: the BOA is not designed based on a 
clear formulation of the coverage shaping problem, and hence is unlikely to be an 
optimal solution for this kind of problem. We will try to find better solutions for the 
coverage shaping problems in the next chapters. 
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Chapter 5.  Radio Resource Allocation with 
Cooperatively Shaped Coverage: Problem 
Formulation 
5.1. Introduction 
In this chapter we try to analyse and find formulations for radio resource allocation 
problems. Such problems can have many variants. For example, the BS assignment 
problem requires finding assignment arrangements for every mobiles in a cellular 
network to achieve an optimisation objective, which could be maximum service 
probability or minimised total radio resource consumption whilst as many mobiles 
assigned as possible. For the coverage shaping problem, which is our primary 
research interest in this thesis, the resource allocation problem requires finding 
coverage shapes for every BS that could achieve identical objectives as with the first 
problem. 
 
The assignment problem will be studied at first, as it seems to be a simpler problem 
with smaller solution spaces (see section 2.5), and might give hint to the formulation 
of the coverage shaping problem.  
 
This chapter is solely dedicated to the formulation of these resource allocation 
problems. An algorithm for solving the coverage shaping problem will be proposed in 
the next chapter. 
 
5.2. Examples of Radio Resource Allocation Problems 
We use instances of radio resource allocation problems in this section to explain what 
kind of problems we are trying to formulate and solve. An instance of the BS 
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assignment problem without coverage shaping is presented in the following diagram.  
 
 
Fig. 5-1 A two-cell wireless communication scenario 
Two cells and three mobiles are present. The problem is parameterised as  
Table. 5-1 Weight, profit, and resource constraints parameters of the problem 
Cell 
constraints 
              
Mobile 
weights 
                                                 
Mobile 
profits 
                                 
 
The target of the assignment problem is to maximise the total profit attained from 
serving the mobiles (maximise network capacity in other terms). Each BS has its range 
defined by a uniform circle and the third mobile is out of the range of BS 2 , which 
means      . The user is still given a non-negative cost         so that it 
would not be assigned by any sensible algorithm. This problem assumes no 
interference issues and each mobile has a call of equal importance/profit. The cost of 
each call is corresponding to the amount of transmission power that is to be consumed. 
 
The optimal solution to this problem is                    . Now we define a 
greedy assignment function with minimum cost criteria as 
BS1
MS3
MS2
MS1
BS2
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Procedure Greedy Cell Assignment with Randomly Sorted Users (GAR)      
For each i   , j    
         
End 
For each i    
While      
 
       
                   
If               
 
          
             
Else 
                 
End 
If               
  Break 
End 
End  
End 
The greedy assignment is in principle adopted by cellular communication networks, 
and serves as an abstracted version of practical ones. It is different from the greedy 
resource allocation used for a single cell case explained in section 2.3.3.1. Suppose 
the order of assignment is carried out by the greedy procedure as      , then it is clear 
that the assignment result would be               with     
 
     . The 
solution is not optimal. However, if the assignment order is       or      , then the 
optimal solution can be even reached by a greedy assignment. 
 
The example indicates that the assignment result is subject to the sequence of mobiles 
being considered. The event flow could have MS3 entering the network before MS1 
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and 2 and leads to a solution that all mobiles are served. This gives two conclusions: 
firstly the greedy assignment is non-optimal; secondly the optimality of the achieved 
total profit in a discrete event system has to do with the event sequence, unless an 
optimal assignment algorithm is used, which assumes any reassignment is achievable 
and does not interrupt ongoing communications. 
 
For the radio resource allocation problem with coverage shaping (coverage shaping 
problem), imagine that the coverage contours of cells can be re-drawn so that the input 
parameters to the problem are modified as: 
Table. 5-2 Parameters of two instances of the assignment problem 
Problem instance Fig. 5-2(a)  Problem instance Fig. 5-2(b) : 
              
                     
                         
                      
           
              
                       
                           
                      
           
The problems are illustrated in Fig. 5-2. It is clear that by changing coverage one can 
either: a) make both cells to have the amount of traffic it can completely handle, without 
being affected by the assignment sequence or b) modify the cost of some mobiles to 
different BSs so that even a minimum power cost-based assignment algorithm could 
have all users completely covered.  
 
(a) Traffic load re-distribution (b) Resource efficiency modification 
Fig. 5-2 Modification of the assignment problem through redefined cell coverage 
BS1
MS3
MS2
MS1
BS2 BS1
MS
3 MS2
MS1
BS2
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The assignment result of approach (a) is obviously optimal and for the case illustrated 
by Fig. 5-2(b) the coverage is modified so that MS1 and MS2 receives weaker signals 
from BS1 than BS2. The assignment of MS1 and MS2 are then clearly biased towards 
BS2, this problem can be then solved (that all mobiles have to be served) even with a 
greedy assignment algorithm, no matter what assignment sequence is applied. 
 
The control of coverage is related to BS power adjustment methods [148, 149] used to 
compensate for cell breathing.. Most such proposals are pragmatic and simply finds 
power steps of pilot/control signals for all cells that produces a better service 
probability, but latest results on wireless LAN Access Point power adjustment [150] 
suggest that this is a problem even solvable with a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm 
(the interference issue was however, ignored). Considering that each cell only has one 
variable (the power step) to choose this is perhaps, not surprising. These adjustment 
methods affect coverage as well but two major differences can be identified. Firstly, no 
power adjustment method can achieve flexible contours of Fig. 5-2, and secondly 
power adjustment methods do not change the path gains or profit and cost of a user. The 
power adjustment/cell breathing merely reduces solution space by filtering out some 
mobiles from the candidate sets at each BS. 
 
5.3. Understanding and Formulation of the Radio Resource 
Allocation Problems 
In this section several radio resource allocation problems are analysed and formulated, 
starting from versions without coverage shaping to versions with coverage shaping. 
 
5.3.1. The Measurement of Radio Resource Costs   
Before trying to formulate our problems, we spend several paragraphs to explain how 
costs of serving users can be decided. For traditional circuit-switched calls in 2G and 
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3G systems, the number of radio channels/orthogonal codes consumed by each speech 
user is identical and are indicative of the cost of serving users. For transmission power 
resources, it depends on user-specific path loss and interference levels. Transmission 
power has been shown to be the dominant radio resource for WCDMA systems in Fig. 
2-1. 
 
Typical resource models for data cellular communications systems including HSPA 
and LTE are that each user consumes a number of resource blocks (RB). For example, 
one RB used maps proportionately to a certain amount of transmission power, carrier 
bandwidths, and transmission time slots in an LTE system . This says, if we normalise 
all resource constraints (bandwidth, power, time length, etc) by their individual 
maximum, the consumption of time, frequency, power, and code resources are all at 
the same depletion rate as traffic demands rise. Thus, resource constraints in HSPA 
and LTE systems are one-dimensional. 
 
(a) The division of resource blocks in 
an OFDMA system 
 (b) Conceptual use of transmission frames 
in HSPA systems 
Fig. 5-3 Radio resource blocks in data cellular communication systems 
To quantify the resource used by a random user   assigned to the BS   in a 
scheduling-based data wireless network, for example in LTE systems, look at the ratio 
of RBs assigned to a user in each scheduling interval    by BS  : 
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 (5.1) 
Here    is the number of RBs available to the MS and        the resource ratio at the 
nth scheduling interval. Given the information-theoretic data rate                 
        achievable with a subcarrier  , where         is the received SINR on carrier  . , 
the achieved data rate by a user in this scheduling interval is then 
                          
       
             
 
If user   has a data rate requirement   , then the amount of RBs allocated to the user 
across the periods   should be enough to deliver about     bits of data, and the rate 
approaches to its target over a short period      that  
   
 
  
      
  
   
 
and correspondingly one can measure the averaged but accurate resource ratio 
consumed in the period as 
     
 
  
       
  
   
  (5.2) 
In HSDPA, one second could equals 500 [96] scheduling intervals if using a 2ms TTIs, 
for LTE TTI length is 1ms. The QoS criteria of 40ms-50ms [77] maximum delay for 
streaming or Voice over IP (VoIP) services then translates into 20-25 scheduling 
intervals for HSDPA and 40-50 intervals for LTE. These numbers can be used as   , 
and if the measured data rate satisfy    then there is no delay nor streaming quality 
degradation notable to the user.  
 
Further on, the measured      can be used to derive consumed power simply as 
                
where          is the available transmission power of the BS on all data transport 
channels (Fig. 5-3a).  
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Now it is clear that in data mobile communication networks we should measure 
resource consumption of mobile users over a short period to decide the cost of serving 
a user.   
 
5.3.2. Radio Resource Allocations and the Knapsack Problems   
Radio resource allocation problems are akin to the knapsack problem (KP) [191]. In 
general, each cell and the BS associated with it, represents a knapsack filled with 
multiple mobiles which represent items. KP is a small but well known problem branch 
in the field of combinatorial optimization and interestingly, many wireless allocation 
problems such as (2.4) and many others in adjacent sections are of combinatorial 
natures, because the notion of containers (i.e. time slots, frequency bandwidth, 
subcarriers) and items (i.e. data, user) are frequently encountered. The KP problems 
have many forms, and the basic unbounded/bounded KP is solvable by pseudo 
polynomial time algorithms (dynamic programming).  
 
The bounded, multiple knapsack problem (MKP) is the simplest form which precisely 
matches the simplest BS assignment and resource allocation problems. In MKP 
multiple knapsack are allowed and each cell represents a knapsack. All the mobiles 
within range of being considered cells are the items to pack. The profit from serving 
mobile is given as (            ), and the cost/weight incurred by serving them is 
(            ). Each cell has a resource constraint       , and in the 
maximisation form the objective function is to 
                 
 
   
 
   
  (5.3) 
               
 
   
                    (5.4) 
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                      (5.5) 
                          (5.6) 
A perfect solver to the MKP is also an exact algorithm for assignment and allocation 
problems in such networks. The MKP is NP-complete [191, 192] though, and no fully 
polynomial time approximation scheme (FPTAS) can exist. No proposals on MKP 
formulations for wireless allocation problems have been found but there is some casual 
mentioning in [93], and in [94] a multi-choice KP formulation is given. Note the case 
of soft/softer handover is ruled out here unless introducing the concept of fractional 
MKPs, which is not a priority in this study. 
 
In voice call networks, both power and radio channel serve as theoretical resource 
constraints and the problem becomes a multidimensional MKP [191] with two 
constraints in the form of (5.5). The basic MKP form is however sufficient as the 
resource constraints are usually dominated by just one constraint (Fig. 2-1). In 
common data networks multiple resource constraints are avoided, with the RBs being 
the only type of resource. 
 
The weights of items in the wireless sense are not always identical when inside 
different knapsacks. In a real example, transmission power consumption is depending 
on cell assignment in CDMA systems. Assume that path gain     and receiver noise    
are known the required power at the transmitter is calculated as             , which 
is the cost for serving this user   by BS  . In PS data networks, the weight is 
computable using (5.2). Thus, similar to the bounded MKP, the maximisation problem 
is then stated as 
                  
 
   
 
   
  (5.7) 
            (5.4)(5.6)  
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                      (5.8) 
To avoid the container-dependant weight of each item, treat the   items as    items 
by mapping each in the original problem to a group of items with identical profit and 
different weight: 
                    (5.9) 
In the next, we refer to a formulation mentioned in a very recent paper [94], which is the 
only publication found to have tackled similar wireless problems from a KP-related 
formulation. The authors of [94] examined OFDMA systems where the profit for each 
user is the cell-dependant    , given by the data rate conditioned by scheduling. They 
formulate the problem as a multidimensional multiple-choice KP (MMCKP) problem 
[191, 193] which has a single bin by using (5.9). The problem formulation is then 
written as [94] 
                  
    
 
   
  (5.10) 
                
    
                    (5.11) 
                           (5.12) 
          
       
       
                      (5.13) 
     
   
                      
                 
              (5.14) 
          
 
    
 
   
                     (5.15) 
The authors argued this is a multidimensional MCKP because there are   resource 
constraints given by (5.15). The notion of multiple cells is masked by treating each cell 
constraint as a distinctive type of resource. The weight definition for each resource 
follows (5.13) and (5.14). 
 
The MMCKP formulation involves a combination of properties of two problems 
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(Multidimensional KP and Multi-Choice KP). It should be noted that the authors of 
[94] does not assume container-dependant profit since       . We found 
independently the Generalised Assignment Problem (GAP) [191, 193] to be a clearer 
but equivalent form. In the maximisation form of the GAP, N item with 
container-dependant profit     and weight     are to be packed into M knapsack. One 
should find a packing to  
                 
 
   
 
   
  (5.16) 
            (5.4)(5.6)(5.8)   
The 0-1 MMCKP problem with exact M resource constraints is equivalent to a GAP 
with M bins.  To prove this, let     . Thus expressions (5.10), (5.11), and (5.12) 
are then equivalent to (5.4), (5.6), and (5.16). For each resource constraint given by 
(5.15), we can write  
        
 
    
 
   
                
 
   
                
due to (5.13) and (5.14). There are now   bins and (5.8) is derived. 
  
In addition, it is simple to see that MKP is polynomial time multi-to-one Turing 
reducible to the GAP problem by the mappings: 
                              (5.17) 
In other words, common radio resource allocation problems are either GAP problems or 
simpler forms of GAP, because KP is a special case of GAP [191]. 
 
5.3.3. Classification of BS Assignment Problems    
In general, mobile assignment problems can be generalised into two types. The 
following categorisation is useful in mapping radio resource allocation problems into 
known problems. 
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5.3.3.1. Category of Problems 
A. In the first category, the weight of each user depends on BS assignment, but its 
profit is not BS-dependant. This assignment problem is a special case of the GAP. Its 
hardness can be also proved: 
 
Proposition 5-1: The pseudo-GAP problem where users have fixed profit but 
bin-dependant weights is strongly NP-hard. 
Proof: In 0-1 MKP each item has fixed profit and fixed weight. The 0-1 MKP can be 
reduced into the GAP-like problem by rewriting each bin constraint with (5.8) and then 
making        for all bins     . This means an oracle for GAP-like also solves 
the MKP. Since the 0-1 MKP is NP-Complete in the strong sense [192, 194], the 
GAP-like problem is thus at least as hard as 0-1 MKP, and a FPTAS does not exist.  
 
B. In the second category, each mobile user has both BS-dependant profit and weight. 
This conforms to the GAP and is hardest among all three to solve, because GAP has 
been shown to be APX-hard [195] in two special cases. This means a PTAS for GAP 
does not exist (and so does a FPTAS). It all depends on if a good approximation 
algorithm can be found [194, 196]. 
 
In both categories, negative profit can be assigned to the weight     of item i if not 
within coverage of cell j. If negative profits are not allowed by an algorithm then 
those profits should be zeroed. This is enough to avoid out-of-range mobiles being 
assigned to impossible cells. If items are in a solution assigned to bins that give them 
zero profit, then it is equivalent to saying they are not assigned at all, and their 
assignment indicators should be zeroed, producing a viable solution of equal total 
profits. Similarly, zero-profit cell should be removed from the search path of all 
mobiles to improve efficiency of problem solving. 
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5.3.3.2. Minimisation Forms 
Assignment and resource allocation problems of minimisation forms also exist. A 
minimum transmission power problem is defined in [133], written as: 
                  
 
   
 
   
  (5.18) 
            (5.4)(5.6)  
         
 
   
                      (5.19) 
     
      
  
                 (5.20) 
We compare this problem to our maximum-profit forms and derive their relationships: 
 
Lemma 5-1: Condition (5.20) can be written as equivalence form and the new problem 
is equivalent to the SumPower minimisation problem. 
Proof: If a global optimal to an instance of the problem exists, it would mean    
       , because otherwise (5.18) can be always improved by choosing a lower 
transmission power       
         , for any mobile           with 
       . Thus an optimal solution to the non-equivalence version also solves the 
equivalence version, and both versions can be transformed into each other. 
 
Additionally, the problem is very closely related to GAP: 
 
Proposition 5-2: The SumPower minimisation problem is reducible to the GAP. 
Proof: The SumPower minimisation problem is a special case of the minimisation 
version of GAP [191], where the weight and profit of each item are identical 
(        ). MINGAP and MAXGAP are equivalent and the former can be 
transformed to the latter by setting     as      and vice versa. This does not imply 
breaking the premises on positive profit and weight, only suggests that an algorithm 
for the max version is also a valid scheme for the minimisation version.  
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The SumPower minimisation problem is in fact a weight minimisation form of the 
pseudo-GAP, with the transmission power of each user representing item weights. The 
solutions for weight minimisation and profit maximisation forms are closely related. 
Analysis is given as below. 
 
Proposition 5-3: For any given network parameters, formulate an instance of the 
weight minimisation problem and an instance of the pseudo-GAP. Let transmission 
power be the weight of each user in both problems. If a global optimal to the weight 
minimisation instance exists, then the same solution also solves the pseudo-GAP 
instance derived from the same network parameters. 
Proof: The solution for the weight minimisation problem satisfies (5.4)(5.6)(5.8), the 
same constraints for the pseudo-GAP. Thus the solution is also an optimal for the 
pseudo-GAP if the profits are maximised by the assignment vectors. This is true 
because all items are assigned, and item profits are not bin-dependant in pseudo-GAP. 
 
The above analysis indicates that the power minimisation problems are almost as hard 
as the profit maximisation problems, and instances of both types of problems 
parameterised from the same radio network essentially share the same optimal 
assignment vectors, unless profits of items are bin-dependant. However, if (5.4) is 
relaxed as 
     
 
   
                     (5.21) 
the minimum power form becomes immediately undesirable. 
 
The replace of (5.4) with (5.21) is necessary to allow feasible solutions when networks 
are over-loaded to a point that     
 
      is not feasible. In case of optimising for 
an over-loaded network, it would be more attractive and reasonable to use the min-max 
form (not minmax): 
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  (5.22) 
            (5.21)(5.6)(5.8)  
 
5.3.4. The Multidimensional Coverage Problem  
Starting from this section we will name the coverage shaping problem the 
multidimensional coverage problem (MCP). Here multidimensional refers to the fact 
that the problem requires finding coverage steps on a number of radial directions. We 
believe the GAP-alike assignment problems are closely related to the MCP due to the 
shared combinatory natures of the task of allocating blocks of radio resources to 
mobile users, in a multi-cell setting. In this section a description of the MCP is 
provided to facilitate good problem formulation and solutions.  
 
In a network with N users and M BSs, assume that each cell has got its coverage defined 
by an ordered boundary vector/L-tuple                             
        that                      . Whether the inter-element difference 
          is a constant for all   is not important here. It can be also assumed that the 
set is large enough so that the contours are continuous. For all elements of the tuple of 
the cell  , their value fall between the range                     . Furthermore, 
each cell has a constraint on available resources (i.e. power) given by   , and each 
mobile consumes resource measured by    if their demand is served. With a given 
assignment function (for example a greedy BS assignment function), the 
multidimensional coverage problem is to find a parameterisation of   that maximise 
an objective function, represented as the total profit of covered users as  
       
 
   
             
                       
                            
  
The profit can be translated into either throughput or number of served users. The 
coverage problem is multidimensional because the coverage vector   has easily more 
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than one element to choose from and the optimal solution falls in an L-dimensional 
polytope with the feasible value in each dimension confined by the range        .  
 
A complete formulation is not given here. The issues concerning a formulation include 
a) the BS assignment function used and b) the representation of resource and cost of 
calls. The following sections cover these aspects. 
 
5.3.4.1. Problem Instance Parameters 
A. Weight Parameterisation 
Recalling from the multidimensional coverage problem, each possible configuration 
parameterises a distinctive coverage scheme. The weights of items are influenced by 
the variable directional antenna gains (Fig. 5-4) of each scheme: 
 
Fig. 5-4 Transmission antenna gains and weights of mobiles 
Following the illustration, the weight of each item, in the case of a conventional circuit 
switched call, is written for a coverage configuration as 
                
     
       
 
which is the required power in order to serve the user under the antenna configuration 
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The antenna gain enjoyed by each mobile is defined by the antenna’s radiation pattern 
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indexed by    , corresponding to the actual coverage     , calculated from 
BS-dependant interference and path gain         of the first configuration. The path 
gain is inclusive of BS antenna gains.  
 
The weight of each user in another configuration is thus comparable to the first weight 
as 
 
     
     
 
     
     
 
             
             
  (5.23) 
since the antenna gains are the only difference between two path gains. If the 
interference is significant then the weight calculation involves in addition solving a 
series of linear functions (section 2.4.1.1). For now it is assumed to include mainly just 
receiver noise by restricting its applicability from frequency reuse systems. The product 
of mobile weight can be then updated by updating the gains of BS antenna. Note the 
weight of item has a minimum limit, maximum achievable antenna gains. 
 
For data services, under another configuration the CIR of a user becomes      
                
            
. Knowing the achievable CIR the ideal AMC position can be then 
decided, which can be compared with the AMC options used in previous configurations, 
and facilitates counting the number of RBs needed for the new configuration. The 
updated weight is thus estimated (using (5.2)). 
 
B. Candidate Set Parameterisation 
The change of coverage by variable antenna gains decides the ranges and shapes of 
cells, and subsequently the mobiles that are feasible to be assigned to each BS. This 
involves the common mechanisms affecting the range of cells. The first factor is 
available transmission power. Uplink mobile transmission power is usually considered 
to be more deterministic of actual range than downlink BS power due to its lower 
maximum value [40]. Secondly, the strength of control channels for signalling and 
link control functionalities also defines the range, as data channels can be only 
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received correctly when control signals are understood by both BSs and mobiles.  
 
With the change of these factors, the user candidate set considered by each cell is no 
longer the same (the concept has been illustrated in Fig. 5-2a). A candidate set is 
defined by measurements applied on control channels, which transmits at a static 
strength level known to the BS and network controllers. An example is the Common 
Pilot Channel (CPICH) of HSPA systems, which is recommended to consume around 
10% of total transmission power of a Node-B [40]. The measured CPICH strength at 
mobiles is frequently used as a dominant performance indicator in cell selection, 
handover, and channel estimation purposes, along with other parameters including 
interference [40, 51, 197]. Specifically, if the conditions 
   
          
         
        
          
      
are met, a user could be appended to the candidate set. Users not satisfying these 
conditions should be removed. Here we call the CPICH the dominant channel and its 
CIR requirement the dominant CIR. There are equivalents of CPICHs in other 
wireless systems. 
 
The knowledge of a BS about feasible mobile candidates, are attained from the current 
coverage configuration. The candidate set of the BS j is a subset of the entire user set 
that                   , for the configuration t. The candidate set for a 
different configuration is attained as            . The mapping is simply a 
removal of mobiles which has an insufficient CIR: 
Mobile Candidate Set Update Procedure 
         
For each   
Compute                            
If                      
Then                              % set subtraction operation (\ is the operator) 
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End if 
End 
Return        
 
5.3.4.2. Joint Coverage and Assignment Optimisation 
The advantage of being able to shape coverage of cells cooperatively can be exploited 
in different ways. An expanded configuration space contains potentially better 
solutions of increased profits or decreased costs. Thus, different coverage schemes can 
be searched and evaluated with an assignment algorithm that finds the optimal 
assignment arrangement in each coverage scheme. The best performing coverage 
configuration is the optimal scheme. 
 
The problem can be formulated as a joint coverage and assignment problem by 
introducing antenna gain variables alongside the assignment variables seen in GAPs. 
Specifically, the Multiple Coverage and Generalised Assignment Problem (MCGAP) 
is written as 
                 
 
   
 
   
  (5.24) 
            (5.4)(5.6)   
      
 
   
                         (5.25) 
                   (5.26) 
In this formulation, items have profit    and weight    .     is the standard weight, 
measured when the antenna gain of BS   on the direction     equals 1.     thus 
serves as a relative weight of items. The variable antenna gains join assignment 
vectors and the MCGAP has an expanded parameter set 
{                          }, where {             } are the gain 
configurations of the M cells corresponding exactly to the coverage configuration 
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{            }. Note that within the cell j, the directions of gains matter to the 
problem are only those correspond to a user. Thereby, each gain configuration    
reduces into                                    
  , where   
 
 is the length 
of the candidate set    of cell j. 
 
The relative weight of an item should be updated using the following formula if a new 
coverage configuration is applied: 
         
                 
               
  (5.27) 
where      is The most recent antenna configuration of cell j chronologically indexed 
by            .  
 
If the gains for a mobile are reduced to a point where the CIR requirement could no 
longer be met, the mobile is then essentially out of range. Two options can be taken to 
model this effect: 1) Zero the profits of mobiles to cells that can no longer cover them; 
2) Introduce another constraint to the formulation so the assignment of out-of-range 
mobiles by a cell is forbidden.  
 
The first approach involves a procedure checking if relative weights of items have 
reached a point that                  , and subsequently assigning zero profit 
to    . Bin-dependant profits are not avoidable, and such procedure is neither 
convenient to formulate nor easy for the problem to be solved. In comparison, the 
second approach includes to the problem    extra constraints written as:  
                              (5.28) 
The problem is then clearly formulated with the addition of the new constraint (5.28). 
 
Additionally, the coverage configurations are inherently bounded by the law of 
physics and total radiated power is limited to a constant. Referring to the linear array 
mentioned in section 3.5, each antenna parameter is given by the antenna radiation 
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pattern from [4](3.3):  
                     
    
   
 
              
 
   
 
 
 (5.29) 
Constraints are applied to the phase shifts and amplitude that 
            (5.30) 
                    (5.31) 
Therefore, the parameter set of the problem are actually 
{                                      }. This problem departs from the 
GAP formulation and needs to be solved differently.  
 
For a small enough angular difference          the variation of gains 
                is unlikely to be high. Accepting that the transition of gains along 
the azimuth of coverage patterns is smooth, there are likely strong connections between 
antenna gains enjoyed by geographically close users (Fig. 5-5). To reduce complexity 
of the optimisation problem, one can reduce size of problem inputs (and also the size 
of parameters) by using less gain parameters. An approximation of the problem can be 
applied under a Z-sector (not a sector BS) model where close users are made to employ 
an identical gain: 
Procedure Sector-based Gain Determination 
      
  
 
 
For each z in Z 
         
   
 
 
     
 
  
End 
For each user   in N 
Compute    
Compute Sector Index:        
   
  
  
              
End  
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Weight adjustment methods described by (5.26) and (5.27) assumed that power is the 
resource to be allocated to users and the gains are proportionate to the weight of users. 
For resource types like radio channels, time slots, or resource blocks in a PS network, 
separate weight formulations will be required, and for simplicity they are not given 
here. The discussion given in section 5.3.4.1 is related. 
 
Fig. 5-5 The approximation of antenna gain for users with similar radial directions to a BS.    
depends on the transition rate of gain function, the coordinates of mobiles in the fig do not 
correspond to distance and the contour is antenna power pattern rather than coverage area 
5.3.4.3. Coverage Optimisation with Non-optimal Assignment Functions 
The joint coverage and assignment problem requires an optimal assignment function 
allowing mobiles to be assigned to whatever BSs as arranged by the solution. In 
practice, a Greedy Assignment Function is the only assignment function available (see 
section 2.3.2). Users are considered one by one as a random flow of input events by the 
lowest-power-first cell assignment criteria and the profit-weight ratio of users does not 
influence the order of users being considered. Some users with very high profit-weight 
ratio could be still blocked due to resource shortage whilst low-efficiency users 
assigned.  
 
As previously discussed, the Greedy Assignment is a generalisation of standard 
selection/handover functions that are based on measured signal levels and CIRs (     ). 
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A. Single Cell Case MCP 
From previous examples it is certain that the maximised total profit of a network has 
to do with the assignment sequence used by the GAR procedure. Thus it is very hard 
to find an elegant formulation for the MCP as the sequence of assignment is an input 
of random nature to an instance of the problem. 
 
A reasonable place to start is then avoiding taking into account the dynamics of 
assignment sequence in problem formulations. This is possible in the single cell case. 
Specifically, users within a sector (Fig. 5-5) are influenced by the same antenna gain, 
and differentiated by their CIR condition of the CPICH signal. For all    sectors of the 
BS  , define the sorted user set of sector   as  
  
             
             
where the user count for each sector of cell   is   
 
. The set is sorted in the descending 
order of the efficiency of mobiles (e.g. Data rate/transmission power) within the 
sector: 
 
     
     
 (5.32) 
which is the path gain to interference and noise ratio, reflecting the reception quality 
of mobile receivers.  
 
The properties of assignment functions are made irrelevant here by assuming that all 
mobiles confined within the sector is assignable. Therefore, suppose   is the furthest 
mobile covered in its sector  , it indicates: 
                              
   (5.33) 
The implication is not suitable for an easy problem formulation. To work around that, 
introduce the virtual items’ weights      
  from:  
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  (5.34) 
and similarly from the profit of each mobile:  
                     
 
        
 
      
      
  (5.35) 
Resultantly, the sums of mobiles’ weight and profit in each sector are transformable into 
accumulated weight      
  and profit      
  for the   virtual users of the cell. Users 
within the same sector have increasing weight and profit with the increase of   and are 
multi-choice options for the BS   due to   
 
      
 
    
 
                 
                        (5.36) 
where      
  is the assignment indicator for the ‘virtual’ items, but also specifying the 
range of a BS. This transformation is illustrated in Fig. 5-6. 
 
Fig. 5-6 The creation of virtual items using aggregated items (enveloped by ovals) in a sector 
model, an example with four mobiles, weights of mobiles normalised 
(5.34) is not applicable to the case that the weights of mobiles are affected by the step 
of coverage. If transmission power determines the cost of a mobile, then      
  should 
be calculated using the gain of the antenna which has covered as far as the mobile 
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CPICH, and its minimum CIR. The antenna gain and item weight are given by 
 
          
    
          
     
          
 
     
  
      
 
        
 
         
 
(5.37) 
where       stands for the weight of mobile when      .       is the pure path 
gain, and       the interference plus noise present at the receiver of the indexed user. 
For other type of resources the calculation would be different, but the basic idea 
applies exactly. 
 
Consequently in a single cell, the simplified MCP with the sector model can be written 
as (the cell index j is dropped) 
               
    
 
    
 
   
  (5.38) 
                
 
    
                    (5.39) 
      
                     (5.40) 
       
    
 
    
 
   
   (5.41) 
which is exactly a multiple choice KP. The MCP in single cell case has then been 
formulated, and an exact algorithm for MCKP can be also used to solve the problem. 
Luckily, the MCKP with just one constraint is not strongly NP-Complete [198], 
admitting a pseudo polynomial time algorithm. 
 
Of course, if the BS being considered has enough resource to serve every mobile, 
including even the furthest mobile in every sector, this problem does not need an 
MCKP formulation and solutions are obvious. This formulation is useful in case a BS 
becomes over-loaded, and a best performing coverage scheme has to be found, with a 
number of mobiles left uncovered.   
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B. Multiple Cell MCP with Greedy BS Assignment 
The Multiple Cell MCP (MCMCP) can be formulated as 
                  
      
 
    
     
 
   
  (5.42) 
 
                 
 
    
 
                    (5.43) 
         
                      (5.44) 
         
      
 
    
     
               (5.45) 
        
  
      
 
        
 
         
              (5.46) 
The formulation is incomplete because the relationship between items assigned to 
different cells has not been provided, and we have found no neat equations to relate 
them, and there is perhaps none. This is explained below. 
 
In the multi-cell case, one can compute optimal coverage for each cell independently, 
but when the contours finally overlap, some mobiles are likely to be within what is 
usually called a ‘handover’ zone.  The greedy assignment routine GAR can be then 
applied to decide which users should be served by which BS. The credibility of the 
coverage solutions provided by individual cells is now under scrutiny, because every 
cell might have reserved resources for some mobiles they do not actually need to 
serve, and these unassigned resource could be allocated to other users to achieve a 
better performance, should there be any unassigned mobiles. This is due to the limited 
knowledge of cells about neighbours’ assignment choices. 
 
Henceforth, there is the need for superimposing coverage decisions after each cell has 
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made its own. The weights of items should be updated after all M MCPs have been 
solved. Suppose the GAR procedure is used to decide the affiliation of mobiles 
          by the order of their indexes, which are randomly assigned, then the 
weights of virtual items in each cell are updated using the following procedure:  
Procedure Updating Virtual Item Weight (UVI) 
For each     
             
For each                                 %( \ is set subtraction operator) 
                ,          
 
 
If(          ) 
For each     
 
 
If       
               
       
                  
End 
End 
End 
End  
End 
The above procedure assumes using a greedy assignment function         for 
finding the assigned BS of a given mobile. The mapping              is used to 
map a mobile to its local indexes in sectors of different cells, if a mapping exists. Each 
virtual item is then removed of the mobile it does not cover. We call the deduced 
amount the ‘dynamic weight’ of this mobile 
                          (5.47) 
with respect to the coverage step     
 
. 
 
Along with (5.42)-(5.46), the UVI procedure characterises the MCMCP in the case of 
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greedy assignment of randomly ordered users. 
 
From the above, it is known that the weight      
  is highly dependent on coverage 
choice of neighbours, and the possible combinations of coverage choices relevant to 
the virtual item are exponential to the number of BS involved. The MCMCP then has 
a complicated structure where the items are highly variable in weight depending on 
assignment decisions. 
 
5.3.5. Potential Solutions to the Multiple Cell Multidimensional Coverage 
Problem  
The MCMCP does not have any previous records of being proposed or solved, nor is 
it obviously transformable into known optimisation problems. One could only 
distantly compare it to some KP problems rather than adopting a known solution. 
Unfortunately, the problem could be strongly NP-hard like the GAP, since they have 
comparable structures, and the weight and profit of items in the MCMCP are even 
dynamically decided by packing decision of more than one cell. 
 
Solving the MCMCP is not entirely without hope. Exact solutions for individual 
multiple-choice bins exist [198] and could be a basic building block of a potential 
algorithm, just like many solutions for GAP or MKP relying on an exact algorithm for 
single bins. It is then intuitive to think that an iterative system interwoven by parallel 
solving of individual MCKPs, subsequent greedy assignment, and weight updating 
could be feasible.  
 
Principally, we start by solving each multi-choice KP or multidimensional coverage 
problem and then assign the users using the UVI procedure. The sequence of user 
being assigned does not matter, because each BS is only given lower-than-capacity 
demand to serve by the solution of the MCPs, and this ensures the optimality of the 
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greedy assignment: users are assigned to the same BS no matter what assignment 
sequence is used. In the meanwhile the UVI procedure also updates item weights. The 
following is the difficult part: after the assignment process, portions of radio resources 
have been freed for some BSs if mobiles within their coverage are assigned to other 
BSs. Unfortunately the BSs might not be allowed to freely solve a new MCKP 
parameterised by updated item numbers and item weights, because new coverage 
proposals are also being considered for other BSs, with the assumption of some 
mobiles already covered by their neighbours. Therefore, the iterative system has to be 
carefully constructed to avoid such problems. 
 
The iterated results could potentially converge to some parameter set close to the 
optimal. Whether this is true is unknown, and leaves space for studies. 
 
We should also note that for an instance of the GAP the optimal solution corresponds 
to a best assignment arrangement, which is not restricted by the concept of an 
assignment sequence. For the MCMCP with greedy BS assignment the assignment 
sequence used in an instance of the problem is relevant to the eventual result. An 
adopted sequence is conveniently assumed for computation of solutions and is 
unlikely to represent the exact event flows in practice. This also means finding the 
optimal assignment sequence is rather useless, and one can find no suitable sequence 
to fairly represent all assignment sequences.    
 
5.4. Conclusion 
In this chapter the BS assignment problems and multidimensional coverage problems 
are analysed and formulated. A few variants to these two problems are also analysed, 
with formulations given in some cases. The formulation process show the BS 
assignment problems and the MCP share some common structures and are all related 
to the Knapsack Problems. 
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For the MCMCP, we have previously used the BOA and its improved version to solve 
it. The BOA is an intuitive algorithm and we are unhappy with that fact. Now the 
formulation of these problems can be used to learn how hard these problems are in the 
perspective of optimisation theories, and then give some insights into the structures of 
these problems for designing more suitable algorithms.  
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Chapter 6. Solving the MCMCP with an 
Iterative Algorithm 
 
6.1. Introduction 
This chapter covers an algorithm designed to solve the MCMCP. The algorithm is 
designed from scratch for the rather abstract MCMCP, and is subsequently adapted 
into a suitable version for a LTE system. The proposed algorithm is tested with a 
system-level simulator to verify its usefulness.  
 
6.2. Item Weight and Resource Constraints Computation 
The MCMCP formulated in (see (5.42)-(5.46)) are based on a non-dynamic weight 
model where the weight of each mobile does not change with coverage decisions. It is 
also very possible that the weight of users is non-static with regard to different 
coverage schemes. This has been considered in the transmission power-based model 
(5.37) where the updating of virtual item weight has been given as 
     
        
 
        
           , and is ideally suitable for WCDMA systems. 
 
The weight-coverage relationship is shaped by the properties of radio resources used 
in the actual cellular system. For LTE systems (5.37) is no longer valid and the 
number of RBs consumed are dominating the weight model, therefore from (5.1) the 
dynamic weight for a single mobile with respect to the coverage step     
  can be 
just written as its RB consumption ratio: 
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(6.1) 
where       is the required data rate of the user            and         
   the 
achievable rate with a single RB under the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) 
indexed by       
 .    is the number of available RBs over a second.       is the 
achievable SINR with unit antenna gain. Here the MCS is decided using the same 
maximum SINR requirement criteria given in section 2.2.2 (link adaptation), with the 
block error rate (BLER) notation replacing the BER as the former is commonly used 
in relevant literatures [43, 122]. With the RB ratio-based weight presentation, the 
resource constraints becomes unit for each   . The computation of weight thus also 
defines inputs to instances of MCMCPs.  
 
A generalisation of weight and resource constraints models for the MCMCP is given 
in the following table: 
Table. 6-1 Weight, profit and constraint functions of cellular systems 
Formula\System WCDMA LTE 
Mobile resource 
requirement 
         
          
              
          
     
        
    
   
Normalised 
mobile weight 
                         
Dynamic  
mobile weight 
                                    
Virtual  
item weight 
      
        
 
        
 
          
        
 
        
 
    
Mobile profit                         
Virtual 
item profits 
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Cell resource 
constraints 
                               
 
It can be concluded that the weight of virtual items is a function of users’ SINR under 
its given antenna gain          , computed using (5.37). 
 
6.3. Problem Inputs and Space Reductions  
In this section, we explain the process used to define an instance of the MCMCP and 
relate it to the MCKP-based MCMCP formulations given by (5.38)-(5.46). 
 
6.3.1. Problem Inputs Identification 
For an instance of MCMCP, the known parameters include the weights   
              , profits                 , and cell resource constraints 
                 of   BSs and   mobiles. The determination of each 
mobile’s weight and profits has been covered in section 5.3.4.1, and the weights and 
profits of virtual items are computable using Table. 6-1 and (5.37). 
 
Strictly speaking, the inputs of the problem instance are the assignment matrix set 
   
      
      
  . Each assignment matrix   
       
        
     
    
   
corresponds to sets of assignment indicators and each assignment set is further given 
by     
        
         
     
   
 
  
  
 
. The number of elements in the assignment 
matrix   
  are based on the sector model (Fig. 5-5) and    has been found to be fine 
to employ 72 steps in order to enable good shaping results, corresponding to 5-degree 
sectors. Simultaneously, the length of     
  depends on how many mobiles are present 
within the sector z, which is related to a given instance of the MCMCP. 
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The assignment inputs are binary coded that      
        . Still, the size of 
parameters could be easily gigantic. This could be alleviated by identifying and 
removing the sectors not holding any mobiles that: 
   
    
          
            
     (6.2) 
After each removal the sector set is also updated: 
                   
     (6.3) 
An empty sector should employ highest possible antenna gain to maximise coverage if 
interference is not a significant issue in a wireless system being considered. The 
coverage shape defined by the tuple                            (section 
5.3.4) can then have       equalling the maximum antenna gain or the 
corresponding maximum distance, if no users are within the range. Following 
(6.2)(6.3), the assignment matrix is then reduced, and for each cell, the number of 
virtual items is exactly  
       
 
  
   
 (6.4) 
which is the number of elements in the assignment matrix   
  of the cell  .  
 
Further on, it is advantageous for       to be as high as possible on each direction to 
reduce item weights. This is especially important for mobiles with high distance 
difference. Suppose the virtual item     
 
 is the furthest mobile covered in its 
sector and user     is not covered, then we want to employ the highest possible 
gain for sector   that would not be sufficient to serve the user    . Rewriting 
(5.37), we have the better antenna gain computed as 
 
              
    
            
     
            
 
      
                  
                 
         
              
              
  
(6.5) 
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where CCH is short for the generic control channel.           is the path gain from 
the BS antenna to the sector step  .      is the gain offset having a standard value 
              so the user     would not be covered. If the gain ratio   is 
smaller than b, then the antenna gain expression reduces into (5.37). 
 
If user     does not exist and   is already the furthest user, then the maximum 
antenna gain should be used on this direction as  
                        
 
 (6.6) 
This is to maximise resource efficiency for all mobiles on this direction. 
 
6.3.2.  Problem Space Reduction 
Good cellular coverage has to be taken into account when solving the MCMCP. A 
good policy is to only apply dynamic coverage on mobiles with enough coverage 
options. To explain this consideration, we classify mobiles into three categories for a 
given network snapshot: 
 
                           (6.7) 
                                         (6.8) 
                  (6.9) 
             (6.10) 
The profits of mobiles are depending on if the mobiles are within range when 
maximum antenna gains are used on each direction for every cell. The profit is written 
using (5.37) as 
      
                
         
              
                                                  
  (6.11) 
   contains the mobiles with no coverage options, due to coverage holes caused by 
shadowing or long-term deep fading;    contains mobile with only one coverage 
option (receiving strong signals from only one BS);    are the mobiles with 
multiple assignment options, receiving acceptable signal levels from more than one 
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BSs. Note                so setting       does not invalidate any 
reasonable algorithm. 
 
Practically, we can remove the zero-option set    from   as they do not affect the 
coverage results. For the single-option set, it is a good heuristic to remove mobiles 
with good receptions from   since they have very good resource efficiency, and are 
very likely to be served by even the optimal solutions of MCMCP. For the remnants of 
  , the chance is that they are close to a BS, but also situated in pockets of shadowing 
that has poor receptions. Since there is only one option to cover them, they are the 
likely cause of decrease of service probabilities. Therefore, when compared to users 
     who have many coverage options, there are strong motivation to prioritise 
mobiles with little coverage options. Subsequently, we use the following problem 
reduction steps to parameterise an instance of the MCMCP: 
Table. 6-2. MCMCP instance generation & reduction procedure 
Procedure - MCMCP instance generation & reduction 
1. Compute the profits of all mobiles using (6.11), knowledge of the maximum 
antenna gain      and the interference plus noise level at mobile receivers are 
required.  
2. Iterate through the mobiles     and place them into the three disjointed sets 
        , following the criteria given by (6.7)-(6.9). 
3. Reduce the user set into     =     . In practice this is not required as    
are unknown to any BSs. 
4. Find and remove the non-empty sectors from all sector sets           using 
(6.2)(6.3). For empty sets, their antenna gains are the maximum gain of the 
corresponding BS j. The maximum gain is used to form the complete coverage 
information after the instance of MCMCP is solved. 
5. For each     , sort the mobiles by descending orders using (5.32). 
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6. For each sector     , find the least efficient user that belongs to    as 
            
 
   
                   
   (6.12) 
   The mapping            is used and we call      the critical mobile of 
sector z.  
7. For each sector, the number of virtual items is   
        . Subsequently,  
compute the weights and profits of the virtual items using functions given in 
Table. 6-1, starting from index     . Note the antenna gains are computed using 
(6.5)(6.6). 
8. The MCKP-based form of the given problem instance is now parameterised. For 
non-MCKP forms without virtual items, the dynamic weights of users are also 
computed using Table. 6-1. 
 
With the reduction of the number of virtual items, the problem size in terms of 
feasible coverage configurations are likely greatly reduced. Another problem size 
reduction could see the virtual items removed of users belonging to   , and the 
resource constraints                  becoming dynamic that 
       
           
    
 (6.13) 
which could be also a valid approach.  
 
Fig. 6-1 The classification of mobiles into three sets by coverage options.       , 
      ,         . 
BS1
MS3
MS2
MS1
BS2
MS4
Coverage hole
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The reduction is illustrated in Fig. 6-1. It is reasonable that forcing the coverage of 
single-option users means the existence of coverage holes are less common, and the 
dynamic coverage range becomes                    . Also, conditions (5.39)(5.43) 
are met with the coverage of the first virtual item in each sector guaranteed. On a 
separate note, it is possible that under heavy traffic demands, (5.39)(5.43) could be 
breached in order to satisfy resource constraints  . This will involve non-MCKP 
formulations that allows (5.39)(5.43) to be relaxed, which is not the focus of this 
thesis.  
 
It is arguable if after the problem size reduction the optimal solutions for the 
maximum MCMCP would be still the same, but we are confident that the new optimal 
would not be far from the original. In addition, coverage holes are not tolerable to any 
networks and most importantly, the problem input and parameter size best explains the 
benefit of the reduction:  
  
       
        
     
    
   
    
        
         
     
   
 
  
  
 
          
           
     
   
 
  
  
 
 
If        
    for all sectors, then the problem space to explore is reduced from     
to     .   is the number of assignment indicators and    . 
 
6.4. MCKP-based Iterative Algorithm 
The MCKP is an accurate formulation for the MCP. In MCMCP the problem structure 
is more complicated due to the nature of non-optimal greedy assignment functions. 
Even with the MCKP-based form and masking of mobiles with virtual items, an 
algorithm still has to tackle the problem at the level of individual mobiles, as the 
weights and profits of virtual items are affected by the greedy assignment procedures 
of neighbouring BSs. With the assumption of a non-optimal assignment function, the 
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MCMCP is very hard to solve despite the reduction procedures proposed in the last 
section. As a pragmatic approach, in this section an iterative algorithm for the 
MCMCP is designed, based on algorithms for solving MCKPs. 
 
6.4.1. Superimposed MCKP Solutions and Greedy Assignment  
To study the impact of the greedy assignments, we look at the users with multiple 
assignment options. For the user     , it corresponds to multiple virtual items, 
given by the mapping 
                                   
      (6.14) 
where    is the number of BSs that can potentially serve the mobile. For a coverage 
configuration                  found by any algorithm for the MCKPs, the 
coverage of a cell is defined by 
           
              
               
        (6.15) 
due to the assignment parameters: 
 
      
    
     
         
      
 
 
(6.16) 
A greedy assignment simply assigns users to a BS which gives this mobile the lightest 
dynamic weight (Table. 6-1) under the antenna gains determined by  , if the BS has 
enough capacity. After the assignment is done, all the involved virtual items not 
belonging to the serving BS should update their weight. This is the UVI procedures 
given in section 5.3.4.3. 
 
Since any coverage configuration is subject to the inflexibility of an assignment 
function unaware of an optimisation process (e.g., solving the MCKPs) taking place in 
another layer, the combination of MCKPs and assignment procedures into an iterative 
algorithm could be one of the few pragmatic choices. Solving each MCP as MCKP is 
advantageous. This is because the resource constraints (5.41) will never be breached 
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despite of the subsequent greedy assignment. All mobiles within the envelope    of 
the BS j are serviceable that        
      
 
    
 
      , and the greedy assignment 
can be executed without considering the resource constraints and the assignment 
sequence.   
 
Therefore, we can generalise the advantage of the MCKP-based iterative algorithm as 
1. The assignment sequence used by the non-optimal greedy assignment function is 
no longer a problem as any assignment sequence will return the same results. The 
proof is easy and not provided here. 
2. The MCKP admits FPTAS and pseudo-polynomial time algorithms, which might 
provide relatively fair efficiency to the iterative algorithm.  
 
6.4.2. Principle of the Iterative Algorithm 
The iterative algorithm has two primary features at the centre to its design. These are 
explained in this section. 
 
6.4.2.1. Conditional MCKP Forming and Solving 
Applying a greedy assignment after solving M MCKPs, some knapsacks would have a 
reduced level of loads as the aggregate weights of virtual items are lowered. This frees 
up resource for the knapsacks to serve other uncovered users and leads to the 
following MCKP for cell j with uncovered users: 
                          
      
      
  
 
    
 
   
       
   
  (6.17) 
                  
 
  
 
    
 
   
                         (6.18) 
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                     (6.19) 
          
      
      
  
 
    
 
   
       
   
         
 
  
 
          
   
 (6.20) 
    
               (6.21) 
At the iteration  , a number of sectors would have chosen to cover the most distant 
virtual items. Such choices are encouraged as they signify high resource efficiency of 
these sectors. In the next iteration, the rest sectors         form the new 
multiple-choice sets, each with items indexed from   
     to   
 
, encompassing all 
uncovered users and users covered by neighbours. The total profit         at the 
iteration     is then the target of maximisation.  
 
The new virtual item weight      
       and profits      
       are of particular 
importance. The weights are conditioned by the coverage choices of all BSs that can 
reach the constituent mobiles of the virtual item. Technically, a mobile             can 
have its assignment decision             dependent on  
  base stations, and the 
relevant BS      has     coverage steps that could contain user i. This gives the 
user i the coverage option set   , sized            . 
 
The assignment indicator of mobile         is subject to           feasible 
configurations, and henceforth           dynamic weight. This many possibility is 
avoided by retaining partially the last coverage configuration         for the cell j, 
and the dynamic weight and profits of mobiles and virtual items of the cell are 
conditional to the old configuration        . The new multiple-choice knapsack 
MCKP        is then ready to undertake another round of solving.  
 
To parameterise MCKP       , every mobile belonging to            have 
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their dynamic weight         
 
     in neighbouring BS     compared with its 
dynamic weight          in the BS   for assignment decision at each coverage step 
ranging from   
     to   
 
. BS   would start to assign to itself the mobile under the 
greedy condition                  
 
     from a certain coverage step, or maybe not 
even at the highest step. The weight of mobiles within each sector of   is computed 
for each coverage step, and in case they are covered by neighbours the mobiles are not 
taken into account when computing the weights and profits of the virtual items. 
Repeatedly doing this for all mobiles within a cell, the weight and profit of each 
virtual item can be derived and the parameterisation finishes. 
 
One can, choose a number of MCKPs and execute them iteratively to improve total 
profits. We design the iterative algorithm as: 
Table. 6-3 Algorithm – Iterative MCKP selection and solving. 
Procedure –Iterative MCKP selection and solving 
1. For iteration    , solve each MCKP independently. 
2. Execute the UVI procedure to decide user assignments and update all virtual item 
weights. Then compute the remainder of resource for each BS as   
       
               
     
  
 
   
  
   . 
3. Evaluate the uncovered demands for each BS as  
  
            
 
               
 
   . 
4. Select the first conditional MCKP to be generated as 
        
 
   
      
        
      
     
5. Introduce an empty set      
6. Generate the conditional MCKP using the procedures described above for the BS j 
and solve the problem. If no coverage change is applied, set         . 
Otherwise, record for each user      the relevant BS set    and perform the 
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union                     . 
7.       . If       , select the next BS as         
 
   
      
        
    
     | ∉    , and then go to 6; Go to 8 if     = . 
8. Evaluate the performance as               
 
   
 
   . Go to 2 if        
   
 
            . End the algorithm if          or         . 
The algorithm is oscillation-proof, this is proved in the following: 
 
Lemma 6-1: The iterative conditional-MCKP selection and solving process ensures 
that all mobiles in the covered virtual items identified by the mapping i=      
        
satisfies     
 
    ,        at the n-th iteration. 
 
Proof: For those cells      
      solved as conditional MCKPs at the n-th 
iteration, the assignment indicators satisfy      
    for all chosen virtual items 
    
           , given constraints (5.40) (6.20). This means for each virtual item, 
its mobiles belonging to    are covered, due to (6.20) and the coverage implications 
(5.33)-(5.35), hence           
  from         
       . For mobiles in   , 
they are either a member of a virtual item of neighbouring BSs or is part of the virtual 
item         
     of the BS  , thus     
 
         . For  ∉   
    , they are 
solved in the previous iterations as MCKPs, conditional or not, and the same result 
applies for them, therefore the lemma is true. 
 
Proposition 6-1: The iterative MCKP selection and solving process satisfies 
                   , if each MCKP instance is solved exactly. 
 
Proof: For an M-MCKP solution given at the n-th iteration, let the set of uncovered 
mobiles for the first selected MCKP corresponding to BS j be written as       . For  
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the sectors           , the solution to MCKP        would guarantee the 
mobiles within the coverage step   
       be covered due to the constraint (6.18), 
for each             . Since   
         
     for all sectors, the number of 
uncovered users is not increased for the cell  , and from lemma 8-1, all users within 
the coverage of      can be covered, therefore the set        does not grow with 
respect to the solving of MCKP       . The same proof can be used for the rest 
MCKPs to be solved in the iteration      , and we know            . 
 
6.4.2.2. The Helper Mechanism 
From Proposition 6-1, it is clear that the iterative MCKP selection algorithm 
converges. This is proved below: 
 
Corollary 6-1: The iterative MCKP selection and solving process converges, and the 
convergence condition is            . 
 
Proof: From proposition 6-1 we have             and clearly,          . 
When             for all iterations, the iterative procedure must converge to 
the optimal; if             , we known that the mobile set covered in iteration 
    is identical to that of iteration   due to lemma 6-1 and   
       
  
         , therefore, the iterative procedure stops to improve and the coverage 
configuration remains the same, and the procedure converges to          .  
  
There is no guarantee that the iterative algorithm converges to a point close to the 
optimal. A primary concern with the algorithm is that the MCKP form (6.17)-(6.20) 
disallows an updated coverage configuration of any cell to cover smaller steps than 
previous configuration due to   
         
    , this creates a deadlock problem 
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which could be explained using Fig. 5-1 and its problem parameters Table. 5-1. 
 
Mobiles are not served by the idle BS 2 because solving conditional MCKPs are not 
globally optimal. Mobile 1 and 2 are more efficient to BS 1 than mobile 3 and a 
greedy assignment also rules in the favour of BS 1 when assigning mobile 1 and 2. 
For BS 2 to cover mobiles 1 and 2,         and         are required due to 
the greedy assignment. This means we should consider making   
         
     
for some BSs in order to achieve better performance.  
 
Covering unassigned users (i.e.,     
 
   ) in the most efficient way are natural 
properties of the MCKPs, and to make this algorithm more sufficient the reassignment 
of already assigned users seems to be the only reasonable option. To design the 
reassignment mechanism, we start by identifying the heavily loaded BS set   and 
helper BS set   as 
           
 
 
 
 
       
    
               (6.22) 
           
 
 
 
 
       
    
               (6.23) 
         (6.24) 
where      is the maximum dynamic weight of users within the cell   and the BS 
has enough remaining resource to serve any single user within its range. For a 
randomly chosen BS    , firstly find its relevant BS set as 
                 
where    is the set of BS that are optional to mobile    
 . A helper j       is 
able to aid the BS  . To help the BS  , identify the shared users as        . The 
way to assign the shared mobiles to BS j is making coverage changes that facilitate 
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        (6.25) 
as before change the relationship was          
                 
       . 
Note we have assumed that the greedy assignment would rule in the favour of the 
helper   when the dynamic weights are on par, this is not confidently true but the 
case of equal dynamic weights are extremely rare, as path loss easily diversifies 
mobiles’ efficiency. 
 
Helpers can be solved as non-conditional MCKPs during each iteration, with only the 
virtual items corresponding to shared users considered, but this would not make it 
different from the iterative algorithm at all. Instead, we imagine that the iterative 
algorithm leads the system most likely to a local optimal and incidents are needed to 
‘derail’ that process and place the convergence process on a more promising path. A 
simple heuristic might work like this: at iteration n including the first iteration, find 
the overloaded BS set   and for each    , find the users (those unassigned to BS 
 ) shared with the BSs      as   
 . Each qualified user belongs to    and have 
a number of coverage options characterised by the weight set        with its 
dynamic weight elements          
      depending on the coverage step set 
         
            
             
      ,      . The lightest weight among 
       is corresponding to the BS the user is assigned to by solutions of the most 
recent conditional/non-conditional MCKPs, and we call the BS   the dominant BS. 
To make the helper dominant, an important property of the MCKP-based procedure 
should be noted: 
 
Proposition 6-2: At any iteration, a BS belonging to   has maximum coverage on 
every sector, if all cells have been solved as MCKPs or conditional MCKPs in the 
most recent iteration. 
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Proof: For a BS solved as MCKP, it belongs to   either because it has covered all 
users within its range by itself or its neighbours have shared loads with it. In the 
former case its coverage is maximised on every sector due to (6.6). In the latter case it 
has insufficient capacity for all users and this contradicts to the fact that the BS is in 
  and has enough resource for at least one more user, so the BS has maximum 
coverage. In case the BS has been solved as a conditional MCKP, we assume the BS 
has not extended its coverage step on one or many of the sectors to the furthest steps, 
and the users on those sectors must have been at least partially covered by neighbours. 
This is impossible since   
    is more than the maximum dynamic weight of any 
single user within this cell. The BS is able to further extend its coverage on arbitrary 
sectors until   
    is lower than the weight of a user that have not be covered, or the 
BS has reached maximum coverage on all directions, thus the proposition is true. 
 
Since all helpers have maximum gain on every sector (circular coverage) due to 
proposition 6-2, the coverage of a helper are not able to be further extended to enable 
lighter weights for shared mobiles to cause re-assignment. Instead, the overloaded 
BSs have to contract coverage in order to satisfy (6.25). Specifically, for each sector z 
of the being helped BS  , sort the users belonging to   
    
  by their decreasing 
step index (the decreasing efficiency of users) starting from the step      
       to 
     and evaluate the impact of choosing coverage amid   {    ,…,     
       
  , conditional on the coverage of other cells     . To do this record the reduced 
weight of virtual item as 
   
         
         
      
        
            
       (6.26) 
If the sector has no users belonging to   
    
 , skip the sector. If 
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          (6.27) 
the step is deemed unacceptable as it does not save any resource of BS  . A step can 
be neither accepted if other cells could not cover the unassigned users due to the 
change of coverage step. If a step can be accepted, compare the saved weight to the 
dynamic weight of the users unassigned from  , with respect to the helper BS  , as 
           
       
   
         
                
    
 
        
       
   
 
 
      
 (6.28) 
where   
 
        
        is the set of mobiles unassigned by   due to the viable 
step  , conditional on other cells’ configurations. Note mobiles might be greedily 
assigned to multiple helping BSs. During this process, the assignment indicators 
    have to be also updated temporarily, with respect to the assumed change of 
coverage steps by the BS  . 
 
In the next iterate through all viable steps for each BS     and given the new step 
  {    ,…,     
         , compute the total efficiency of users reassigned to 
helpers from the sector      as 
 
  
 
        
       
         
    
 
        
       
      
           
  
    
 
        
       
      
  
(6.29) 
and write the weighted efficiency factor as 
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        (6.30) 
In the next, pick the step with maximum efficiency among each sector. The most 
efficient step to change to is given by 
             
 
    
 
          
             
 
      
             
 
    
      
      
          
(6.31) 
and the sector to change is found as 
              
 
                      
     (6.32) 
 
After finding sector using the above procedure, apply the changes and update all 
assignment indicators for virtual items and real mobiles, remaining resource indicator, 
  and   . Then rerun the procedure and find the next sector, until one of the 
following conditions is met (or simultaneously met): 
Table. 6-4 The stop conditions of the sector contraction procedure 
Index Condition 
1 No helpers exist for the cell that       . 
2 The BS   is in      . 
3 No more sectors satisfy (6.27). 
 
6.4.2.3. Iterative MCKP-based Algorithm with Cell Contraction 
The cell contraction mechanism is integrated into the iterative MCKP algorithm as the 
following:  
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Table. 6-5 Algorithm – Iterative MCKP selection and solving with cell contraction. 
Procedure –Iterative MCKP selection and solving 
1. Let        , which is the set of BSs that should be solved as MCKPs 
(conditional or not). Evaluate the nominal load of each BS as          
    
  
        . If            , remove the BS from the MCKP set as 
                 . 
2. For the first iteration    , solve the MCKPs,          . 
3. Evaluate the performance as             
 
   
 
   , compute         
 
    
    . If         end the algorithm, otherwise continue.  
4. Solve all the conditional MCKPs (        ) for the iteration n>  using the 
iterative MCKP selection algorithm. 
5. Evaluate the performance as             
 
   
 
   , compute         
 
    
    . If        or       , end the algorithm. If       , check if 
           . If so, go back to step 4. If            , introduce the 
empty set      and go to step 6. 
6. Find   and    according to (6.22)(6.23), using the full BS set  . For each BS 
      , compute its uncovered demand using the expression   
    
        
 
               
 
     Use the uncovered demand to choose a BS as 
         
 
   
     , and execute the coverage change process described in this 
section for this BS. Write the set of sectors that have reduced their coverage as   
  
and make        
   . Note after applying coverage changes to the BS  , the 
size of   is likely to be smaller as helpers also become heavily loaded. 
7. If     and       , which means   contains a member BS that has not 
executed the coverage change process in the current iteration, go back to 6, 
otherwise continue.  
8. For all the overloaded BSs that have applied coverage step changes, reduce the 
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sector set that will be considered by the iterative MCKP selection algorithm by 
making                 
 . Here the sector set is written as a function of 
iteration index. For      ,              . The sector sets used by the 
coverage contraction procedure are also updated as                 
  in 
order to reduce oscillation. 
9. Evaluate the performance as             
 
   
 
    and compute      
   
 
        . If       , end the algorithm, otherwise go back to step 4. 
 
The algorithm ensures             despite of the coverage contraction 
mechanism. This is because any sector step that would result in loss of covered users 
are not admitted, guarded by (6.27). The most overloaded BSs in terms of profit have 
priority to go through the contraction process. Helpers are likely to take over burden 
from cells with high call blocking probability and the helpers could be helped in the 
next iteration by other helpers, sharing load more equally and wasting less idle 
resource. Overall, the algorithms should require less and less computation complexity 
for the next iteration, because the size of sector sets is continually reducing, and the 
new instances of the conditional MCKPs can be solved more quickly.  
 
6.5. Simulations in LTE Systems 
The iterative algorithm is adopted for simulations in LTE systems. The LTE data 
wireless standards feature dynamic resource scheduling, link adaptation, flexible 
spectrum allocation, and a variety of mobile services with non-identical traffic profiles. 
It represents today’s cellular network and its models are ideal test bed for new 
resource allocation schemes. In this section the features of LTE systems are thus 
studied, with the help of both link level and system level techniques. System level 
simulation has been built on top of these studies and incorporated the iterative 
algorithm proposed in this chapter. The related findings are all included in this section. 
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6.5.1. Radio Resource Models 
In this section various aspects of the LTE systems that are core to the application of 
cooperative coverage schemes are discussed. The results from the studies generally 
cater for the need of dimensioning, estimating, and measuring the amount of radio 
resources required by each user.  
 
6.5.1.1. Resource Units 
The LTE systems have a resource block-based (RBs) resource model. The RBs are 
basic resource units for allocations and provide multiple access by users on both the 
frequency and time domains. A principle RB diagram has been provided in Fig. 5-3. 
Each RB is typically 0.5ms long and commonly consists of 12 subcarriers, each 
occupying a 15kHz bandwidth, making the total frequency band of a RB being 
180kHz [43]. Other configurations also exist, such as 24 subcarriers for each RB 
[199]. The total number of RBs available to a system depends on the bandwidth. For a 
5MHz system, 25 RBs are available, more configurations can be found in [199]. 
 
The RBs are the smallest resource units for resource allocation to users, but the 
resource element (RE) is smaller, which corresponds to a single OFDM symbol 
transmitted on a subcarrier. [199] Each subcarrier transmits typically seven OFDM 
symbols and a Cyclic Padding (CP) within a 0.5ms time frame [199]. The CP is used 
for avoiding inter symbol interference (ISI) and conducting frequency domain 
equalisation at the receivers, at the cost of a lessened spectrum efficiency [199]. The 
REs could contain both data and control information, such as the control bits of the 
Physical Hybrid ARQ Indicator Channels (PHICH) used for maintaining HARQ 
processes [43, 199]. 
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Overall, the RBs are allocated at each TTI to users. A TTI could be either 0.5ms or 
1ms long. In the latter case two time-consecutive RBs on the same frequency must be 
allocated to the same user. This has been known to cause resource waste when serving 
some low data rate connections [200]. 
 
For the cooperative coverage technique, the RB-based model is very straight 
forwardly suitable. The RBs generally use static, identical transmission powers and 
the amount of RBs consumed by each user constitutes precisely its resource 
consumption. This is already explained in section 6.2 and Table. 6-1. 
 
6.5.1.2. Adaptive Modulation and Coding 
The amount of resource consumed by a user depends on the MCS employed for the 
RBs allocated to the user. This has been discussed in section 6.2 and (6.1) can be used 
to find the suitable MCS, provided the SINR-MCS mapping 
                       is known. 
 
The LTE systems adopt a link adaptation structure characterised by the signalling of 
channel quality indicators (CQIs). In the case of using CQIs to adjust MCS on the 
downlink, the CQIs are sent through the Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) 
by mobiles to BSs [199]. Instead of sending SINR readings to the BS by the mobile, 
the mobiles signals which MCS it can support receiving. This simplifies the 
processing of the BS and masks the receiver performance of the mobiles.  
Table. 6-6 CQI indexes of the LTE system, corresponding to data rates per RB 
CQI 
index 
Modulation Code rate SNR 
requirement 
CQI 
index 
Modulation Code 
rate 
SNR 
requirement 
1 QPSK 0.076 -6.9dB 9 16QAM 0.6 7.4dB 
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2 QPSK 0.12 -5.2dB 10 64QAM 0.45 11.3dB 
3 QPSK 0.19 -3.1dB 11 64QAM 0.55 12.7dB 
4 QPSK 0.3 -1.2dB 12 64QAM 0.65 14.5dB 
5 QPSK 0.44 0.6dB 13 64QAM 0.75 16.4dB 
6 QPSK 0.59 3.0dB 14 64QAM 0.85 18.5dB 
7 16QAM 0.37 5.6dB 15 64QAM 0.93 21.9dB 
8 16QAM 0.48 6.3dB     
The CQI indexes correspond to different modulation methods and coding rates, and 
can be directly mapped to achievable information bit rates per RB. For a simulated 
study, it can be assumed that the mobiles maintain their own 
                       mapping. The methods used to acquire such tables are 
in practice are not important here. 
 
The CQI mapping used in this study is given in Table. 6-6, it is computed using link 
level simulation results (SINR-BLER curve) under the assumption of an AWGN 
channel. Each SINR requirement corresponds to a BLER of 1%, as is commonly 
specified by many literatures [43, 199] as a viable error rate. The source codes from 
The Iterative Solutions Coded Modulation Library (ISCML) [201] are used to 
compute this results.  
 
6.5.1.3. The Impact of Frequency Selective Channel and Scheduling 
The RBs have an inter-frequency distance of 180kHz. This gives a certain degree of 
channel correlations, but the frequency-specific fading is still big enough to be 
exploited. In [202], it is shown that the root mean square (r.m.s) delay spread of 
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multipath channels give a 50% coherence bandwidth of 200kHz, which is about the 
width of an RB. The LTE systems use cell reference symbols at each RB to track the 
frequency selectivity of channels and can generally resolve that diversity at a 45kHz 
resolution [199].  
 
The diversity of channels enables frequency selective scheduling. The SINR of each 
RB with respect to each user can be measured, and the most advantageous RBs for a 
user are scheduled, at the cost of signalling overhead on both directions.  
 
In our study, the scheduling takes place for every 1ms TTI. At each scheduling 
interval, users within a cell have different amount of data to send, depending on their 
data rates and previously buffered data (an unlimited buffer size is assumed). The 
utility [84, 85] of each user on each RB is measured for proportional fair scheduling. 
The schedulers (except for the round robin scheme) schedule each available RB to 
users by their utility scores [84, 85], until the last RB is scheduled. 
 
The multipath frequency selective fading of each RB is generated using the classic 
Jakes’ Doppler spectrum [203]. This is shown in Fig. 6-2. The fading is related to the 
speed of mobiles. 
 
Fig. 6-2 Multipath fading of signal envelopes, generated for mobiles at 1km from BS.  
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6.5.1.4. Estimation of Resource Consumptions 
Due to the nature of diversity-oriented scheduling and RB-specific fading, the amount 
of RBs consumed by a user is variable for every TTI. This is not good for the 
cooperative coverage algorithm to determine the cost of each user.  
 
To measure the percentage of RBs consumed, longer than coherence time estimation 
period should be employed to average out the effect of fading for attaining long-term 
performance. The 50% coherence time of a mobile user travelling at 5km has been 
shown to be nearly 20ms [199], corresponding to eight multipath signals. For higher 
speed this time period is shorter. In our studies a 40ms measurement period is used. 
Specifically, the amount of RBs available across the 40ms period is known, and the 
measured RB consumption by each user can be measured, and used to derive the 
resource consumption of the user. The users’ weight with respect to a BS is then 
written as 
         
         
        
  (6.33) 
where     is the desired data per measurement interval,        is the amount of RBs 
used by the user during the measurement interval n,        is the transmitted data for 
the measurement interval, and    is the total amount of RBs available. Unlike the 
model-based weight expression (6.1), this expression is measurement-based and has 
taken into account the performance of each RB. 
 
6.5.2. Spatial Channel Models 
A big question with the cooperative coverage technique is that if the angular spread of 
multipath signals would significantly impact the effectiveness of shaped coverage. A 
user might receive a portion of signals from other directions other than the direct path, 
hence the gains of antennas not generating the exact effect on the user as planned by 
the results of cooperative coverage.  
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To model the effect of multipath signals, the directional radio channels proposed by 
the COST-259 European Cooperation in Mobile Radio Research effort is utilised. The 
COST-259 model is parametric stochastic [204] and has included many features such 
as the modelling of Angle-Delay power spectrum (ADPS) that introduces rich 
direction information for each path, which makes it an interesting choice. 
 
6.5.2.1. General Aspects of the COST-259 Model 
COST-259 model has defined for macro cell case urban environment: General Typical 
Urban (GTU) and General Bad Urban (GBU) [204]. The propagation behaviour in 
each of the REs such as scattering are characterised by a set of statistical probability 
density functions (PDF) and they are referred to as Global Parameters [204]. Finally, 
reproduced directional channel impulse responses (ChIR) are generated by 
propagation scenarios in the form of waves impinging at the receiver’s antenna and 
Local Parameters are given to determine the amplitude, delay and incidence direction 
of each multi-path component (MPC).  
 
Multipath signals arrive at a receiver in clusters with individual delay and incidence 
directions [204]. Each cluster contains a set of MPC that have relative delay spread 
and angle spread. This reflects the fact that portions of MPC come from a specific 
obstacle like buildings surrounding a mobile. Formation of clusters of MPC can be 
assumed as unchanged for a mobile travels within a certain area A for not more than 
tens of wavelengths (in 2GHz that equals about 10 metres) and the mobile experiences 
small scale fluctuation of signals [204, 205]. If the mobile moves out of A some 
clusters will disappear and some enter the mobile’s cluster set, new ChIR will 
therefore be calculated with removal and addition of MPC.   
 
To model these observed behaviours and reproduce statistically satisfactory ChIR the 
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COST-259 model involves cluster generation, geometric route calculation, MPC delay 
spread (DS) and angle spread (AS) determination characterised by various PDFs [205], 
which will be briefly discussed in the next part. 
 
6.5.2.2. Generating Multipath Signals using the COST-259 Model 
The COST-259 model combines various propagation effects including shadowing, 
path loss, angular and delay spread, scattering and polarization into one general 
framework to generate comprehensive ChIR. 
 
Clusters are uniformly generated within a cell and each cluster has a set of visible 
regions within a cell, associated with a certain radius (maximum 3km) [206]. When 
the location of a mobile is definite, clusters around the mobile are selected to affect 
the delay profile of the mobile and only clusters that have one of its visible regions 
over the mobile will be selected. Minimum number of clusters for a mobile is set to 1 
[206] and a local cluster is always generated for a mobile within the distance of 100 
metres [206] to the mobile. Additional clusters have a mean number of 1 with a 
binomial distribution and mobiles within a cluster experiences non-LOS fading [206]. 
Geometric calculation like in Fig. 6-3 is used to derive the propagation distance, angle 
and time delay of one signal cluster and its corresponding path loss is calculated based 
upon the COST-231-Walfisch-Ikegami Model [52]. For exact formulas used to 
compute the path loss of each cluster, refer to [204, 206]. 
 
Fig. 6-3 Geometric modelling of the scattering effect 
A cluster is composed of multiple MPCs with relative delay, angular and amplitude 
DOA
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Distant scatter
Local scatter
Local scattering region
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difference to the first MPC of a cluster. Generation of these delay and azimuth spread 
for each cluster is realised by using azimuth and delay power spectrum functions 
(ADPS) defined in [204, 206], which is generalised from field measurements. The 
path gain of each path is decided by the ADPS and the summation of the multipath 
signals follows the Doppler spectrum and creates Rayleigh fading. In our studies, 20 
paths are generated for each cluster. 
 
Shadowing, azimuth and delay spread are found to be correlated with each other as 
lognormal variables, the calculation of them are given in [206].  
 
For each cluster, the delay spread power spectrum is generally Laplacian or Gaussian 
distributed and the same delay spread functions are used on both mobile side and BS 
side. Azimuth spread, however, is uniformly distributed for the first cluster at the 
mobile to model local scattering effects. For the additional clusters the APS is 
Laplacian [204, 206] and since macro-cell BS has a high altitude in comparison to 
building heights uniform scattering at a BS antenna is a rare event and the same APS 
are used for all clusters on the uplink. 
 
6.5.3. Simulation Models for LTE Downlink 
A LTE network with 16 cells and 5MHz bandwidth is used in our simulation study, 
each with three sectors. Each sector of a cell uses a 5MHz bandwidth centred on 
2000MHz, 2005MHz, and 2010MHz. The frequencies are chosen purely for 
convenience. Frequency reuse factor of 1 is thus applied. The traffic models, network 
parameters, and resource allocation functions are discussed below. 
 
6.5.3.1. Traffic Models 
A simple always-on model is used for our study. The mobiles are assumed to use 
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Voice over IP (VoIP) speech service. The speech activity factor is set to one and traffic 
flows are always continuous for each user. This is to avoid traffic fluctuations and 
help determine the capacity of systems in a faster fashion, since the generation of 
multipath signals using the COST-259 model and the solving of the MCMCPs are 
both computationally expensive. The micro dynamics of variable traffic flows is not 
important to this study. 
 
6.5.3.2. System Parameters used in Simulation 
The downlink of the LTE network is simulated. The user signals are sent on the 
Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PDSCH) [199] and the RBs are shared among 
users. The Physical Broadcast Channel (PBCH) and PCFICH are also modelled. 
 
The following parameters are used for the system-level simulation: 
Table. 6-7 System level simulation parameters 
Parameter                                             Notation Value 
System bandwidth                                              B   5MHz 
Number of RBs     25 [199] 
RB bandwidth     180kHz [199] 
Number of Subcarriers     12 [199] 
RB 60% coherence 
bandwidth  
        180kHz 
Transmission Time Interval T 1ms [199] 
Site spacing                                                d   1.732 km 
BS antenna height hbs   30 m 
Maximum BS antenna gain      16dBi 
Mobile altitude   hms 1.5 m 
CQI and DL SNR for each N/A See Table. 6-6 
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MCS 
eNodeB transmission power PMAX-DL 43 dBm [199] 
MS receiver noise power     -107dBm 
Cable loss a 2dB [199] 
Mobile receiver noise figure b 7dB [199] 
Penetration & body loss c 20dB [199] 
Mobile antenna gain      0dB 
COST-259 model 
environment 
N/A Typical urban [206] 
PBCH SNR (1% BLER)       -7.3dB [207] 
PCHICH SNR (1% BLER)       -4.0dB [208] 
 
In the system-level simulation, the computation of PBCH and PCFICH SNR is used to 
determine if a mobile could receive service from a cell, using the values provided in 
the above table as threshold. In order to compute the SNR of all the channels, the 
commonly used Exponential Effective SNR Mapping (EESM) formula [199] is used 
to derive the effective SNR: 
             
     
 
   
   (6.34) 
where    is the SNR of the signal on a specific subcarrier.   is the number of 
subcarriers.   is the MCS-specific parameter derived from link level simulations and 
is available at [209]. For the effective SNR of each scheduled user, only the used RBs 
are considered. The measured      is translated into the CQI index according to 
Table. 6-6, and the CQIs facilitate the determination of MCSs used on each RB for a 
user. 
 
Individual SNR of subcarriers are computed as 
       
     
          
 
          
  (6.35) 
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where       is the subcarrier   received by the mobile   in cell  The path gain     
(including antenna gains) is used for computing received power or received 
interference. The existence of interference on this subcarrier is indicated by 
           . 
 
6.5.3.3. Cell Selection and Admission Control Functions 
The cell selection/assignment function is modelled after the so called S-Criterion  
[199]. The S-Criterion is a greedy principle that measures the received signal quality 
using RSRP readings (see section 4.4) and the cell with strongest RSRP is chosen  
[199]. In this study the same principle is used. The S-criterion is given by  
       
  
   
 (6.36) 
where    is the S-criterion factor and    is the power of the subcarriers. The 
S-criterion given in [199] contains a power offset which is not included here, because 
it is mainly used for network planning purposes. 
 
In the simulations, the S-criterion is repeatedly measured for a 40ms period for each 
cell and averaged. The S-criterion factors of cells are ranked for each mobile. The 
serving BS of a mobile should have the highest S-criterion factor and if the average 
S-criterion factor of a neighbour in the past 400ms is higher, a handover takes place 
and the mobile is reassigned. Of course, the neighbour has to have enough resource to 
serve the user. The amount of resource required by a user is estimated as follows 
during admission control:  
 
The effective SNR      of users being served by the neighbour BS j are firstly 
computed as 
                    
        
 
   
   (6.37) 
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where       is the assignment indicator representing if the subcarrier   is used by 
the user            when used and 0 when not.       is the SNR of the user on the 
subcarrier. The SNR can be derived from the CQI reports sent on the Physical Uplink 
Control Channel (PUCCH) [199] using link level simulation results. In the next 
compute the plain effective SNR as 
                   
        
 
   
   (6.38) 
The effective SNR are computed from all the subcarriers in order to even out the 
effect of frequency selective proportional fair scheduling used in the study. The two 
effective SNRs are computed for every user served by the neighbour and the averaged 
multiuser diversity gain is estimated as 
    
 
  
                    
  
   
 (6.39) 
where    is the number of users served by the BS  . 
 
For a new user q being considered by the neighbour BS  , its effective SNR is 
computed using (6.38) and then multiplied by the multiuser diversity gain as 
              . The updated SNR is used to derive the supported MCS, and the raw 
amount of RBs required by the user is then derived using (6.1). 
 
If the neighbour BS does not have already assigned users, then the effective SNR 
            with respect to all RBs are used, which should not be a problem when a 
cell has enough resources.  
 
6.5.4. System Level Simulation and Results 
In this section the simulation used to evaluate the performance of the MCKP-based 
iterative algorithm is explained. The simulation results are also included. 
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6.5.4.1. Simulation Model 
Both uniform and hotspot traffic scenarios are used for simulation. At the start of a 
simulation, mobiles start sending requests to the network and the mobiles are assigned 
to BSs using the S-Criterion given by (6.36). There is a 60ms hysteresis between 
sending the requests and the mobiles being assigned, which is used to model the 
amount of delay caused by the estimation of S-Criterion factors and the subsequent 
decision process. All mobiles starting calling at a randomly chosen time within the 
first second of an event-driven simulation, so mobiles are randomly considered by the 
network (see the greedy assignment algorithm given in section 2.3.3). The estimation 
of resource requirement is done using the method described in section 6.5.3.3.  
 
The network then continues to simulate for another two seconds and at the end of 
simulation, the users served and rejected are counted, and the performance is known. 
The purpose of such a simulation design is to focus on the expected performance of 
the network with a given level of load. 
 
6.5.4.2. The Application of the MCKP-based Iterative Algorithm 
The iterative algorithm requires a MCKP algorithm to help decide the coverage of 
each cell. For this purpose the FPTAS suggested by the authors in [210] is chosen. 
Despite of the fact that the MCKP can be solved exactly using dynamic programming 
technique [191], the FPTAS given by [210] is more efficient, and has a complexity of 
  
  
 
 , where N is the number of items and M the number of item sets.   is a 
parameter defining how close the approximated result is to optimal, which means the 
approximated solution is within a factor 1+   of being optimal. In the simulation 
studies,       is used. 
 
The iterative algorithm has two important parameters that needs to be carefully 
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selected, which is the maximum possible weight      for a mobile and the 
maximum iteration     . In the studies we choose      to be the RBs required by 
a user when the channel conditions only allows the use of the MCS signified by CQI 
index 1.      can be easily computed using (6.1) and Table. 6-6. The other 
parameter      is dimensioned with system level simulations results. 
 
In case of simulating the iterative algorithm, the users are firstly admitted in the first 
second when circular coverage is applied. Rejected users are assumed to continue 
sending requests so if resource allows they might still be served in the future. Only 92% 
of available RBs are commissioned by each BS. This is used as a maximum load level 
by the CAC procedure in order to guarantee QoS. 
 
After the first second, the iterative algorithm is applied. The weight and resource 
constraints of the MCKPs are computed using the functions given in Table. 6-1 based 
on the RB consumption estimation methods given by (6.33) and section 6.5.3.3. The 
measurement based weight (6.33) is used for a mobile with respect to the cell that is 
already serving it, whilst the method described in section 6.5.3.3 is used to determine 
weight for cells not serving it.  
 
The computed coverage shapes are converted into antenna gains using (6.5), where 
the required SNR of PCFICH and eNodeB transmission power given in Table. 6-7 are 
used in place of     
    and      
   , as the PCFICH SNR has been shown to dominate 
coverage in a LTE system [199]. In the next, the computed gains are applied to the 
network by synthesizing antenna pattern using previously discussed method (section 
3.6.1). 
 
For each cell, its load is distributed to its three member sectors using the same sector 
size adjustment technique mentioned in sector 3.5.4. The sectors are able to move 
their boundaries to balance load and each sector has a maximum radian of   and a 
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minimum radian of    . Details of the adjustment method can be found in [158]. 
 
Due to change of antenna gains, handover could take place for a number of users. The 
handover process is again based on the S-criterion. Note the sudden change of 
coverage means a number of users would suffer bad channel qualities and requires 
immediate handover to other cells. If there is not enough resource, then the user is 
counted as a dropped user. 
 
After the handovers have taken place, the simulation continues to run for a few 
seconds, and the results are collected at the end of simulations. 
 
6.5.4.3. Capacity and Service Probability performance  
The simulation results for the uniform traffic case are shown in Fig. 6-4. 
 
Fig. 6-4 System performance under uniform VoIP user distribution, using proportional fair 
scheduling. 
The users travel at the speed of 10km/h and since the simulation only spans a period 
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of 3 seconds, the users do not move much. The results include service capacity, data 
rate achieved, and probability of drop rate for different level of system load, measured 
as number of users per cell. The simulation uses the 12.2kbps VoIP traffic category 
and      is computed accordingly as 4% for the 5MHz system. 
 
The performance of the MCKP-based iterative algorithm is contrasted with the 
non-adaptive circular coverage scheme. The downlink capacity of the LTE system is 
dimensioned at about 320-330 VoIP users as the capacity gradually stops growing. In 
general the iterative algorithm shows its usefulness when the capacity limit has been 
hit. The enhancement of blocking rate is however not very high, reaching in the end at 
about 5%. This is different from the results observed in section 4.3.3. It is probably 
due to the terrain specific shadowing of the Jersey path loss data. The 12dB 
shadowing standard deviation used in the implementation of the COST-259 model is 
averaged over 20 randomly generated scenarios, and does not pertain to a particular 
environment. 
 
The simulation results for the hotspots scenarios are given below. Eight hotspots are 
randomly distributed in the network and contain all the users. The users’ distance to 
the centre of the hotspots follows zero mean normal distribution with        . 
 
The hotspot scenarios show better enhancement with the blocking probability 
increased by nearly 10% at the case of 400 users per sector. The improvement ratio 
seems to be growing with the level of load. This is perhaps due to the fact that denser 
mobile distribution introduces more clusters of mobiles that can be covered by the 
BSs more efficiently. At low level traffic density, there is less coverage options to 
exploit. 
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Fig. 6-5 System performance under unbalanced traffic distribution with 10km/h VoIP mobiles 
and proportional fair scheduling 
 
6.5.4.4. General Performance of the Iterative Algorithm 
The iterative algorithm has been shown to be effective. Still, the efficiency of the 
algorithm decides whether it is applicable in practice. The simulator and iterative 
algorithm are implemented using a combination of standard C++ and Microsoft 
Common Language Infrastructure C++, with the latter only used for the user interface. 
The convergence performance of the algorithm is shown in table. 
Table. 6-8 Time and convergence performance of the iterative algorithm, measured on an Intel 
Core 2 Duo T7500 processor, 3GB SDRAM 
Test case Time performance (minutes) Iterations Size of network 
Uniform traffic, VoIP 5.78 57 330 user/sector 
Uniform traffic, VoIP 8.78 63 400 user/sector 
Eight hotspots, VoIP 9.45 112 330 user/sector 
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Eight hotspots, VoIP 20.42 168 400 user/sector 
 
Note the algorithm could take nearly 200 iterations to converge. This is not a small 
number as almost one thousands MCKPs are required to be solved, although the size 
of MCKP shrinks in late iterations. It is clear that the efficiency of the algorithm is not 
fast enough to track the variable channel conditions and mobile movements. This 
means the scheme should only be used for low mobility environment. In our 
simulations the algorithm is assumed to take zero time to compute.  
 
It would be interesting to compare the iterative algorithm with the power cost-based 
BOA. The BOA has been always studied in CDMA systems, and essentially, it uses 
the theoretical CDMA limit to assign users and each user consumes one unit of 
resource. However, in OFDMA systems such as LTE, the change of coverage would 
easily modify the amount of resource required to serve a user. If we use the amount of 
total RBs to define the resource cap of a BS in the BOA, then the decision to cover 
different radial step on a azimuth step would also rewrite the amount of RBs required 
by QCs on this corresponding azimuth step. This means the BOA is not applicable for 
LTE system. 
 
6.6. Conclusion 
We have described the design of an iterative algorithm for solving the multiple cell 
multidimensional coverage problem. The algorithm is then used in simulations of a 
LTE network. The results show that the iterative algorithm is effective. The algorithm 
is compatible with the RB-based resource model of LTE systems, and does well when 
the proportional fair frequency selecting scheduling. It does converge and always 
improve positively iteration by iteration. It is also connected to the well known 
knapsack problem and has a solid ground for explaining its usefulness. 
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Problem with the iterative algorithm is that the best average performance in terms of 
service probability does not exceed 30% under hotspot scenarios. Which is not 
significantly better than the power-cost based BOA. This could be due to the impact 
of the directional channel model, which makes the gains of antennas have a more 
complex impact, and could be also due to the inaccurate estimation of item costs, 
which is very hard to improve due to fading dynamics. Anyhow, the BOA has been 
shown to be unusable with LTE systems.  
 
The iterative algorithm is the first solution for radio coverage optimisation problems 
constructed using MCMCP formulations explained in this thesis. It has proved that the 
MCMCP formulations we have presented make sense and could be a new direction to 
study radio coverage optimisation problems in wireless networks.  
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Future Work 
 
7.1. Contributions 
In this thesis, the work presented has focused on proposing and solving the problem of 
cooperatively changing coverage of cells to maximise network service probability or 
throughput. The problems have been formulated and also solved, although the 
solution is not optimal. The studies are based on a distinctive antenna technology that 
allows cells to adjust their shapes. 
 
Throughout the thesis, the resource allocation problems commonly faced by 
researchers in wireless communications are generally discussed. A distinction of this 
study is that it does not focus on improving the bandwidth efficiency of radio links, 
such as discovering better scheduling, link estimation methods, or new spatial access 
technique. Instead, it tackles the basic BS assignment resource allocation problems in 
the macro-cell level, and base itself on the possibility of changing coverage with 
antenna arrays, which is comparatively rare.  
 
Early research of the cooperative coverage problem is based on previous findings. In 
particular, the negotiation mechanism and the Bubble Oscillation Algorithm [160, 164] 
provided some insights into the structure of the problem. Works have then been done 
to compare cooperative coverage shaping to popular antenna tilting techniques, 
showing its advanced performance. Several major problems with the previously 
proposed models exist, such as the assumption of perfect propagation environment 
and the inaccuracy of mobile locations making the effectiveness of cooperative 
coverage doubtable. These issues have all been studied in this thesis, with an 
improved BOA proposed. 
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In order to find better solutions to the cooperative coverage problem, the dynamics of 
resource allocations have to be taken into account. Through background studies given 
in section 2.3, the key aspect of macro-level resource allocation is identified as the 
assignment of mobiles. It is clear that the standard greedy assignment principle, a 
staple to any practically used cellular systems, is certainly not optimal. The greedy 
way has its benefit of being simple and neat, but whether better assignment schemes 
exist is also interesting. As a result, the optimality of assignment is studied, and some 
of the forms are found to be equivalent to known optimisation problems through 
problem formulation. 
 
The important knowledge learnt from section 2.3 is the ubiquitous of greedy principle 
and combinatorial optimisation problems in wireless communications. Examples of 
both are everywhere: the simplest wireless access network can comprise of a single 
BS and its mobiles. They form a fundamental one-to-many relationship that resembles 
a knapsack problem, which is a form of combinatorial problem. Greedy algorithms 
are well known as a simple solution for the knapsack problems, and in this case the 
mobiles are assigned to BS greedily depending on their received signal levels from 
BSs.  
 
The cell coverage problem is then tackled from the combinatorial optimisation 
problem perspective. This prompted the introduction of the multiple cell 
multidimensional coverage problem (MCMCP) in Chapter 5. The single cell case 
multidimensional coverage problem is then formulated as a multiple choice knapsack 
problem, and the formulation avoids the involvement of any specific assignment 
functions. However, the multiple cell MCP does not avoid the assumption of an 
assignment function, and the formulated form based on MCKP is not very satisfactory. 
Nevertheless, this has provided a bridge between the MCMCP and known problems. 
The difference between MCMCP and pure knapsack problems is that solution to 
MCMCP is affected by assignment functions (and of course sequence of assignment 
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of mobiles). There is an optimal assignment sequence to every coverage solution of a 
MCMCP instance. However, performance evaluation of a coverage solution can be 
only based on randomised assignment sequences, because the optimal assignment 
sequence is a very extreme and rare case that is unable to be applied in real world 
applications. Therefore, it can be said that the MCMCP has ‘no optimal solutions’ but 
solutions that are more likely to perform well.  
 
The effort to solve the MCMCP based on MCKP formulations is recorded in Chapter 
6. There are many exhaustive search options available, but it is more meaningful to 
find an algorithm closer to the formulation and combinatorial nature of the problem. 
An iterative algorithm based on the MCKP structure is then proposed. This algorithm 
has some good properties, such as its convergence, and the avoidance of the 
consideration of assignment functions. Simulations in LTE systems have also proved 
its usefulness. 
 
We have then come to the end of this thesis, but there are many possibilities that can 
be projected from the findings presented here. Some are discussed in the last section 
of the thesis. 
 
7.2. Possible Future Directions  
Our current interests in future research include mainly three areas: finding the optimal 
solution of the MCMCP; derive more practical, distributed scheme for the application 
of cooperative coverage in wireless communications; studying other types of wireless 
resource allocation problems. In the following these plans will be explained.  
 
A. Exact algorithm for the MCMCP 
Suppose the assignment sequence is predetermined, the MCMCP can be then said to 
have an optimal solution. In such case, it would be interesting to know how much 
better the optimal solutions can do in comparison to the MCKP-based iterative 
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algorithm. An exact algorithm may be studied in the future to evaluate the best 
possible performance of cooperative coverage. 
 
It is also useful to compare the optimal solution of MCMCPs to that of the assignment 
problems, which are shown to be GAPs or slightly simpler forms in Chapter 5. Both 
exact algorithm [191] and approximation algorithms [211] have been proposed for the 
GAP. The GAP can be solved relatively easily when compared to MCMCP as it is a 
well known problem. Comparing the results would help understand radio resource 
allocation problems better. 
 
B. Distributed Cooperative Coverage System  
There is no viable way for the base stations to communicate path gain and SNR of 
mobiles in a timely fashion that could rapidly track the fading dynamics of moving 
mobiles. A centralised cooperative coverage scheme suffers from delays, and 
simultaneous change of coverage would cause the undesired surge of handover 
occurrence. 
 
Proposition 6-1 suggests that an MCKP can be always created for an arbitrary cell, 
conditional to the static coverage of other cells. The solving of dependant MCKPs 
allowing for the use of the proposed MCKP-based iterative algorithm in a practical 
setting, i.e., when the load of network builds up to a point, the most loaded cell can 
start to have its coverage adjusted as a multiple-choice knapsack (MCK), and 
iteratively and continually, other cells are also adjusted only when the QoS of calls 
deteriorate. The MCKP is computed and applied one at a time, facilitating network 
adaption in a non-abrupt, smooth fashion. 
 
C. Identifying and solving other resource allocation problems 
The use of relay stations (RS) in cellular communications is a potential field for new 
resource allocation problems. For a relay station, it could be sharing resource with a 
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base station. If we try to model wireless network with RSs as assignment problems, 
then we can find that for each pair of BS and RS, we will have two bins, but only one 
resource constraint. Solving such a GAP variant could be rather interesting. 
  
Another example could be cooperative communications that allows for fractional 
assignment indicators. Imagine there are M BSs and N mobiles, the BSs could 
cooperatively [212] serve a single mobile, with each BS conveying a portion of traffic 
for the mobile. GAP formulation may be used to formulate and solve this problem. 
 
There are many more examples that could be shown as connected to radio resource 
allocation problems studied in this thesis. Such plethora of closely related problems 
could prompt generalisation and solving of typical models, and the results could help 
us develop new wireless network designs in the long run. 
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